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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

The purpose cf this analytical and experimental effort was to
eval•iate the practicability of f•1'idics for control of military fuel
handling operations. There wore two basic objectives. The first, was
to cemonstrate the feasaiSl1ty of a fluidically controlled, automatic
shutoff closed-connect fueling device. The second was to analytically
implement fluidic solutions to various military fuel handling operations
to allow an appraisal of the practicability of fluidics for control.

The demonstration of the feling &dvice was achieveO by combining
a unique method of fluidic sensing and cnntr•o with a coumercially avail-
able cloeed-cinect coupling. The effort consisted of the design and
fabrication of the component parts, a breadboard evaluation of the
critical components and subsystems and, finally, a prototype fabrication,
evaluation and demonstratior.

The evialuation 6f fluidics for control of fuel handling operations
consisted of: spezifying the various operations; defining the control
requirements; implementing fluidic solutions and evaluating the practi-
cability of the application.

The operations for which fluidic control were considered included
pipeline pump station control, storage tank quantity gaging, tank farm
manifold controi.. fuel interface detection in pipeline flow, fuel
dispensing pump flow and speed-control, filter/separator water dump
valvd control and automatic swltching betweer filter/separator ,zits.

I
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SECTION 2

S U1MGARY

This is a report of an investigation into the practicability of
using fluidic technology for control in military fuel handling operations.

The purpose of this investigetion was to determine if fluidics offered
unique solutions to the many potential areas for automatic contrcl '.n field
operations iiicluding automatic pipeline control, tank farm manifL L . trol,
tank quantity gaging, interface detection in pipelines, fuel dispensing
pump flow and speed control, detection of clogging in filter/separators,
automatic switching between filter/separator units and automatic shutoff
closed-connect fueling devices.

The purpose was achieved by conducting concurrent experimental and
analytical programs. First, to demonstrate the potential for fluidic
control, a prototype of a fluidically controlled, closed-connect fueling
device was designed, tested, demonstrated and delivered to the Army.
Second, a comprehensive study was performed thet included equipment and
system definition, determination of control requirements, conception of
fluidic solutions and componert and system performance appraisals for
each of the fuel handling operations mentioned.

The prototype fueling device consists of a nozzle and a tank
receptacle. When mated, fuel is delivered to the tank without exposing
the fuel or tank to airborne contaminants. When separated, both fuel
flow paths are sealed from the ambient. The nozzle wes designed with a
fluidically controlled main fuel valve. It is positioned as a function
of fuel delivery pressure to assure reliable fluidic amplifier operation,
and it is automatically shut by the amplifier sensing circuit. This
circuit uses a float-.actuated valve located in the fuel tank and affixed
to the receptacle to s&gnal the amplifier when the tank fills. The
amplifier uses this Information to stop fuel flow by closing the main
valve and by shutting off its own power supply which is derived from
the fuel delivered to tho fueling nozzle. It also is provided with a
manual control valve that bypasses the fluidic control.

The fueling device successfully met the requirements of delivering
fuel of specified specific gravity at a flow rate of 100 gpm with no
more than a total pressure drop of 15 psi. The receptacle also met the
requirement of being simply field - altered for normal open-port fueling.
Other requirements were also met. An exception was the nozzle weight
which was about two pounds heavier than specified. However, the recep-
tacle was under the specified weight by essentially the same amount.

To iiplement the study portion of the w-ork, operational require-
ments for each of the various control cpplications were reviewed tof determine the control requirements. Automatic pipeline operation wes

2
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of special interest and it was decided to study the control of a remotely
located Pipeline pumping station. This operation was selected because
many types of control functions are performed during the automatic start-
up, on-line operation and shutdown. The startup and on-line operation
were studied in detail and fluidic sequencing and steady-state circuits
were devised to meet the requirements for unattended control. The resul-
taut startup and on-line controls included many logic functions and
several interface devices such ae sensors, pilot stages, transducers,
and actuators. X brief tradeoff study of fluidic power supplies for
the pump station control included: use of the fluid in the pipeline;
pump prime mover driven auxiliary power units (APU); and separate APUs.
Pneumatic and hydraulic fluids were considered and the final selection
was a separate low pressure pneumatic source for the fluidic logic
circuits and another separate high pressure hydraulic source for power-
ing the operators that open and close the various valves in the station
fuel manifold.

For the other fuel handling operations, detail6d requirements were
obtained through discussions with cognizant Army personnel. Following
this, effort was devoted to a review of available fluidic control tech-
nology to obtain a control solution. In some cases, no solution was
apparent. For the operations where fluidics appeared to offer control
solutions, a technique was implemented and the feasibility and pr.cti-
cability were evaluated.

In general, it was concluded that fluidics offers practical and
feasible control technology for many militar fuel handling operations.
In several instances, the liquid fuel itself must be used as the amplifier
power supply. Tn others, this apnroach is desirable but not epsential.
However, it was concluded that present amplifiers are limited in oper-
ational range if the liquid fuel is ued. This is because low temper-
atures (-400F) can result in Reynolds Numbers within the amplifier that
are below the minimum generally considered safe for reliable operation.
Pneumatic r!wer can be substituted in many of these controls as an
interim approach until amplifier designs are available for operation
at lower Reynolds Numbers. Bendix Research Laboratories has been doing
corporate funded development of amplifier profiles that are optimized
for liquid operation. This effort is expected to result in fluidic
control capabilities for liquid operation similar to those already
available for pneumatics, "

For the specific applications investigated, it was concludsd that
fluidics are practical. and feasible for: pipeline pump station control, •

storage tank farm manifold control, fuel dispensing pump speed and flow
control, automatic switching between filter/separator units, detection
of iuel interfaces in pipelines and control of automatic shutoff closed-
connect fueling devices. Fluidics did not appear to offer solutions to
storage tank fuel quantity gaging or to control of the water dump valve
in filter/separator units.



SECTION 3

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based upon the demonstration of a fluldically controlled automatic
shutoff closed-connect fueling device and the general results of the study
portions of this contract, it is concluded that fluidic technology is
practical for use in several control applications for military fuel hand-
ling operations. Further development work is required before fluidics
can be effectively used for all military fuel handling control applications.
This will be necessary primarily because wide variations in viscosity take
place for typical military fuels as temperatures range between -40*F and
+120*F. Many control applications preferably would use the fuel for the
fluidic amplifier power supply. However, low fuel temperatures and the
resultant high viscosity can cause the Reynolds number to decrease below
the minimum required for reliable operation. Therefore, it is a conclusion
of this work that, where fuel must be usL.' as the power source, specially
designed fluidic amplifiers will be required. Bendix Research Laboratories
has been performing a Corporate fu,-ed investigation of liquid powered
fluidic amplifiers. The principal purposL of the investigation is to
determine the optimum amplifier configurations for liquid operation. As
a result, it can be expected that the present minimum Reynolds number
will be reduced and provide for more widec-pread application of fluidics
in liquid powered applications. In the ixterim, many of the Army fuel
handling applications would still be feasiale to implement as lonS as
operation was limited to a practical minimum low temperature that would
be specifically defined for each type of fuel.

For the control of a pipeline pump station and other similar controls,
conprised mostly of logical functions, pneumatically powered fluidic
circuits are concluded to be entirely feasible and practical.

For the other specific control applications investigated during this
study, the following conclusions were reached: Fluidic technology does
not appear to be applicable to the determination of fuel quantity in
storage tanks. Fluidica can be practically applied to the logical control
of an sutomathd storage tank farm switching manifold provided that pneumatic
power is used for the logic circuits. Control of fuel dispensing pumps tc,
provide automatic speed or pressure control is feasible within the pre-
viously mentioned Reynolds number limitations. Fluidic control of the
water duixp valve tn a filter/separator is not practical because of power
supply limitations related to contamination control Ind Reynolds Number.
Fluidic control to provide automatic switching of the main flow stream
from a clogged filter/separator to a standby unit is practical if a separate
(preferably pneumatic) p'er su15ly is used. Also, because of the proui-
mity of the water dump control, 't would become feAsib!e ?o use fluidic
control of this function if rneumatic power were available for the above

3-1



switching function. Fluidic phenomena and fluidic control capability
are concluded to offer practical and proven solutions to detection of
the fuel interfaces in pipelines and can provide the necessary control
functions for effecting flying switches in downstream manifolds.

Based upon the results of the fueling device development and the
conclusions drawn from the study of the applicability of fluidics for
control of military fuel handling operations, several recommendations
can be made.

It is recommended that at least a portion of the control requirements

allow a realistic evaluation of the potential of this relatively new

technology for performing this function. For example, the start-up
sequencer discussed in this study could be reviewed to optimize the design
and then be implemented. This would provide a broad evaluation of the
logic capabilities of fluidic technology using pneumatic power.

It is also recommended that fluidics be further Investigated for its
practicability as a controller for fuel dispencing pumps. Two techniques
were presented and briefly evaluated in this study. A more comprehensive
program is recommended to experimentally evaluate the critical components
of each, make a tradeoff comparison and, finally, fabricate, evaluate
and demonstrate the selected control.

A similar program is recommended to evaluate the two concepts for
pipeline fuel interface detection that were presented in this study. Both
of theoe concepts, the passive bridge interface detector and the fluidic
jet-on-jet interface detector have already received some experimental
evaluation at the Bendix Research Laboratories for other applications.
Therefore, an experimental program for evaluation of these devices as
interface detectors would lead to selection of one as the most promising.
Following a selection, further analytical and experimental work is
recommended to refine the design and to demonstrate the detector in actual
service.

Finally, a continuation of the development of a fluidically controlled
closed-connect automatic shutoff fueling device is recommnended. Although
the prototype demonstrated satisfactory operability, there is a need
to improve several aspects of the design: namely, the main fuel valve
should be redesigned to reduce its size, improve the stability and decrease
the closing response time. Other aspects of the design should be further
studied to determine ways to reduce the probable manufacturing costs.
inproved piston seals and a simplified amplifier manifolding arrangement
are examples of this.

3-.2



SECTION 4

CLOSED-CONNECT FUELING DEVICE

4.1 INTRODUCTION AND DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The primary program objective was the design, fabrication, test
and delivery of a prototype model of a closed-connect fueling device
equipped with and operated by a fluidic automatic shutoff control system.

The term, closed circuit, defines a technique for fueling a velsicle
without exposing the interior of the fuel tank or the fueling nozzle
to contamination from the environment either before, Auring or aftar a
fueling operation. The fueling device consists of the nozzle and a per-
manently mc.unted receiver in the fuel tank.

This method of fueling is not unique. It has been used for fix:ed
wing aircraft underwing refueling for years. However, it is unique to
fueling operations related to ground vehicles and to helicopters. The
Army has been investigating this type of fueling technique for about
three years because of the special refueling requirements of gas turbine
powered helicopters under combat conditions.

Closed-connect fueling reduces the vulnerability of military ve-
hicles and operators to enemy action during fueling operations; the maxi-
mum advantage of this fueling technique occurs for high flow rates by
virtue of simple valving, rapid connect/disconnect, and reliable auto-
matic flow shutoff control.

In many cases, when using this fueling technique, the operator
is not in a position to observe the fuel level as it rises in the tank.
Therefore, it is necessary to provide a sensing technique that auto-
matically shuts off fuel flow when the tank becomes full. An advantage
realized from automatic shutoff is that one operator can simultaneously
fuel several vehicles because, once connected and actuated, the device
can be left unattended. The methods by which the fuel tank fullness is
sensed and the fuel flow controlled can have many variations. Because
of the advantages offered by fluidics technology, the Army initiated this
program to demonstrate the feasibility of a closed-connect fueling device
equipped with and operated by a fluidic automatic shut-off control system.

As mentioned above, the device was to coitaist of two directly con-
nectable components, a nozzle and a receiving N.alve. When the two com-
ponents are diecounected, the fluid flow from both msot shut off automati-
cally and the connection design has to restrict foel contamination to a
Vinimum.

Additional requirements also had to be set. These were:

9 The deigfn of the receiver had to be capable of being used
i&, a retrofit of large capacicy fusi tanks.
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0 The receiver had to be capable of being quickly and simply
field-altered to permit use of a standard gravity refueling
nozzle.

* The Dressure drop across the connected Dozzle and receiver was
not to exceed 15 psi when flowing liquid hydrocarbon fuel of
0.725 specific gravity at a flow rate of 100 gpm.

* The fluidic control system was required to sense the level of
fuel in the fuel tank and/or the internal pressure in the tank
and provide automatic shut-off of flow on that basis.

* The control design had to draw its power from the hydraulic power
in the fuel and it could not be sensitive to pressure surges in
the fueling line.

0 The nozzle design had to include a provision for manual control
of the flow.

* It was desired that the nozzle not weigh more than 6 pounds and
the receiver not more than 5-1/4 pounds.

* The design was to reflect ease of maintenance in the field.

4.2 SUMMAY OF RESULTS

A prototype closed-connect fueling device was designed, fabricated,
tested, and delivered. The device consisted of a Fluidic Closed-Connect
Fueling Nozzle (Bendix P/N D2172405) and a Closed-Connect Fueling Recep-
tacle (Bendix P/N D2173968). The valving and the fluidic control design
and circuitry were established by Bendix Research Laboratories during
the program. The connection used a modified Wiggins Company model which
provides for rapid conn,-ctions and disconnections. The connection was
modified to allow for simultaneous passage of three separate flows; the
main fuel flow, the flildic amplifier sensing circuit flow, and the
amplifier vent f!o. Concentric flow paths were used to allow connec-
tion of the nozzle to the receptacle without any need for indexing.

The receiver is capable of retrofit to large capacity fuel tanks
and is designed for top-filled tanks. It uses the Wiggins concept for
Gasy conversion of the closed-connect configuration to a gravity fuel-
ing mode,

All of the design goals were achieved with the exception of the
nozzle weight which was 2 pounds and 4 ounces higher than the 6 pound
desired weight. The receptacle weight, however, was only 3 pounds and
1 ounce which is ' pounds and 3 ounces less thai, the desired weight.

The fueling device is capable of flowing 10L gpm of fuel with a
specif.c gravity of 0.725, with a total pressure drop of 15 psi through
the "c,.niected assembliev. Complete automatic shutoff of the 100 gpm
nrozzle flow occurs in 3.5 seconds. The nozzle is insennitive to the
increasing or decreasing supply pressure surges which might occur in a
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multi-nozzle fueling system. Manual operation of the nozzle is accomplished
with a separate spool-type valve which bypasses the fluidic circuit and
allows direct control of the nozzle with supply pressure. The nozzle may
be disconnected from the receptacle during fueling with a spillage of only
25 cc. This residual flow comes from the fluidic amplifier vent circuit
which is not deactivated until shortly after the nozzle is separated from
the receptacle. The results of the design and testing program are detailed
in the following subsections.

4.3 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

4.3.1 Original (Pro-posed) Design

The objective was to demonstrate the practicability of a
fluidic automatic control system. Therefore, it was decided to purchase
a commercially available fueling device and modify the dry break connec-
tion rather than expend engineering effort to conceive of and design a
connector. The fueling device selected for modification was a Wiggins
Company Model ZZ1 nozzle and a modified Model ZNC1 receiver. This fueling
device was selected becaese it has a hydromechanical automatic shutoff
capability, the receiver can be simply altered for gravity type fueling,
the connection provides minimum potential for fuel contamination and
the pressure drop through the connector at 100 gpa. was low enough to
allow for additional drop through the main valve and still meet the
15 psi limit established in the design requirements.

A further requirement was defined to protect the vehicle
fuel tank. The control design had to prevent fueling in the automatic
mode if the fluidic amplifier supply pressure dropped below the level at
which reliable automatic shutoff operation could be assured. The ampli-
fier supply is obtained from the fuel delivered to the nozzle by the
dispensing pump. Since several nozzles are supplied from a single pump,
it is conceivable under some conditions that the pressure delivered to a
nozzle could fall to values on the order of 2 to 3 psig. This was con-
sidered to be a marginal supply pressure for reliable automatic shr.toff
operation. Therefore, the fluidic control was required to provide a form
of regulation of its own supply pressure Lo inhibit fueling in the auto-
matic mode at or below marginal pressures.

To allow for fueling under these conditions, or in the event
of a malfunction of the automatic control, provision for manual operation
was also required.

4.3.1.1 Fluidic Sensing Technigue

The fluidic automatic control proposed is shown
schematically in Figure 4-1. The technique used to sense tank fullness
is based upon a unique operating phenomena peculiar to fluidic amplifiers
that operate on liquids. The operation of this sessing circuit is ex-
plained below. before describing the fluidic liquid level circuit, a
brief discussion of fluidiz amplifiers is desirable to aid in understanding.
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Figure 4-1 - Fluidic Autcomatic Shutoff Control. Schematic

Fluidic amplifiers can be broadly divided into

two groups. The first group operates on the vortex phenomenon and the *

second group depends upon deflection of a power supply jet iurto one or

moacr output porct. The amplifiers of interest for this appltcation are

in the second category and, in addition, belong to that clas• .) jet

d~wfiection amplif.iers which utilize the Coanda or wall-attcachauz•t phe-

ne.~mnorn. This is the type of fluidic device usually imrp].ied when referred

to as a histabie or monostable amplifier, or flip-flop.
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wall. During the first instant of operation, the supply jet is centered
between the right and left boundary walls. Fluid at rest near the walls
is entrained by the Jet and carried downstream. This induces a secondary
flow along both sides of the boundary walls.

A random flow disturbance or geometric asymmetry
causes the flow to favor one side over the other. The volume between the
jet and the wall of the favored side decreases. This movement of the jet
closer to the wall increases the amount of flow entrainment. The result-
ant pressure reduction in the area adjacent to the favored wall forces
the jet to the wall where it then becomes attached. Figure 4-2 shows the
jet attached to the right boundary wall. Also shown are the vents which
are used to isolate the amplifier from the effects of load impedances into
which the outputs may oe directed.

The bistable amplifier output signal can be switched
from one side to the opposite by introducing a control flow into the port
on the sawe side of the amplifier from which the output flow is then issu-
ing. The control flcv acts to first reduce and then reverse the sense of
the pressure differential which has caused the power jet to be attached
to the boundary wall. The pressure differential reversal is sufficient
to start the power jet to switch toward the opposite side. As the jet
moves toward the opposite wall, it bootstraps the action by entraining
fluid near that wall. Thus the action described earlier is repeated for
the opposite wall, it bootstraps the action by entraining fluid near that
wall. Thus the action described earlier is repeated for the opposite
wall. Once the jet becomes attached, no further control is required.
It is for this reason that the amplifier is termed bistable, since the
let, once it has been switched into an output leg, remains there with-
out the need for a control force and will not switch to the other leg
until a control flow is applied in the opposite direction.

LIGIEND

S - WUPPLY POUT
CL - LPFT COPTROi. PONT

C1 - RKNT CO•TRMO PONT

VL - L15 VIMT

Vt -RIHtG , % *T

0L -LEFT O10PUT POiT 61.161111,11

01- RIGHT OUTPUT PONT WMIUMV

Figure 4-2 - Bistable Fluid Amplifier
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Monostable ALuilifiers

The wall attachment characteristic can be altered
to the point where the power jet will no longer remain attached to the
wall when the control signal which switched it there is removed. This is
usually done by building in some geometric asyumetry, and the result is
an amplifier which tas only one "memory" or stable side - hence the name,
monoetable. The jet always remains on the stable side until a control
sa.gnal is applied to force or attract it to the other side. As soon as
the control signal is removed, the jet snaps back to the stable side.

The monostable amplifier is basically a bistable
amplifier that has been converted by reducing the length of the attach-
ment wall on the side opposite the memory side. This is done by increae-
in& the width of the former control port and that port is now referred
to as a bias port.

During operacion, whether or not the amplifier
has been switched, a certain amount of fluid is entrained through the
control or bias rort on the side opposite the wall to which the jet is
then attached. As 1ng as the entrained fluid is replaced, by allowing
fluid to enter through the port, cperation io normal and uzaffected.
However, as soon as flow into that port is restricted, th3 tressure dif-
ferential across the attached jet is reduced. If the restriccion is high
enough, the amplifier will awitch back to that sioes

Thus, It is important to remember that P. dail-
attachment amplifier can be awitched either by inttoducing a control
flow on tho "attached" side or by restricting control or bias flow on
the "unattached" side.

Figure 4-3 shows a fluidic circuit for seneing fuel leve?.
in a tr~k. The hash marks along one of the output legs of each amplifier
indicate that the amplifier has "memory" in that output. That is, it is
monostable and will always produce an output from the memory leg in the
absence of any tontrol signal.

The first amplifier of the sensor can be physi-
caily located in the fuel tank so that the control port is positioned
at the desired fuel level. Alternately, the amplifier can be remotely
located and a line can be connected to the control port with the other
end positioned at the desired fuel level.

If the two amplifiers are supplied with fuel and
the control port of the first amplifier is allowed to aspirate air, 'he
memory phenomenon of the first amplifier is destroyed and its supply
flow will split approximately botwean the two output legs rather than
flowing only from the memory leg. By connecting both otputs of the
first ampliff.er ý-) thq ccitrol and bias ports of the second amplifier,
this amplifier behaves as theugh it 'nero .swmrsed in fuel; that is, it
operates normally and all ot its outrut is from Its memory leg.

I
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Figure 4-3 - Fluidic Level Sensor

When the control port of the first amplifier is

immersed in fuel, this amplifier behaves normally with its entire out-
put from its memory leg. This produces a strong control signal on the
second amplifier with a simultaneous loss of the partial bias signal,
The result is that the second amplifier switches.

Thus, a digital signal is provided which indi-
cates that the fuel level is either above the desired level or below it.

Referring again to Figure 4-1, it will be noted
that the control sad bias ports of the tensing amplifier are manifolded
together and theo referenced to the desired fuel level in the tank.
When the level is low, air is aspirated into this line and the actua-
tion output is active, .ne main flow valve opens and fueling is initiated.
When the desired lzvel is reached, fuel is aspirated into the sensing
line and the shutoff output becomes active. Thiis results in tu-o actions.
First, the main flow valve is driven closed by the spring when the actu-
Ation output reduces. Second, the amplifier supply gating valve is driven
closed by the action of the shutoff output pressure acting ou tha lower
piston of the valve, This deactivates the fluidic circuit, stopping all
flow.

4.3,.12 Amplifier VentinL

The fluidic amplifiers operate by diverting the

flow issuing from the power jet. The power jet flow is continuous as
long as the saplifiers are supplied, and at a result, any unused output
flow must be vented to a local refrsnce su". In F?,;.re 4-1. the outputs



from the actuaeion amplifier are directed into essentially infinite
impedance loads, i.e., the power piston cavity and the shutoff piston
cavity at the bottom of the amplifier supply gating valve. Thus, once
the tiannient phase is completed, all of the power jet flov, from this
amplifier must pass through the vents to a lower reference pressure.
Similarly, the outputs from the sensing amplifier are directed into
relatively high impedance loacs (the bias and control ports of the actu-
ation amplifier), and a portion of the power jet flow from this amplifier
must also pass through its vents to a lower reference pressure. The vent
connections are not shown explicitly in Figure 4-1 because, at the time
the design was conceived, it war not known if the vent flow could be
referenced to the nozzle main flow channel or if it had to be directed
into the fuel tank.

4.3.1.3 Tank Pressure Sensing

In many vehicles, tank vents are large enough to
handle the highest fueling rates without exceeding safe internal pres-
sures. However, it is conceivable that the tank pressure on some vehTclý?s
could rise to dangerous levels during the fueling operation before the
tank fills if high flow rates were used and/or the tank vent was restricted
or too small. With the fluidic control concept shown in Figure 4-1, if the
tank pressure should rise to a value which threatens to burst the tank,
the pressure will be transmitted via the amplifier shutoff output to the
piston on the bcttom of the amplifier supply gp' 4.-.g valve. This will shut
off the amplifier supply flow, and the main fuel valve will close.

4.3.1.4 Supply Pressure Regulrtion

At was mentioned earlier, from the consideration
of system operational characteristics, it is conc eivable that the pressure
available at the nozzle/hose interface may vary outside of the normal
operating pressure range of the amplifiers. This would result in an
inoperative shutoff control during some portions of the fueling operation.
To maintain the shutoff capability, control of the pressure at the nozzle
inlet is required because it is this pressure which 4upplies the ampli-
fiers. The control must regulate the main valve metering area to main-
tain this pressure within the operating limits of the amplifiers and
stop the fueling operation completely if the pressure goes outside of

these operating limits. This is accompli~zhed with z:his dewign approach
as follows.

The actuation amplifier outpost pressure, applied
to the power piston on the maln fuel valve, generates a force to open the
valve against the spring load. The output pressure of the amplifier is
directly proportional to the amplifier supply ?ressur6 end is theoretically
identical to the nozzle supply pressure. 1hus, the opening force is pro-
portional to the nozzle supply pressure. Motion if the valve results in
a change in the spring toeding. Notion in the open direction increases
apring load. Therefore, as the nossle supply pressure rises, the valve
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will move furthar open until the increased spring load balances the in-
creased pressure force from the actuation smplifier. Similarly, if the
nozzle supply prespure decreases, the valve will move in the closed
direction until the lower spring force balances the lower amplifier out-
put pressure.

When a valve is required to operate at positions
proportional to the positior.ing forces, any friction cnses inaccuracies

A in the desired position. In this case, this would resulL in operating
pressures outside of desired limits. Thus, the sealo selected for the
main valve were a type of rolling diaphragm. They were selected to
minimize fr'ction and dirt sensitivity and because of their demonstrated
long life. The basic configuration of the desigt using rolling diaphragm
seals is shown in Figure 4-4.

4.3.1.5 Operating Switch

In the original design shown in Figure 4-1, the
operator starts fueling by depressing the operating switch. Note that
this switch depresses the amplifier supply gating valve indirectly by
compressing a spring. If the fuel level is, already at the desired maxi-
mum value, the actuation amplifier shutoff output will become active and
will prevent the gating valve downward motion, even though the operator
holds the switch down. Conversely, the operator may manually shut off
fuel flow at any time by pulling upward on the switch. This motion en-
gagea the mechanical latch and moves the gating valve upward.

This switch concept was discarded during the
design phase of the program and replaced with a more reliable and simple
design. The basic operation remained about the same.

The revised switch design is shown in Figure 4-5.
It uses a "snap through" Belleville spring as a pressure sensitive dia-
phragm and to positively position the valve in either the open or closed

TO ACTUATION

AMPLIFIER OUTPUT PUMP SUPPLY
ANNULUS

PSWITCH PVALVE

Ftgure 4-4 -Ma4ain Fuel Valve With Rolling-Diaphragm Seals
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P t

BELLEVILLE SPRING/DIAPHPAGM VENT P-85-1951

Figure 4-5 - Operating Switch

position. To be more compatible with usual switching techuiques, the
revised switch opens by pulling upward on the button and closes by
pressing downward. The operating switch is explained in more detail
in Paragraph 4.3.3.1.

4.3.2 Fluidic Sensing Circuit Evaluation

4.3.2.1 Design Considerations

In order to experimentally evaluate the fluidic
sensing circuit, it was necessary to consider what effects would be
exerted by the various fuel tank configurations and by the back pressure
developed in the closed-connect coupling.

First it was assumed that the length of the
sensing line might be as much as six feet. This could occur for a
bottom-filled tank of large capacity. Second, it was assumed that the
pressure drop caused by the main flow through the closed-connect coupling
would be too great to allow venting the amplifiers to the nozzle flow
cavity. This meant that the vent flow would have to be collected and
carried into the tank through a separate line.

Another effect of fueling a tank through A
bottom-located port is that the amplifier vent pressure rises according
to the height of fuel in the tank. Therefore, the fluidic sensing cir-
cuit was tested to evaluate its response to the fuel level and its
compatibility vith the various back pressure effects.
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4.3.2.2 Selection cf Alternate Concept

Referring to the schematic in Figure 4-6(a),
which is the original circuit, the bias port of the sensing amplifier
is shown connected to the sensing line which, in turn, is connected to
the control port of the sensing amplifier. In the preliminary tests
of this circuit, it became apparent that the response of the circuit
was much too slow if switching was achieved by aspiration of fuel through

a the sensing line when the level in the tank reached the open end of the
sensing line. After further testing, it was determined that good re-
sponse could be achieved if the rising fuel was allowed to cause a float
to shut off the open end of the sensing line. In order for this to work,

MAIN

VEN'S FLOW TO
NGZ!LE CAVITY

OPERATING SWITCH
SHUTOFF-FUEL LEVEL OPERATING SWITCH

SHUTOFF-TANK PRESSURE

(a) ORIGINAL CIRCUIT

"WJ FLOAT

MAIN
VALVE VENT FLOW TO TANK

ACTUATION

OPERATING SWITCH SHUTOFF

(b) REVISED CIRCUIT P-05-1951

Figure 4-6 - Fluidic Shutoff Circuit
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however, the bias port could not be referenced to the sensing line be-
cause the effect of closing the end of the line would be felt by both
the control and bias ports and the amplifier would go unstable.

Tests of the circuit were then run with the bias
port connected [as shown in Figure 4-6(b)] to the same manifold to which
both amplifier vents were connected. These tests indicated that the cir-
cuit did not function if the slightest back pressure existed on the vent/
bias manifold. In the fueling device, since it is necessary to route the
vent flow through the closed-connect coupling and into the fuel tank, the
amplifier circuit must be capable of operating into some back pressure.
As an example of the sensitivity of the bias port to back pressure, a
test was run with the bias port referenced to local ambient pressure and
submerged in fuel, while the vent flow was back-pressured to 1 psug at an
amplifier supply pressure of 35 psig. Operation was satisfactory down

to a supply pressure of 8 psig. However, when the bias port was connected
to the vent manifold with the same back pressure conditions, the circuit
was unstable at all supply pressures.

The original circuit was then replaced with an
alternate concept which is shown in Figure 4-7. In this concept, the
amplifier is operated as tho-igh it were a-ways submerged in fuel and it,
therefore, operates normally as a monostable amplifier. This is accom-
plished by connecting the bias port to the amplifier vent manifold and
bleeding fuel into the sensing line from the amplifier supply. By proper
selection of orifices A1 and A2 , the output will always be from the
attached leg if orifice A2 is unrestricted. Placing orifice A2 in the
fuel tank at the desired fuel level, and allowIng the fuel to cause a
float to close the orifice, increases the sensing line pressure and switches
the amplifier.

P-BI5-1 
r61 A.- )( A 2

FFLOAT

VENT FLOW
TO TANK

MAIN VALVE
ACTUAT ION

VALVE)

OPERATING SWITCH
SHUTOFF (PsIC)

Figure 4-7 - Alternate Fluidic Circuit
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One basic difference is that tYe float must de-
velop enough force to close the o,:ifice sufficiently to raise the sensing
line presst're to that required toe switch the amplifier. In the original
concept, closing the end of the sensing line actua]-• developed a partial
vacuum in the sensing line. Tharefore, orifice A2 size was optimized for
use with a 0.020-inch by 0.040-inch amplifier (supply nozzle) to minimize
the closing force, while allowing or-Ifice Al to remain large enough to
minimize dirt sensitivity. Tests demonstratcd excellent operation of
this concept with the following orifice diameters.

A orifice diameter =0.026 inch

A 2 orifice diameter = 0.050 inch

The selection of a 0.020-inch by 0.040-inch power
nozzle for the fluidic amplifier was based on achieving minimal sensi-
tivity to fuel contamination, while keeping vent flow rates low.

4.3.2.3 Final Circuit Evaluation

A series of tests was performed to determine the
operating characteristics and flow requirements of the alternate sensing
circuit. Figure 4-8 shows the fluidic circuit flow characteristics.
These data were obtained by using Bourdon tube pressure gages and timing
the flow into a graduate. As indicated on the figure, the amplifier is
a 20 MF-lD (Bendix Recearch Laboratories designation) with an aspect
ratio of 2 (power nozzle: 0.020 inch x 0.040 inch.) The test fluid
temperature was 75*F.

The general performance characteristics of the
circuit are shown in Figures 4-9 and 4-10. The purpose for recording
the various pressure differentials is that these are the motive forces
used to position the main valve and the operating switch. These pres-
sures were evaluated to aid in sizing the various nozzle components.

Pvolve designates the amplifier output pressure
used to open the main flow valve. Pswitch designates the amplifier
output pressure used to close the operating switch. During portions
of the program, Pswitch and Pvent were used alternately on the back side
of the main valve piston.

As Implied by the data of Figures 4-9 and 4-10,
the circuit functions reliably at supply pressures as low as I psig
when no back pressure exists. Again, the minimum operating pressure in-
creases essentially on a one-to-one basis in the presence of beck pressure
on the amplifier. The axismm amplifier supply pressure available on the
flow bench was 35 psig. Satisfactory operation c-curred up to this pros-
sure and system tests later indicated ttu the opurs.ing range extended
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to at least 50 puSg. All data were obtained with minimal line volumes
on the amp 1.41'1er outputs and with blocked loads. Figure 4-11 i.s a photo
of the amplifier test.

Because of the small size of the fvkel jump on
the test stand, the pumped test fluid often contained air '- bblas caused
by the impingement oZ the return flow on the residual fluid in the sump.
This had no noticeable effect on operation of the circuit, and indicated
a good degree of insensitivity to frothing which could occur in a high
flow rate device. It should be noted that air entrainment :-as not present
during the flow measurement test.

The data presented in Figures 4-8, 4-9, and 4-10,
are explained in the legends of the figures. Some explanatiot, is felt to
be needed regarding the length and size of the sensing line and the ori-
fices A1 and A2 . The use of a six foot long 1/8 inch I.D. sensing line
was based upon the probability that the fuel tanks for which the fueling
device is intended will be large, and that in many cases the filling port
will be at the tank bottom.

The sensing circuit has three fixed resistors,
A1 , A2 , and the control port area, Ac. In addition, there is a dis-
tributed resistance, Al, which is due to the line losses. A change in
any of these tesistances can affect the condition of the amplifier.
Also, a change in the back pressure downstream of orifice A2 can affect
the cordition of the amplifier. In fact, restricting the outlet of
orifice A2 is the means by which the amplifier detects the rising fuel
level and is switched to stop the fueling operation.

Because of the sensitivity to back pressure on
orifice A2, the amplifier vent pressure must be referenced to the same
pressure which exists at the exit of orifice A2 . For a top filled tank,
all that is necessary is to route the amplifier vent flow into the tank.
The end of the sensing line would be located near the tank top so that
both lines would be at the same elevation and exposed to the same pres-
sure, if any existed.

For bottom filled tanks, the vent discharge must

be located at the same elevation as the end of the sensing line. This
is necessary because the sensing line is always filled with fuel and
the head developed by raising the end of the line above the amplifier
acts like a control pressure on the amplifier. This would cause switch-
ing at the lover supply pressures unless the amplifier vents (and the
bias port) were also subjected to a similar pressure. This can be done
o'nply hy locating the end of the vent line, which is also always filled
with fuel, at the seae height as the end of the sensing line.

In order that one fueling nozzle (and amplifier)
work squally vwel for top and bottom fillet tanks of varying sizes, the
comined effective resistance of the sensing line should remain the same
for ellt Installations. Orifices Ac and A1 are. of necessity, in the
nozzle &-I remain fixed for a given design. The resistances, A, and A2
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can be altered for each installation as long as their effective combined
resistance remains the same. Also, considerati!n would have to be given
to the diameter of orifice A2 because this directly affects the float
force required to close it. One approach to maintaining a fixed com-
bined resistance is to alwAys install the same length line. The slack
portion of the line would be coiled and stored within the tank.

4.3.3 Operating Switeh and Marnual Valve

4.3.3.1 Operating Switch

Because of the obvious complexity cf the original
operating switch design, a totally different and unique design was con-
ceived during the early portion of the program.

The design is shown in Figure 4-12. It uses a
specially designed Belleville spring which has two stable positions.
That is, it is designed to invert (turn "inside-out") above a predeter-
mined load. By attaching it to the operating switch such that the
switch axis passes thcough the center of the Belleville spring, the
switch will be positively positioned in either the closed or open posi-
tion. The Belleville spring is designed to act as a diaphragm, across
which a pressure drop can be established. By applying the pressure
differential, Pswitch - Pvent, the spring will drive the operating switch
to the closed position when the fluidic amplifier switches from a high
output at Pvalve to a high output at Pswitch" It was necessary to design
the spring to respond to the minimum differential pressure which could
be expected during automatic fueling. In addition, the total travel from

ON

FROM MAIN VALVE OFF (SHOWN)
FLOW ANNULUS

(PUMP DELIVERY - TO AMPLIFIER SUPPLYPRESSURE) •

SELLEVILLE SPftIeN/DIAPHRAGM VENT P-85-195!

Figure 4-12 Operating Switch
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the normal free height of the cone-shaped sprir g to the inverted free
height had to be sufficient to open the valve and also provide an operator
with the feeling that he bad done somathing. Since the design procedure
for these springs in the "snap through" range is not well defined, a
sample d-s'-gn wa f&bricated and tested. The material used was a beryllium
copper alloy ASTM B194-55 (BeryLco 25). The free height wa& 0.100 inch,
which provides about 0.200-inch total travel to open the valve. Three
thicknesses of 0.005, 0.0065, and 0.010 inch with outside dimeters of
2.5 i!,ches were fabricated. The O.O065-inch spring was found to have a

sý,ap-through difforzntiai p':eseur'4 level of 1.1 to 1.6 psi (depending o.1
which way the pressure is applied). Since this was exactly within the
range required, no redssigns were necessary. The valve sealing force
available from this design in about 4 pounds, at a deflection of 0.010 inch.

4.3.3.2 Manual Valve

To allow an operator to fuel a vehicle with the
fluldic automatic control iaoperative, the nozzle control design includes
a manual operating va.lve.

The design selected is a thrse-way, push-button
operated valve which shunts pressure directly from the supply annulus
around the main valve to the plston on the main valve. In the normally
off position, the Pvalve output of the fluidic amplifier passes unrestricted
through the manual valve. The valve design is shown in Figure 4-13.

During fueling with the manual valve, the op,.ratnr
must hold the button in the depressed position. This helps to reduce the
possibility of overflowing or bursting the tank.

OFF (SHOWN)

ON

FROM P OUTPUT
VALVE

OF AMPLIFIER --

TO MAIN

VALVE PISTON

iRO ANULU RETrURN SPRING
(PUMK" D?"'IVERY --- • g

P •LSSURiE
P-8s-1951

Figure 4-13 - Manual Valve
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4.3.4 Sizing Aalysis

4.3.4.1 Desiln Criteria

The maiz valve wa; designed to ba statically
balanced in either the open or closed position. The balancing was based
upon the assumption that no flow forces would exist. Actually, flow forces
were expected, but it was not believed practical to predict the magnitude
or direction. Therefore, it was decided to await results of flow tests
and make alterations to the valve to .ompensate these forces. Four cri-
teria predominated the initial valve sizing. These were: sufficient
flow area to meet the pressure drop requirements; sufficient piston area
to allow operation down to the lowest possible annulus (pump delivary)
pressure; adequate seating force to effect a leak tight shutoff; and mini-
mum practical overall size.

4.3.4.2 Main Valve Flow Area

The flow area was sized prior to receipt of the
commercial coupling. However, flow tests of the coupling later verified
the assumption of a 10 psi pressure drop across the connector at a flow
rate of 100 gpm. Thus, to stay within the 15 psi total pressure drop,
the main valve was sized to provide no more than 5 psi of pressure drop
at 100 gpm. The area was determined from

A gv KCd L

A = 1.26 inches 2

v

where

Q - flow rate - 100 $pm

Cd * orifice coefficient - 0.8

a fuel specific gravity - 0.725

P a pressure drop - 5 psi

K a dimensional conctanc "0 :1
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Figure 4-14 showr the basic nozule configuration with various dimensions
designated. The main flow actually passes through two restrictions in
series. The first, A,, can be approxinitely defined as

A1 - w dt

The second area is A2 and can be defined by

A2  ---" 4

In the figure, the diameter used to define A1 appears larger than d, but
in the initial design, the two were almost identical. Therefore, for this
calculation, the assumption that both areas are functions of d waa valid.

To keep the overall nozzle size reasonable, it was
decided to limit the valve travel such that the pressure drop through
area A, at maximum travel would be equivalent to that for area A2 . Therefore,
the two areas were designed to be equal. The diameter and travel were
then determined for an overall effective area of Av.

A A 1 A2
A -r1 1-2

TO ACTUATION
AMPLIFIER OUTPUT

PUMP SUPPLY
PSWITCH PVALVE ANNULUS3 2

04

d % 44

Figure 4-14 - MAin Fuel Valve Dimesuional Designation%
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which can be sh-arn to be crue for two equal orifices in series.

A - (1.414) (1.26) inches2

12
A1 - 1.78 inches 2 . A2

The trave.., t, was t.on determined by set•rg A, equal to A2

ffdt - -r2

4

t d
4

Substituting the expression for t into the equation fcr A1 ,

d - 1.5 inches

From thib, the value for the maximum valve travel was determined to be

t - --5 - 0.375 inch
4

4. 3.4.3 Actuaion Vaten Naz
The follx-ng criteria and conaiderations dictated

the sizing of the valve return spring and the pistonw

0 The valve must be at sax~ius travel (0.375 in.) when
the overall 0P is 15 psi,

* Tho spring preload, F , was the only force available
for sealing the losea vawve.
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* The available piston pressure differential (Ovalve - Pswitch)
at an annulus pressure (P.) of 15 psig was 7 psi as determined
by amplifier tests.

0 An overall nozzle diameter of 3.5 inches was considered to
be the maximum desirable.

The principal concern aud limiting design factor
was the relatively lw pressure available from the amplifier for positioning
the valve. Since the valve regulates at positions less than the maximum
travel position (P. a 15 psig), the positioningaccuracy will be dependent
upon the friction encountered, Furthermore, it was desirable to maintain
auto•,atLi;.lly cont.roJle, flow down to the lowest practiceal annulus pressure,
Pal This meant that the piston would have to be btzed for a pressure
differantial as low as 1 or 2 psi if possible.

The rolling diaphragm seals were selected because
of their advertlzed negligible friction characteristics, but their use
results in larger overall package size. Therefore, before coummitting
the design, a brief testing program was conducted to evaluate two types
of eliding seals- The seals tested were a Teflon capped O-ring (Gld-Ring)
ax.d a U-cup seal. Tests were performed at reduced seal compression.

Satisfactory breakout friction was achiuved but soaking for a period of
time In the test fluid caused the friction to increase to unacceptable
levels.

The sliding seals were abandoned and the remainder
of the design effort was concentrated on using rolling diaphragm seals.

These seals cannot be exposed to pressure reversals
of more than k few psi because they will invert and jam in the convolution
space. In the control design, when the fuel rises ia the tank and the
amplifier sivitches, the pressure differential polarity reverses. The
reversal exists until the operating switch shuts off the amplifier supply.

In Figure 4-14, the three locations for the dia-
phragm seals are numbered, Referring to the figure, there are three
possible pressures to which the back side of the valve piston could be
referenced. They ara: local atmospheric, amplifier vent pressure, or
the amplifier output pressure, Powitch. If the back side of the piston
:s releranced to the amplifier vent pressure, diaphragm number 3 will
experienca a pressure reversal whenever the amplifier is active and the
main valve is closed. If Pswitch is used, diaphragm number 3 will still
experietnce pressure reversals under the same conditions and diaphragm .
.,umber 2 will see a pressure reversal whenever the amplifier switches to
request 'de valve to close This was the preferred arrangament from the
starA;po.nt of valve response because it was expected that the pressure
reversal would add a closing force for a brief period before the operating
ss'itch shut off the amplifier supply pressure.

It looal atmospheric pressure were used, no pres-
sure reversals would occur at all. However, this approach was not pursued
because of the potential fog dirt entry and blockag, of the vent opening
due to dirt and/or ice



Based upon all the above considerations, it was
decided to use uack-to-back rolling diaphragm seals at locations 3 and 2.

The 'redaoff available between piston effective
area, hr, spring preload, F., and minimum piston pressure differential
at th% closed position is shown in Figtre 4-15.

Tiased upon a preliminary layout and the tradeoffs
available, the selectý;.i design point was as follows;

- 1.5 inches"

FS = 3 pounds

APmin 0 2 psi

From the ampl.fter deta for an anulius pressure

cf 15 pig,, tiLe -,utput pressure Aifferential would be 7 psi.

Using these values, tae spring rate, It., was
calculatad from

A 1tAP -AP )
k max un

5 t

R- 20 b/in

4 3.5 Main Valve Test .vA

A serarati saries of tests was performed to evaluate the
design of the intpgratoi ma•n valve and piston assembly. The opera-
tional chare.ater-,sticu ev*a',uted were: dynamic stability of the valve

, and static bal' .ce, J.liakage when closed, and regulating characteristics
including 'aysc rrests.

A. 3,5 1 Dr!% and Hysteresis

Durtng the initial valve tests, severe dr3g and
hysteresis 'ere encountered. The design was reviewed vith the diaphragm
manufacturer a", no discrepancies were found. The convolution spaces
were incresae6 •ltghtly to no avail. Finally, the valve ta tested with
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AP - Lp (FOR INITIAL VALVE OPENING)

FS - SPRING PRELOAD, lbs.

5 Ap . PISTON AREA, in2

AP - PISTON PRESSURE, psi

PS " NOZZLE OR AMPLIFIER SUPPLY PRESSURE,

psig (WITH NO TANK PRESSURE)

4I

REQUIRES PS 6 MAX. DESIRA3LE)

S~/
psi 3 "-

2 ,-.-FS . 6S

F 4

S

i •• REQUIRES PS - 2

"t ~~(MN. FUNCTIONAL VALUE) :
2 3

in2  P85"195i

Figure 4-15 - Main Valve Design Parametric Tradeoff



only three diaphragms installed; i.e., the back-to-back configurations
were removed. This resulted in satisfactory performance although a
relatively wide hysteresis band was still exhibited over the entire mid-
range of travel. This is shown in Figure 4-16.

The hysteresis for the three-diaphragm installa-
tion was on the order of 1 to 1.25 psi throughout the mid-range of travel.
The hysteresis reduced to zero at both extremes of travel. Thus, at
the closed position there was very little rosil.ual drag force.

It was thought that the extremely poor performance
of the five diaphragm Installation may have been due to rubbing between
the back-to-back diaphragms. Concurrently, after further system analysis,
it was concluded that three diaphragms would operate satisfactorily and
not experience detrimental pressure reversals. When the amplifier switches
and the pressure reversal begins, the valve moves toward the closed posi-
tion. This tends to keep the piston pressure differeva.ial low because
the cylinder volumes are changing. Also, when the valve motion reduces
as it reaches the seat, or as soon as it slows down, Pswitch will star"
to rise. However, as soon as the value of Pswitch - Pvalve exceeds about
1.6 psi, the operating switch closes and all pressures decay.

It should be noted that during thie critire tesn.
program, no diaphragm inversions occurred. This can be stated with
assurance because inverted diaphragms can only be corrected by disassembly
of the u=it - they do not return to the correct position by applyiri, the
proper -,-Llarity pressure differential.

4.3.5.2 Stability sad Closed-Valve Leakage

Figure 4-17 shows the original valve and seat
design. The edge of the valve was made narrow to reduce Bernoulli forces
on the valve and to increase the sealing pressure resulting from the
spring preload.

This seat design was found to be inadequate for
two reasons. First, the valve flow gain near the seat was so high that
the valve chattered. Second, an effective seal could not be obtained.
This was thought to be partly due to the hard rubber of the 0-ring and
partly the result of slight axial misaliguueat.

A now valve and seat concept was designed to
alleviate both problems. This is shown In Figure 4-18. The elastomer
is a 60 durometer 3una-N compound. The 45 degree contour was provided
to reduce the flow gain near the seat.

This design solved the leakage problem and con-
siderably reduced the tendency of the valve to chatter near the seat.
Chatter yes found to be a function of the annulus pressure, P., and the
rate of travel of the valve in the vicinity of the *eat.

With the original seat design, the valve was
experiencing dynamic unbalance forces tending to close the valve. This
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Figure 4-17 -Oringinal Valve/Seat Desilln



was theorized to be primarily the result of the Bernoulli forces acting
on the metering edge of the valve. When the new seat design was tested,
it was noted that the valve was unbalanced to open.

Inspection of the design led to a conclusion that.
the unbalance force was the result of ar. aspiration phenomenon occurring
as the flow swept past the open end of the keeper (Figure 4-18). This
lowered the pressure, Fbp on the back side of the valve, resulting in the
opening force. Istrumented tests proved this theory to be correct. A
disc was then added to eliminate the aspiration. This is shown in Fig-
ure 4-19.

The disc was also found to be an effective means
for altering the valve dynamic characteristics. By adjusting the axial
position of the disc, it was possible to eliminate the valve chatter. How-
"over, the valve still exhibited some dynamic unbalance. This was evidenced
by non-linear travel versus piston pressuze differential in the mid-range
of its travel. However, at this point it was decided to assemble the
breadboard version of the system for evaluation of overall performance.

INLET ANNULU

SEAY

E ILASTON~IG

Figure 4-18 - Revised Valve and Seat

INLET ANWULUS

Figure 4-19 - Valve Modificationi
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4.3.6 Breadboard Evaluation

Ra-ing achieved satisfactory main valve performance, the
control circuit was assembled into a breadboard and evaluated. A photo
of the test setup is shown in Figure 4-20. The only ccaponent not in-
cluded in these tests was the manual control valve which is used to bypass
the fluidic level sensing circuit. Since this valve Is not complex tad
has no effect on the basic performance of the remainder of the system,
it was decided to perform functional tests of this componQnt during the
prototype evaluation. This also saved fabrication of a separate test
manifold.

For these tests, the Wiggins coupling (noszle and recepta.•:l)
was attahed to the main flow valve housing to simulate the back pressure
which rhe valve would experience in actual fueling service. As can be
seen from Figure 4-20, the operating switch was supplied directly from the
main flow annulus. Flexible tubing was utilised to complete the remainder
of the circuit. A monostable mplifier (20 MFlD) with a 0.020-iLuch wide
power nosle and an aspect ratio of two (2) was used in the level sensing
circuit. For initial tests, the bias orifice (A,) h*d a 0.026-inch diameter
and the sensing line orifice (A2) had a 0.030-incah diameter. The operating
switch was initially assembled with a 0.0065-inch thick Belleville spring
which switched "over-center" at 1.5 psi differential pressure. A standard
Clippaerd flow switch (No. MTV-3) was used to block the sensius line, simu-
lating float shutoff when fueling is complete.

i

figure 4-20 - breadboard Control Circuit Toot Setup
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Initial operatior ef the circuit indicated that the operatinp
switch button had to be held out firmly while the main valve operned.
Valve opening was slow and inconsistent. Closing time after a "full tank"
signal was initiated was approximately three seconds. Evidently, as
valve motion began, Pswt ch increased as the fluI.'d in the Psw tch cavity
was forced out by the valve motion. At the same time, by pulling on the
operating switch button, fluid in the Belleville cavity was being forced
out of che operating switch housing. All of this fluid cannot be vented
through the amplifier at a rate which will prevent Pswitch from building
up to the Belleville switching pressure. First attempts to improve the
cperating switch as the main valve opened included substitution of an
ko ,lef aer with an taspect raclo of three (3). Te larger vent area of this
amplifier was not able to prevent the buildup of Pswitch- The smaller
amplifier was reinstalled and a 0.010-inch thick. Belleville was installed
in the operating switch. This increased the Be.leville switching pressure
to 3.5 psi. This modification did not improve the opening operation of
the system since Pswitch reached approximately 4 psig for a sufficiently
long time interval to close the operating switch when the button was re-
leased. Closing time of the main valve with this setup was somewhat less
than three seconds, apparently due to the fact that the operating switch
remained open longer, thereby keeping Pswitch of' the main valve piston
during the complete closure cycle.

Whring the above tests of the operating switch, the main
valve was found to be sensitive to a decreasing supply pressure surge. A
rapid decrease in supply pressure disrupts the fueling operation by causing
the main valve to close. Since valve closure is a function of an increase
in the piston differential pressure, Psvitch - Pvalve, it followed that
the fluidic amplifier must switch during the surge. The semisitivity was
believed to be due to a momentary flooding of the amplifier interaction
region by fluid pumped from the piston chamber. (The amplifier interaction
region is that region where the control flow impacts upcn the power jet.)
t downward surginR supply pressure causes an abnormal decrease: cf the
piston pressure differential. The valve moves toward the closed position
and pumps fuel from the Pv iv• cavity. This C.Al must flow baCK into the
amplifier output, out of thN leg vent and into the vent manifold. IHovever,
the vent manifold is al.ready packed and because of volume restrictions,
the flow path is restricted. Therefore, it was theorized that the bock
pressur* in the vent manifold forced some ot the fuel into the interaction
region, causing the amplifier to switch momentarily.

It should be noted that the amplifier wan not sensitive
to increasiv* supply pressure surg".

At this point, then, three major problem areas were defined
for tht control circuit:

(1) Poor operating switch porformnce

(2) Slow closing response

(3) Surge semiStivity
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It was decided to attack all of these problems simultaneously
by instrumentinp key points £n the circuit and noting the effect of circuit
modificatioas in all three areas. Pressure transducers were used for San-
born recording of Pvalve', Pswitche P5 (annulue supply pressure), and P
(amplifier supply pressure). Main vsulve fuel flow was measured in addt;
tion to the above parameters

The various circuit arrangaments used for these tests are
showjn in Figures 4-21 through 4-23. Typical Sanborn recordings are
shown in Figures 4-24 and 4-25

In the circuit of Figure 4-21, Pv4llve was applied to the
beck side of the oper&ting switch Belleville, By prtssurizing tha Belle-
villa in this manner, the increaae in P - ch was counteracted by Pvalve
and the ope-attlg switch did rot close Tur ng the startup sequence. Ini-
tial tests of the circuit indicated a closing time of 1.50 seconds. During
later tests, however, valve hunting and instability were apparent. In
additior, manual ehutoff was not practical because the operator had to
overcome a pressure differenriai acting against the operating switch pis-
ton travel.

For the circu.t arrangement shown in Figuru 4-22, the back
bide of the Beileville uas vented to atmosphere. -This did not improve
the opening operation of the twitch and increased the surge sensitivity
of the main valve By alao venting the top of the main valve piston to
atmosphere,, thi opentig operation of the switch was improved since one
of the sources of an increase of Pswitch i•ts eliminated, However, if
the operating switch- was opened rapidly. Pswitch would still increase
enough to close the switcn. Valve closa~g time was 2.33 seconds for this
mods. The surge sensitivity problJom was not eliminated.

The circuit arrangement shown in Figure 4-23 utilized an
orifice between ths ii.witch ar., P c&¢ities of the operating switch.
Several oril.z dia.;tera werc, trY:atbut the Oý038-inch diameter size
proved to be oprt.um The orifice limits the increase of Psw~tch dVzing
start-• a'd •, • +lyin• Pswitch to the top ot the matn valve
pistor, the vc1Ac Z ...g ý•1mf was approximately 1.60 seconds 4s shown
in , :' - ,. !'ir,• •i :i-MQ 4nterval, 2.1) gallons of fuel flowed
intro tht cnk ýAc r, Iimuli-ad f£.! tank sibnal was given at a 100 gpm
flow t..tA' Tie ,Veraring zid. functioned with little holding effort
durnit4 .,•tup ani ther waN ic. iurge sensirivity, although the main
V~AI', tos4 108t"'ed- 4~-25) during a surgs and !hen reopened
to a neiw uo' oýrn&.;t" n'.i 4upply pLresure.f

hlso CO IvLkL h W L .dboard test evaluation+

43. . Prtotype Cvaio.ation and~ Demons 'o.clon

The prototype evaluation included a functional checkout
o! 'he assembly, nec.essry hardware modificatiorte, snd damonstrazion
testing prior to shipment to the "Un.:,i States Army Mobility Zquipmeny
os5esr.-h and D'.1,,- .- oent Cerza;r (USA M.lIDC), Fort lvoi-, Virg!nia.
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t " Two viewa of the prototype closed-connect nozzle are shown
fn Figures 4-26 and 4-27. Figures 4-28 and 4-29 are photographs of the
tank-mounted receptacle to which the nozzle mates during fueling. Test
installation of the assemblies is shown in Figure 4-30.

4.3.7.1- Preliminary Tests

The fluidic closed-connect fueling nozzle was
assembled and installed for testing in a 55-gallon fuel drum as shown
in Figure 4-30. The test fluid was AMSCO Odorless Mineral Spirits, with
a specific garvity of 0.760 at\60"F. , First tests of the assembly at low
flow rates indicated that all of the components functioned as anticipated
except that premature shutoffs occurred.

This was determined to be caused by impingement
of the main flow on the signal flapper valve located in the receptacle.
This problem was solved by installing a shield in front of the flapper
valve to direct flow away from the valve and float assembly.

At flow rates higher than 92 gpm, the main valve
was unstable as the poppet approached the seat during the closing sequence.*
Dimensional checks of the assembly were made to verify the main valve
spring preload. Amplifier function was also checked by measuring critical
pressures in the fluidic circuit. These items were within specififtion.

The prototype uses most of the valve parts from
the breadboard assembly and the breadboard had been stabilized by revising
the seat designr nd including the impingement disc on the valve keeper.
Therefore, the reoccurrence of instability was not anticipated.

The prototype main flow body had been redesigned
externally to accept the closed-connect coupling, but was unchanged inter-
nally froT, the breadboard configuration. The most obvious difference
between the prototype and breadboard assemblies was the integrated
assembly. of the fluidic circuit into the prototype whereas plastic tubing
was utilized in the breadboard setup. The compliance of the'plastic lines
could have helped reduce the valve excitation.

The instability problem is basically caused by
flow forces on the valve surfaces. ftabilization of the valve could
possibly be accomplished by recontouring the valve poppet and/or ,seat.
However, an extensive analytical and experimental program would be required
to arrive at the proper combination. In order to avoid this expense, it
was decided to, try daping the valve either.with orifices"in the amplifier
outputs (Pvalve and Pswitch) or by restric-ting the flow passage-betwee-n....
the front and back sides of the main valve piston for valve positions of
0.10 inch or less.

4.3.7.2 Damping Orifice Tests"

The first, tests performed to damp the main valve
utilized orifices in the Pvalve and Pmsitch amp1pifier output ports. In-
stallation of an orifice in either of these ports has the effect of
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figure 4-28 - Closed-Comwac Tuollas Wonsi. Receptacle. front View
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attenuating the valve veiocity in either direction because the flow from
the amplifier to the piston cavities and the flow from the cavities to
the amplifier must pass through the orifice. Various orifice combinations
were used for these tests and the best stable performance was obtained
with an 0.025-inch diameter or"fice in the Pvalve port and a 0.099-inch
diameter orifice in the Pswitcn port. Although stable operation was
achieved with these orifices, the closing response time was as long as
9 seconds (when shutting off a 100 gpm flow). A larger orifice in the
Pvalve line improved response but the val-,e chattered. A smaller orifice
in the Pvalve line significantly increased the closing response time.
The response time was not increased with a larger orifice in the Pswitch
line, and with orifices larger than 0.100-inch diameter, the valve chatter

re-occurred. Smaller orifices in the ?switch line resulted in a slower
valve opening time and a point was reached where the valve moved so slowly
near the seat that it becarie unstable. The best tradeoff then was an
0.025-inch diameter orifice in the ?valve line and a 0.099-inch diameter
orifice in the Pswitch lirie.

4.3.7.3 Close-Clearance Guide Evaluation and
Response Tests

In order to improve the closing response of the
valve, another damping technique was experimentally evaluated. This
technique utilized an crifice in the flow passage which communicates
the pressure downstream from the main va!ve to the back side of the main
valve. This passage was originally designed to be wide open so that
the pressure force scting on the face of the main valve could be balanced
by a fcrce of equal magnitude on the back side of the valve.

The orifice was implomented with a close-clearance
valve guide installed as shown in Figure 4-31. The guide was designed
to produce Lhe orifice effect for valve positions I up to 0.150 inch from
the seat. For the remainder of valve travel (up to 0.400 Inch), the passage
was essentially wide open. In this manner, the valve would move at its
maximum rate for the greater portion of trevel and would be slowed down
in the region near the seat where the unstable condition was encountered.
The orifices used in the amplifier outputs, as explained above, were
etfeCLive for the entire valve travel and provided damping even when it
was not required. Thus, a faster response could be expected with the
close-clearance guide technique.

The full 0.150 inch of close-clearance length
was utilized to obtain the best stable performance for both automatic
and manual operation. Less close-clearance guide length resulted in
intermittent unstable operacion. With the close clearance guide in-
stalled, the closing response of the nozzle for automatic shutoff of a
100 gpm fueling rate is shown in Figure 4-32. The initiation of the
nozzle shutoff sequence is the point at which Po*.tch begins to increase.
An instant (',0.01 sec) before this point, the tank float has blocked the
signal line, increasing the amplifier control pressure and switching the
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amplifier from the Pvalve to the Pswitch output port. From the data, the
closing response is approximately 3.5 seconds. Operating switch shutoff
occurs before complete valve closure as indicated by the shutoff of ampli-
fier supply pressure. For lower flow rates, the response of the valve is
much better because the flow forces are lower and the total valve travel
is less. Figure 4-33 presents response data for a 25 gpm fueling rate.
As indicated, the main valve closes in approximately one (1) second.
Operating switch shutoff occurs 0.5 seconds later. (During this latter
interval, only amplifier vent flow is entering the fuel tank.)

When the nozzle is shut off manually, the nozzle
closing time increases slightly aince a Pswitch pressure is not available
to aid valve closure. Figure 4-34 indicates that approximately 3.9 seconds
are required for manual shutoff at a 100 gpm fueling rate. As a result
of these tests, the close-clearance guide was retained in the final pro-
totvpe design.

4.3.7.4 Tank Level Variation for Automatic Shutoff

Since there is a change in nozzle shutoff time
with flow rate, there will, be a difference in the "full" tank level with
flow rate. For the 55 gallon drum used in these tests, the level varia-
tion from a 25 to a 100 gpat flow rate was 2.0 inches. For a common
fuel tank with a cross section of two (2) feet by two (2) feet, this level
variation amounts to 1.94 gallons.

4.3.7.5 Surge Sensitivity Tests

Typical surge sensitivity data are shown in Fig-
ure 4-35. The surge, as indicated by a drop in supply pressure, Ps,
results in a nozzle flow surge from about 100 gpm to nearly zero. D.uring
this interval, the valve is almost closed. It then reopens to permit
fueling at the lower supply pressure and flow (in this instance approxi-
mately 25 gpm).

4.3.7. J Residual Flow After Disconnecting Nozzle
During Fueling

A test was run to measure the amount of spillage

from the nozzle when the hozzle is disconnected from the tank receptacle
during the fuelinS operation. While fueling at a rate of 100 gpm, the
nozzle was separated from the tank and the residual flow was caught in a
shallow pan and measured in a graduate. The measured residual flow under
these conditions was 25 cc (6.6 x 10-3 gal). This flow comes entirely
from the amplifier vent circuit which is not deactivated until the operating
switch is automatically shut off - after separation of the nozzle and
receptacle.

When the nozzle and receptacle are separated
(while fueling is taking place), supply pressure is trapped between the
seated main valve poppet and the closed-connect coupling. The closed-
connect coupling is, therefore, "hydraulically locked," preventing the
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reconnection of the nozzle to the tank. No special provision has been
made in the prototype nozzle to automatically relieve the trapoed pres-
sure. At the present time, this pressure may be bled by disconnecting
the inlet hose, reaching into the mait. valve annulus with a soft rod,
and moving the main valve poppet off the seat. The pressure may also be
relieved by unscrewing the closed-connect coupling from the nozzle body.
Corrective techniques are discussed later.

4.3.7.7 hydrostatic Tests

The nozzle was hydrostatically pressure-checked
utilizing a hand pump. There was no evidence of leakage when the nozzle
was pressurized to 100 psig for one (1) minute.

4.3.7.8 Nozzle Flow Tests

Figure 4-36 presents flow data for the closed-
connect no..le. Since the main valve can be actuated either manually or
by means of .*e fluidic circuit, it was necessary to obtain flow charac-
teristics for both situations.

7or manual operation, annulus pressure is applied
directly to the main valve piston. Above annulus pressures of about 7 puig,
the flow data for manual operation closely follow a theoretical flow
curve for an orifice whose area is equivalent to the wide-open main valve
'rea (assuming a discharge coefficient of 0.610). The main valve (for

manual operation) is wide open above 7 psig and flow varies with the
square root of annulus pressure. As the annulus pressure drops below
} psig. the main valve moves toward the seat, and the nozzle flow becomes
a function of valve stroke as well as annuius pressure. For annulus
pressures leas than about 4 psig, there is not enough piston force to
move twe main valve. Manual fueling, therefore, is limited to annulus
pressures greater than 4 psig.

For automatic fueling utilizing the fluidic

circuit, the flow characteris~t5s are also shown on the curve of Figure 4-36.
In this case, nozzle flow is v function of annaulus pressure, as before,
but the valve stroke is deteri.ned by the difftrential output of the flui-
dic amplifier. This differential output is applied across the m•|n valve
piston as discussed earlier. The maximum value of this output is 50 per-
c-ent of amplifier supply pressure. Due to losses in the manifolds and
operating switch, the amplifier supply pressure can be as much as 2 psi
below the annulus pre.'sure., In the case of automatic fueling, therefore,
the main valve piston pressure is not readily apparent from Figure 4-36.

A.lthough there are two values of flow shown for
some annulus pressures, this do"e not represent an unstable condition
since the lower flucs result from a smaller main valve area. However,
since the annulue pressure can te related to "'alve stroke. '. might be
asked how two differtnt valve strok•u (areas) can be o ai~n~d for the
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same value. of annulus .lressure. Two valve strokes result from identical
annulus pressures be..ause of the varying nature of the flow forces on the
main valve. Apparently, at high flow rates (large valve strokes), the
flow forces act to open the valve, while at low flow rates the flow
forces tend co close tht' valve. Therefore, to maintain equilibrium at
any valve position, the requi-el piston pressure differential must vary

accordin lv.

In order to verify the above conclusion, the

valve unbalance force was calculated. This unbalance force was assumed
to be due entirclv to flow phenomena and was determined by equ-tlng the
opening 4.id closing torcen Ac.inA on the main valve piston. The followvn;
iquation ran be written &or the sumuatlon of force., on t)'e main valve:

A (P) - F- + k X
p a s g p



where

AP - (Pvalve - switch) or fluidic c.•rcuit output, psi

A - piston area, ia2
P

F - flow f orce, lb.
a

FS - spring preload, lb.

k - spring rate, ib/in
5

X - piston etroke, in.

In the above equation, the unbalance force is assumed to be positive
when acting to open the main valve. The spring preload was set at
5.1 .pounds and the spring rate was 15.4 lb/in. The values of AP and
1K were determined from test data. The results of -he calculations are

own in Figure 4-37, which indicatrs that the flow force does change
direction as stroke is increased.

Evidently, at small strokes, Bernoulli forces
predominate. These forces always tend to close the main valve poppet.
At lar~er strokes, there aparently is a reactirn force tending to open
the main valve. This force results from a change in flow direction at
the disc a&tached to the valve seat keeper. The colculation then verifies
tLe flow data of Figure 4-36.

This completed the evaluation ef the prototype
closed-connect fueling device. The nozzle and the receptacle were then
disassembled tc ihotograph the major piece parts. These photos are shown
in Figure 4-38 and 4-39 for the nozzle and the receptat;1e, respectively.

After reassembly, the devi,-e was retested to aseu,.e
satisfactory operation. The total weight of the n,'zzle equipped with a
2-inch quick disconnect hose coupling is 9 pounds, 6 ounced. The nozzle
weighs 8 pounds, 4 ounces without the coupling, ani the receptacle weighs
3 pounds, 1 ounce.

4.3.8 Hec =end ed DAn ha esm

4.3.8.1 Elminaticof"hydraulic Loc"

An disLussed in subsection 4.3.7.6, when the nozzle

is disconnected from the receptacle 4t.ring fueling, flotid is trapped in
the nozzle housing, preventing reconnection. To illeviite this. two
possible solutionx ave bfen formulated, as indicated schematically in
Figure 4-40.

Option "A" i- simply a bleed orifice drilled throe.gh
the sliding sleeve of the coupling. tore t.an onc orifice may be used
and its size should be deermined !y the bleed tim reeuired. Fuc trapped
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behind the sleeve is, therefore, bled to atmosphere after removal of the
nozzle from the receptacle. (Al! other flow paths have been blocked.)
When the nozzle and receptacle are connected, the bleed orifice is sealed
from atmosphere by the existing "0" rings in the sleeve and in the con-
nector body. The latter "0" ring engages the receptacle nipple when
connection is made.

The obvious disadvantage to the bleed orifice
approach is the additional spillage, which is wasted fuel and could be a
fire hazard.

Option B incorporates a small ball check valve in
the sleeve. The ball protrudes from the front face of the sleeve and is
held in place by the fuel pressure. When there is no fuel pressure behind
the sleeve, the ball is retained in the hole by the sleeve return spring.
When the nozzle and receptacle are mated, the ball is pushed back allowing
the fuel to bleed into the main flow passage. Since the trapped fuel is
compressed by the sleeve motion, connection time is determined by how fast
the increased pressure can be bled. To minimize this time, more than
one check valve may be required.

4.3.8.2 Rolling DiaphraL G Seal Revsion

During breadboard testing of the min valve, pistondrag and hysteresis were reduced by elimnation of teo rolling diaphra
seals. Pressure reversals experienced during system operation were notlarge enough to cause reversals (and ultimte failure) of the diaphrams.
The back-to-back arrangement shown on the assemly drawing (D 2172405),
therefore, was not required. ta though not incorporated in the delivered
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prototype, it is possible to reduce the complexity and the number of piston
housing parts. This should somewhat reduce the cost of the hardware.
No decrease in overall length is achieved Vith this change since the
required convolution space remains the same.

4.3.8.3 Increased Piston Force

The prototype nozzle required approximately two
(2) pounds more seating force to effect leak tight valve closure than
anticipated during the original design. The increase was primarily due
to the seat redesign which was required to stabilize the valve. In order
to open the valve, then, a higher piston differential pressure (amplifier
output) was required. This, in turn, limited valve operation to higher
annulus pressures than originally anticipated. In order to lower the
minimum operating rressure in future designs, it might be well to consider
ways of increasing the applied piston force. Additionally, the increased
piston force may have a stabilizing effect during main valve closure.

With the available fluidic circuit output, the
obvious way to increase piston force is to increase the piston area.
Since it would be desirable to accomplish the area change without an
increase in overall package size, the rolling diaphragm seal on the piston
could not be used. Therefore, other dynamic sealing methods should be
investigated. By properly applying an "0" ring piston seal to the dry-
break main valve, for instance, quite a large piston could be utilized
in the same package. Such a seal was investigated early in the present
program, but when zero leakage was accomplished, breakout friction was
intolerable. Some tests were run with Teflon-coated seals and with
various "0" ring squeezes, but time limitations prevented a comprehensive
survey of all the -pects of the problem. The fixture used for these
tests provided orcer of magnitude data for the seals, but did not com-
pletely simulate the final application. It is, therefore, recommended
that before future closed-connect design activity is initiated, a develop-
ment program be formulated to determine the optimum sealing method, seal
type, and materials. When the sealing method has been finalized, the main
valve piston can be redesigned.
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SECTION 5

APPLICABILITY OF FLUIDICS TO CONTROL OF MILITARY
FUEL HANDLING OPERATIONS

5.1 PIPELINE OPERATION INCLUDING PUMP STATION CONTROL AND
PRESSURE REGULATION

5.1.1 Introduction and Requirements

Military operations today require enormous quantities of
liquid hydrocarbon fuels to meet the demands of increased mobility.
Vehicles are more sophisticated and use a variety of power plant types
and fuels. The gas turbine is in extensive use and its relatively higher
fuel consumption has added to the overall increase in military fuel
requirements.

The present military fuel distribution system is hard-
pressed to meet the demands cf today's mobile Army and ways are sought
to increase the effectiveness of the system.

The lifeline of tactical fuel distribution is the over-
land pipeline system stretching from the shoreline where POL is off-
loaded frow tankers to the furthermost reaches of the combat area.

The military fuel pipeline system is outwardly similar to
commercial pipelines in this country in the sense that it perhaps is the
only solution to large quantity transportation of POL over long distances.
However, the similarity almost ends at that point. Commercial pipelines,
of course, operate solely on the basis of long range lowest cost techniques
and, as a result can afford to invest heavily in permanent capital equip-
ment. Their pipelines are normally quite large, being up to 42 inches
in diameter and are without known exception, buried for purposes if
safety and asthetics. The military pipelines are seldom buried for
obvious reasons and the pipe is much smaller. The standard sizes are 4,
6, 8 and 12 inches in diameter with the six-inch being the most commonly
used.

The products transported are injected into the pipeline at
the marine terminal and moved through the pipeline by pressure. As the
fuel moves across country within the pipeline, the original pressure de-
cays due to viscous losses and varies due to changes in terrain. Therefore,
it is necessary to install pipeline pressure boosting and reducing stations
at intervals determined by the terrain, the pump capacities and charac-
teristics and the flow rate. There are two basic pressure considerations
which help to determine where to place a booster pumping station. The
pumps at the station must not be allowed to operate under suction conditions
that induce cavitation. Therefore, the station must be located on the
basis that the station inlet pressure will not normally drop below the
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minimum allowable pump suction pressure. The other consideration is that
the station discharge pressure must not be allowed to exceed a safe
maximum in order to preiv:. Tky possibility of bursting the line. These
considerations are essentially identical for commerical and military
pipelines.

Commercial pipelines sometimes are only a few miles long
but normally stretch over hundreds of miles. The Colonial pipeline is
1056 miles long and uses 27 pumping stations. This is an average spacing
between stations of about 40 miles and is a typical distance. Military
pipelines can also stretch over hundreds of miles and require similar
numbers of pumping stations. The operation of a pipeline requires precise
control and continuous monitoring of conditions within the line, the
pump stations and the intermediate and pipehead storage facilities. Over
the years it has proved economically feasible for commercial pipelines
to introduce more and more automated facilities and continuously upgrade
the sophistication of their operation. Today every commercial pipeline
is automated more or less and many have reached a degree of sophistication
in which, basically, one dispatcher can operate an extensive complex pipe-
line. This ultimate degree of automation has been made possible by the
use of computers which can perform almost. every monitoring and dispatching
function. It should be noted, however, that there is not a universal
agreement among these companies that computer controlled automated pipe-
lines are proving to be economically sound. There is no disagreement as
to the need for automation - it is only the inclusion of computerized
operation that has not yet been accepted across the bo&rd.

Another very important difference between a commercial and
a military pipeline operation is in the motive power used for pumping
the petroleum productss The vast majority of commercial pump stations
use electrical motor driven pumps which mostly operate the pump at con-
stant speed. The reason for this is the easy accessibility to line elec-
trical power and the simplified operational procedures associated with
starts, stops and maintenance. On an automated pipeline, electrical
pumping stations are seldom attended.

The military pipeline operation faces an entirely different
situation. Line electrical power is seldom available, and even if it
were, on a power/weigi. basis, electric motor drives are heavier than com-
bustion engine drives for the power levels required in a pumping scation.
Today, air mobility is a key factor in the tactical posture of a field
army and equipment weight has assumed considerable significance.

The military are also faced with the economical and practical
aspects of dependence upon trained personnel for performance of critical
and relatively complex functions. Operation of the pipeline pumping sta-
tions is one of the more demanding functions which now require trained
personnel. If these stations could be automated to the de6ree that
personnel requirements were reduced to one man pr station or even to
the point where only periodic maintenance visits were required, it is
believed that the overall reliability and effectiveness of the pipeline
could be substantially increased.
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Automation would also reduce the level of training required
of operating personnel. Partially offsetting this would be the need for
specialists capable of maintaining the control systems. However, a
properly designed control system will minimize the need for maintenance.
Overall it can be expected that pipeline automation will result in
reduced manpower requirements.

Today, the military dues not operate any automated pipelines.
However, in the next five to ten years it '.s probable that some of the
pipeline functions will be automated to tak3 advantage of the available
technology and to meet the increasing demands upon POL distribution systems.

The degree to which the military pipeline operation even-
tually is automated will depend upon the results of studies to determine
the overall advantages and probable costs. It is one objective of this
study to determine the practicability of applying fluidic technology to
control of pipeline operation.

Exclusive of the storage function which is discussed in's-
following section of this report, pipe'-ine operation consists of three
basic functions. These are: dispatching, pressure regulation and pump
station control. The pressure regulation function includes techniques
for maintaining safe pressure levels in the pipeline to prevent any
possibility of operating the pumps under conditions that cause cavitation
or of bursting the line due to excessive pressure. To this end it is
sometimes necessary to include pressure reducing stations where the line
proceeds on steep downhill grades.

In order to remain within the scope of the overall study,
it was necessary to select one of the three basic pipeline functions to
determine the practicability of applying fluidic control.

The dispatching function consists mostly of scheduling and
monitoring. These can best be done using special or general purpose
computers, and fluidic technology is normally not considered for computers
unless environmental conditions rule out electronics. Since the dis-
patcher can be located in relatively secure areas and does not need to
be in intimate contact with the POL products, electronic computern are
the most logical selection. However, at this time the Army is not prepared
to consider computerization of any type for the fuel handling operation.
Thus, the dispatching function was not selected for study.

Pump station control includes some consideration of pressure
regulation in the pipeline and necessarily includes many types of control,
sensing and logic functions. For these reasons, automatic control of
pumping stations was selected as representative of the requirements of
automated pipeline operation.

The requirements for pump station control include the
control of the station inlet and outlet pressures, provision for automatic
startup and shutdown, overload protection and readout of critical parameters.
It was also desired that the fluid being pumped within the pipeline be
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considered for the power supply to the control system and as a means for
starting the pump prime movers.

Because of the remoteness of the dispatcher to the pump-
ing statio.s, his initiating signals and the station parameter intelli-
gence must be transmitted via radio, telegraph or microwave. This is
even true today where manual pump station control is used. As regards
an automatic station control system, the actual transmission technique
is unimportant. The fact that it is necessary simply indicates that an
interfacing requirement exists between the station and the dispatcher.

3.1.2 Operational Considerations

5.1.2.1 Fluidic Control Power Supply

Any control system, whether electrical, electronic,
hydromechanical, or fluidic requires an Auxiliary Power Supply (APU).
The power supply can consist of an energy storage unit, a generator, a
regulator, conditioning equipment and, in some instances, a sink or reservoir.

Power is required at two basic levels: low level
for the logic functions and sensing, and a higher level for actuation of
valves, etc.

It does nct seem practical to assume that the power
supply would be continuously in a state to deliver the higher power levels
necessary to begin putting a station on line. Therefore, some form of
standby power is required which can furnish a low power signal to the APU
control in order to start it so that the total power requirements can then
be supplied.

Since an initiating signal from a remote dispatching
point will have the form of a teletype, or radio signal, the standby
power must be electrical or electronic in form. Similarly, data from the
pump station must be converted into electrical form for transmission to
the dispatcher.

A requirement for electrical power for standby
purposes may raise the que.stion - why use other than electrical power
for the remainder of the control? There are at least two good reasons why
other technologies should be considered, First, electrical power poses
a fire hazard at the voltage levels required to operate valves, and the
valve operator size and weight can be a disadvantage. Second, minimizing
the amount of electronics reduces the vulnerability of the control to
electromagnetic radiation damage and to extreme ivironmental conditions.

Where fluidic control is being considered, there
are three potential sources for the power supply: (1) the hydraulic
power in the pipeline itself, (2) a separate hydraulic power supply, or
(3) a separate pneumatic power supply. Three considerations must be made
regarding using the hydraulic power in the line.

5
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First, there may not be any power available
when it is needed. The reciprocating engines presently used require a
fifteen minute warmup period, and the station control system cannot begin
to function until the line pressure begins to rise; thus, there would be
an intolerable delay before the station could go on line.

It should be mentioned here that eventually gas
turbines will probably replace the reciprocating engine as pump prime movers.

One helpful characteristic of the gas turbine is its ability to operate
at full 'power without warm-up. Thus, this objection to use of the hy-
draulic power in the pipeline would no longer apply.

The second consideration is the need for an elab-
orate control to provide a sink or reference pressure for the vert flow
from the fluidic control amplifiers. Prior to the time when the station
begins to add head to the line flow, there would be a pressure drop
across the station with the high pressure on the inlet side. Once on
the line, the AP would reverse. Therefore, the polarity for the inlet
and outlet pressures for the control would have to reverse.

The third consideration is related to operation
of fluidic amplifiers at low Reynolds Numbers. There are no firm data
available at this time which can be used to state !-ith assurance what is
the lower limit of Reynolds Number. A control system such as will be
discussed here uses wall-attachment amplifiers almost exclusively. This
type of amplifier depends upon turbulent flow conditions for the Coanda
effect which causes the power jet attachment to the channel wall. (pro-
portional amplifiers appear to become gain sensitive at the lower Reynolds
Number).

The fuels usually transported in military pipe-
lines include avaition gasoline (av gas), motor gasoline (mo gas), jet
fuel (JP-4), kerosene, and diesel fuel. Temperature can get as low as
-40*F where the kinematic viscosity of diesel fuel reaches 50 centistrokes
and the specific gravity is about 0.93. Table 5-1 lists the extreme
temperature characteristics of these fuels.

The Reynolds Number is expressed as:

pVD
mR -7

where

S- fluid density

V - characteristic velocity

D - equivalent dianeter
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Table 5-1 - Extreme Temperature Properties* of Military Fuels

TEMPERATURE -40"F +120"F

FUEL SP. GR. ABS. VIS. SP. GR. Ah... VIS.

AVIATION GASOLINE 0.75 1.4 co 0.67 -0.5 co

MOTOR GASOLINE 0.77 7 0.70 1.05

JP-4 0.82 3.8 0.76 0.8

KEROSENE 0.86 13 0.81 1.3

JP-5 0.87 20 0.82 1.5

DIESEL FIEL 0.93 50 0.88 2

THE LEE COMPANY

Sa dynamic viscosity

v - kinematic viscosity

Exaination of this expression reveals that the Reynolds Ndmb6r varies
inversely with kinematic viscosity. Also, Ni can be Increased by raising
the supply pressure to increase the characteristic velocity and by in-
creasing the equivalent diameter. Normally, fluidic amplifieat are con-
structed in two dimensional form. The equivalent diameter refers to the
po~yer supply nozzle which means that NIt can be maintained high by ujing
larger amplifiers.

If a fluidic amplifier with a 0,02 inc., x 0.04 inch
power nozzle were operated at a AP of 10 psi on 50 "e diesel fuel, the
Reynolds Number would be 165. This is belay the usual definitir' of the
laminar/turbulent transition Reynolds ]hmber of 1000 and could be expected
to result in erratic amplifier opvat!nm. In order co ratse NR for this
amplifier to 100, the aP would have to be about 375 psi.

Benoix Reearch Laboratories has be=n performing
£ corporate funded t<vestilation of hydraulically pwoertd fluidic amplifier
configurations. This program is eoxctsd to yield optimaam .plifier
designs for hydraulic operation, and onis of the objectives in to iwer
the minimum operating Reynolds Nuaber. Nevertheleas,, =til wuth time
as reliablc operation of wall attachmaent amplifiers at lew R can be shoos.
the conclusion is that V%4 fluid in tw pipeline could not be used to
power the fluidic pump station control.
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Elimination of the choice of using the fluid in
the pipelinae as the power source fov fluidic control leaves us with the
choice of eitheL =n awiiliacy pneaumatic or hydraulic power supply. By
thiu, it is meant that the power, either hydraulic or pneumatic, would
be dieveloped by some form of APU whith would p'robsably be a gasoline engine
powiiied comaprissor or piump. An accurate selecw-inn of which of these two
approaches is the beet would have to be determined through a comprehensive
tradeoff study which would cousider all. of the ramifl~ca-icns of both
approaches. For the purposes -,f this gtudy, 4hich is limited in scope,
is will. show in the following paragraphs some considerationuv which lead
us to a selection of a pneumatic supply for the logic circuit and a
hydraulic -upply for the high powered or valve operated circuits. As
regards the primft mover for the comprea#Gz and putmp, it wazq considered
possible that. lie station prime m~overs, the o~nes that drive the main
pumps, could be uttlized to furnish this auxiliary power. Rowir. .Ir, there
are normally four pumps available at each station, but only three are
Woprated at mny t.ime. Therefore, it would be necessary to have a power
supply drive on each yunp prime mover because the pumps are alternated to
equalize t~hair usage. This mueaais that some form of load sharing network
would be required to select one of the three available power supply souresa
and thi.s would probably be selected on the basirt of equal uisage also.
The oi~vi-.,uu problem with this approach ij that ai certain amount of ses-
quencing and preparation has to be accomplished before the pump prime
movers can be started which leaves no means by which power for the flui-
dic logic circuit could be ger~errted until that time.

proab~e cmpexiy o Ia con.Aidration of the above items and the
proabl cop~exiy o acircuit that would be able to stalect one of

the thrae avaliiable power supply drives,* it is concluded that a separate
auxiliary engine for the fluidic control power supply prn_ýably offers the
simplest approach. This would also eliminate any need for storage of
pressurixed vorking fluid because the dispatcher initiating signal whic*rh

station ou thco line could energize a relay which would start the APU. The

re*ay, being electrical, could easily draw its power fra= any one or all
of tho batteri~es uhich are available to start the main pump prime movers.

Pneumatic power is selected for the logic circuit
* ~for siweral reawo=s. The first reason is basically b~eeause the majority

of uporievz wit! fluidic circadts to date has been with pneumatic power.
The seownd reaseon lot that there Afe certain logic functions which are more

* ~easily perform"d using pwemw-tic power than hydraulic power. In Z!act,
some logic fianctitins cannot ba ;.arf*ooud using *fdraull c f luid "s Oth
"wer svurc4. Lute pressure .1 r can be supplied for a logic circuit uscing
a ralati-ely simple vane type air compressor or even a centrifugal c-utpreveor.
In either case, the problemi associated v'th 1igher proeset e ccpe"Pesoras
s**a as after-coolers and lubrication of the compressor are aliminat#4.
Vith th* vane compressor there uray be sam; contern with. the carboo particle
wear of the vanies cootwinatiog the amplifiers. With ati centrifugle
coaprmot there onoiald bo no problem at all. with any rotmiuants fTom
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the compressor. In either case, there certainly would be a need to filter
the Inlet air to the compressor.

Hydraulic pove_ was selected for the high power
portion of the pump station control; t'st is, for powering the valve opera-
tors that control the valves in the main line. The obvious reason for
selection of hydraulic power is the fact that the operator size can be
greatly reduced by using high pressure fluid. Even though the valve
sizes and line sizes used by the army are normally only six or eight
inches in diameter, it may still require as much as 4,000 pounds of
seating thrust to seal an eight inch valve against a 1,000 psi pressure.
This is based upon information obtained from the Crane Company in Chicago,
Illinois. A piston/cylinder actuator for en eight-inch valve would require
a nine inch stroke and if it were powered using a 100 psi pressure source,
it would have aa eight inch bore, a 3 inch diameter piston, displace
338 in 3 and weigh about 123 pounds. By going to a hydraulic pressure
of 1,000 psi, the total displacement volume can be ieduced to 37 cubic
inches, the bore diameter can It reduced to 2.5 inches and the weight
can be reduced to 15 poundh.

5.1.2.2 Pipeline Control Mode

Several methods are available for control of the
pipeline flow including: throttlirg of the flow by tegulating valves in
the main line, fluid irives between the prime mover and the pump where
the prime mover spee.= is constant (such as an electric motor), or variable
prime mover speed. T.*e .atevr two methods are more economical in that
little zr no power dissipation takes place. Even so, throttling is used
extensively in cmmercial pipelines, primarily because constant speed
electric motors are used almost exclusively.

Since Army pimp stations use internal combustion
engine prime movers, it is logical to consider varying their 3peed to
--ouLzol pipeline pressure or slow rate. This probably re-sults in more
complex control circuitry, but should also result in more effluLent pipe-
line operation. After considering the above modes of operation, it was
concluded that the most practical approach was to control the pipeline
flow rate by varying the pump speeds since it is necessary anyway to do
a certain amount of pump speed control in order to provide protection
against engine overspeed and allow for ergine warm-up at idle.

The technique by which cortrol of the pump prime
movers Is accomplished is explained in more detail in paragraph 5.1.4.

5.1.2.3 Station Fuel Supply Control

At this point, it may be well to present an
overall block diagram of the pump station control. This is shown in
Figure 5-1. It should be noted that one of the blocks refers to the station
fuel supply. This is the source of fuel for the engines that drive the
pumps. If the pipeline pump station is to be unattended, then it is
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necessary that an automatic technique be provided for keeping an adequate
supply of fuel in the reservoir for each pump prime mover and the station
fua-l reservoir. This, then, itself requires some form of control. The
fuel for the pipeline pump station prime movers is normally drawn from
the pipeline when the required type of fuel is passing through the station.
It is a fairly simple matter to include provision for taking fuel from the
pipeline upon the command of the dispatcher or possibly by manual actuation.
The fuel taken from the pipeline is directed to a station fuel tank from
which the individual tanks for each pump prime mover are replenished.
In the simplest form of control, the station fuel tank could be located
so that the pump prime mover tanks are kept at equal level with the
station fuel. tank simply by gravity. It only remains then to control the
level of the fuel in the station fuel tank.

If the station fuel tank cannot be so located that
the prime mover tanks are replenished by gravity flow from the station
fuel tank, then it is possible to use a fluidic level control which
would maintain each prime mover tank in a full condition. An alternate
fluidic approach could be used to hold the le'al in the prime mover
tanks between predetermined limits. The overall schematic arrangement
for a complete control of the fuel tanks is shown in Figure 5-2.

A fluidic level sansor and control has been devised
which can be used to either maintain the fuel in a tank at essentially a
constant level or, by comining two sensors in a circuit can be used to
maintain the tank level between limits.

The circuit uses a monostable version of the
basic bistable jet-on-jet amplifier shown in Figure 5-3. Operation of
these fluidic devices was discussed earlier in Section 4.3.1.1.

Figure 5-4 shows the fluidic circuit for sensing
fuel level in a tank. The hash marks along one of the output legs of
each anplifier indicate that the amplifier has "memory" in that output.

LEGBED

S - SUPPLT PORT
C., - LEFT C"Tv, - -0'. ,, t. 2

CR- RIGHT CONTROL PORT Lh
L - LEFTVENT v

VR -RGTVENT ATTACMENT

OL - LEFT OUTPUT PORT BUBBLE

OR - RIGHT OUTPUT ORT VCLUME

Figure -9-3 - Bistable Fluid Amplifier
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NORMAL LEVEL SIGNAL
SUPPLY SUPPLY
(FUEL) LOW LEVEL SIGNAL

VENT
FLOW

SFUEL LEVEL IN TANK P-85-1951

Figure 5-4 - Fluidic Level Sensor

That is, it is monostable and wil always produce an output from the
memory leg in the absence of any control signal.

The first amplifiar of the sensor can be
physically located in the fuel tank so that the control port is posi-
tioned at the desired fuel level. Alternately, the aplifier can be
remotely located and a line can be connected to the control port with
the other end positioned at the desired fuel level.

If the two amplifiers are supplied with fuel
and the control port of the first amplifier is allowed to aspirate air,
the memory phenomenon of the first amplifier is destroyed and its supply
flow will split approximately between the two output legs rather than
flowing only from the memory leg. By connecting both outputs of the first
amplifier to the control and bias ports of the second amplifie7, this
amplifier behaves as thcugh it were immersed in fuel; that is, it operates
normally and all of its output is from its memory leg.

When the control port of the first amplifier is
immersed in fuel, this amplifier behaves normally with its entire out-
put from its memory leg. This produces a strong control signal on the
second amplifier with a simultaneous loss of the partial bias signal.
The result is that the second amplifier switches.

Thus, a digital signal is provided which indicates
that the fuel level is either above the desired level or below it. All
of the vent flows and the bias port of the first wplifi~r can be connected
togecher and referenced according to how the sensor is to be used. This
will be explained below for the two variations of how this level sensor
circuit can be applied.
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For the situation where the prime mover fuel
tanks can be replenished with gravity flow from the station fuel tank,
two of the fluidic level sensors described above can be combined into a
control circuit that will provide a logic signal to the pump station con-
trol and/or to the dispatcher indicating that the station tank needs to
be filled and also indicating when the tank is full. This circuit is shown
schematically in Figure 5-5.

The amplifiers are supplied by a small motor-
driven or prime mover driven ptum, drawing the supply fluid directly from
the station fuel tank. The vent flow aiqd any unused output flows are
allowed to return directly to the tank. This circuit only provides in-
telligence to the station control about the level of fuel in the tank.
Referring back to the schematic of the pump station fuel supply control
(Figure 5-2), it will be noted that the action co take fuel from the
pipeline is predicated upon informatitn from the st3tion tank level cc:-
trol that the fuel level is low plus information that the proper type
of fuel is passing through the pipeline.

The two fluidic level sensor circuits that
combine to form the station fuel tank level control are labeled A and B
in Figure 5-5.

It will be noted by the connections of the two
individual level sensor circuits that when circuit A and circuit B are
both aspirating air, that is, when the tank level is below even the
lowest of the two control ports, the output of the bistable amplifier is
from the Fill leg. This signal can be used both to inform the dispatcher
of the need to fill the station fuel tank and as the first of a series of
signals to begin to automatically fill the tank. The other signal or
signals required would be those indicating that the proper fuel is
passing through the pipeline at that time. When filling action is ini-
tiated and the tank begins to be filled, the control port on level sez~or A
will shortly be imnersed in fuel. However, even though this circuit
switches, there is no net effect on the bistable. The tank continues to
fill until the level of fuel reaches the cont:3l port of the sensing
amplifier of sensor B. When this occurs, that circuit switches and
switches the bistable to provide a full signal, which then stops the
filling action. The size of the amplifiers and the supply pressure for
this sensor circuit only has to be based on considerations of contami-
nation and fuel pumping power.

The basic fluid!c level sensor shown previously
in Figure 5-4 can also be used to maintain a nearly constant level in
each prime mover fuel tank.

In this case, each liquid level sensor circuit
would not only sense the level of the fuel in the prime mover tank, but
the switching action would also be arranged so that the low-level output
would be used to keep the tank full. The amplifier vent flows and the
unused output flow would be collected and returned to the station fuel
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tank. The power supply for each prime mover level control would be fur-
nished from the fuel pump described earlier. The fluidic level control
circuits would be in operation continuously. They would perform in a
manner such that the prime mover tanks would always remain at the same
level. This would result from the fact that the amplifiers would be
continuously switching back and forth as they go from aspiration of
liquid to aspiration of air. In any technology except fluidics, this
would not be a desirable situation because of the obvious eventual wear
of any part that would be required to operate in such an oscillatory
manner. However, with fluidics there is absolutely no reason why such
a circuit cannot be used. If, for some reason this type of operation is
not felt to be desirable, then each prime mover fuel tank could be equipped
with a tank level sensor circuit similar to that used in the station fuel
supply tank.

5.1.2.4 Start-up and Shut-down Procedures

In the present military pipeline system, operation
of the pump stations is entirely manual. Before a pump station can be
put on line or taken off the line, there are certain procedures necessary
to be followed. In order to stay within the scope of the present study,
the automatic sequencing system was modeled primarily after the procedures
used in the present manual system. Part of the manual procedure for
preparing the station to go on line includes performing maintenance on
the engines and pumps. It is recognized that maintenance can be performed
automatically as well as manually; however, no attempt was made in this
study to include automatic procedures for performing these maintenance
operations. In the event that further consideration is given to automation
of military pump stations, a much more comprehensive implementation of
automatic control would be performed and this would include those necessary
maintenance items which are now performed manually. It is the purpose of
this study to show how fluidics can be used in automatic control of mili-
tary fuel handling operations. It is not the purpose to fully develop an
automatic pump station control system at this time. Therefore, tha
following discussions of the automatic contro1 ayvtem inelg.-A on'- tho-

more obvious requirements for automatic control of the station and in
several cases have ounuitted peripheral or secondary function*. In most
cases these functions probably can be implemented using fluidics.

In any pipeline system, it is desirable to keep

the line packed when the system #.a shut doan for any reaon. In combat
zones, such as Viet Ncm, the line is frequently shut down at night because
security cannot be maintained. When the line is shut down, each station
discharge and suction valve is closed. Figure 5-6 shows a typical military
pipeline pumping station schematically. The station discharge and suction
valves referred to are those at the station inlet on the upstroam side and
the discharge on the downstream side. In addition, each pump has its
own suction and discharge valve which are normally kept closed when the
pump itself is shut down or when the entire Gtation is shut down. it
will be noted from tha schematic of the pump station, that there are other
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manifolding arrangements. One example iii a manifold provided to recieve
and launch pipeline scrubbers or "pigs" as thty are called. No attempt
has been made in this study to automate the operation of receiving and
launching the pieline pigs. Therefore, the only valves which will be
considered in the sequencing control are the various suction and dis-
charge valves mentioned previously. The pumps are all centrifugal types

and each pump case is equipped with what is called a vent on the top side
of the pump case. The purpose of the vent valve is to allow flooding of
the pump case before the pump prime movers are started.

Referring again to Figure 5-6, it is noted that
there are four pumps available and it will be recalled that normally only
three pumps are used at any time. Therefore, when a pump station is about
to be put on the line it is necessary to determine which three pumps will
be usad. This selection is normally made on the basis of providing equal

usage of all the pump/engine combinations. For the ,urposes of this study,
it is assumed that the pipeline dispatcher will keep track of the operating
time accumulation on the engine pump combinations. Again, it is recognized
that an automatic control system could perform this function.

The procedure for start-up of an automated pump
station is assumed, for purposes of this study, to beginwith the recep-
tion of an initiating signal from the dispatcher., This signal would be
used to start the control system APU. Once the APIU is started, the start-
up automatically proceeds aequentially through logical steps. These
steps include monitoring of certain engine functlons, positioning of valves
and finsll-y, starting of the prime movers. Once they are started, the
steady stat., pump control Is in command and the pump speeds will be in-
creased from idle as soon as the control senses a rise in station suction
prassure. Normally the engines will be allowed to idle for about fifteen
minutes before being required to increase speed.

Steady state operation simply consists of controlled
variations in the pump speeds to maintain the station suction and dis-
charge pressures within predetermined limits. The pump speed control is
discussnd in more detail -In following paragraphs.

Normally, the pump station will be shut down by
dispatcher request. If possible, the prime movers would be idled for
about five minutes to avoid "dieseling" after ignition cutoff.

The pumps may also be brought to idle speed by
the pipeline conditions. For example, if the discharge pressure continued
to rise while the control reduced the pump speed, eventually the pumps
would reach idle speed. The same action would occur for an abnormal de-
crease in suction pressure.

A comprehensive control system would include safety
devices which would bring the engines to idle and perhaps even shut the
engines down if damage were imminent. Low oil pressure or high oil tem-
perature would be examples of this type of monitoring.
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Thus, there are several ways in whicd a station
aay be tat-en off the line. Regardless of the reasons for idlig the
engines or shutting down the station, a logical procedure "nst be followed.
For an automated pump station, a progtamued shutdown sequencer is required
similar to the start-up contzol. Because of this similarity, a shut-down
sequencer control was not developed nor studied during this effort.

5.1.3 Pump Station Startup Sequence Control

- In the iollowing paragraphs, the pump station control will
be described. It should be noted that at the time of this study no design
existed for a military automatic pumping station startup control. Thus,
in order to determine the applicability of fluidics to this type of con-
trol, it was first necessary to design the control to a degree amenable
to the objectives of the study. The first step in the design procedure
was to write a series of logic statements that adequately described the
functions to be performed, these are presented in the next paragraph.

The logic statements and the resultant design are based
upon the Pump Station Control Block Diagram shown previously in Figure 5-1.

Although the resultant control design could be implemented
with either electronic or fluidic technology, it was developed with flui-
dic implementation in mind.

51.1.,3.1 Logic Statements

The following statewents describe the functions
to be performed in starting the pump station, and indicate the sequence
in which they are performed and the conditions that must be met.

Go "On-Line"

(a) APU Start - Sequence 1

"* Start APU - initiated by dispatcher signal

"* Detect 'required pneumatic regulated pressure

"* Detect required hydraulic regulated pressure

"* Uninhibit valve operator servo flow when
regulated pressures are correct

"* Furnish a signal to the next sequence indicating
that the APU Start Sequence is complete

(b) Preparation - Sequence 2

0 Start the sequence when the logic section is
supplied with pressure and Sequence I is ready.

w Open the station suction valve when threo of
the four pumps have been selected and thAr
respective oil levela are within limits.
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0 Close the sta, .on diec harge valve
* Furnish a signal to Sequence 3(a) iidicatia[

that the Preparation Sequence is complete,

(c) Pre-Start - Sequeuce 3(a)

* Start Lne sequence when the logic section is
4iupplied and Sequence 2 is ready.

0 Open the suction valves for tle selected pimps.

* Open the vent valves on the selected pumps -haen
the suction valves have reached full open.

* Clooe the vent valves wb.!n a flooded pump case
is detected,

* Open the discharge vsl-ves for the selected
pumps when the pump vent valves are closed.

0 Furnish signals to the individual start sub-
circuits of Sequence 3(b) when and only when
all three selected pump discharge valves are
open.

(d) Start - Sequence 3(b)

"* Energize the ignitions and starters for the threa
selected pumps to attempt a start.

"* Time the saert attempts and de-energise the
starters and ignitions if a start is not detected
within a pre-determined time.

"* Provide a pre-determined timed delay period
followed by a second attempt Lo start any engines
that failed Lo start the first time.

" Allow for or•ly three conaecutive start attempts
wi:th delays between each attempt.

" Signal the dispatcher when any gine iails to
start oc the third attempt.

" Open the station discharge valve vhen and only
when three engines are running.

"* Provide an uninhibit signal to the On-Line cor-
trol to allow englne/pump spoed increase frem
1le to maintain line pressures a re.iired.

5.1.3.2 Segoence 1 - V!q Start

Figmra S-7 shows the biock diagram for the APU
and the logic used to or14 it on lIe. The diepat:hi: InitiatinS signal
ti converted to an electrical curzent end applied to electw'agne~tic
relays used to enerlize the AR' ignition end steareit circuiti. ,?ouer
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Figure 5-7 - Sequence No. 1 - APU Start

for the required transceiver, the relays and starter is assumed to ori-
ginate from the battepr.es used to start the pump primer movers.

The APU design arrived at for this study consists
primarily of a 12 horsc.poier (at rated speed) gasoline engine driving
a 1.5 horsepower vane type oilless compressor which can continuously
deliver 25 scfm of air at a pressure of 10 psig, and a 2 horsepower gear
type hydraulic pump with a delivery capacity of 1.5 gpm at 1000 psig.
These capacities have been calculated to be more than adequate to furnish
the requirements of the overall control.

There are approximately 175 fluidic amplifiers
used throughout the sequencers and the On-Line control. The flow require-
ments can be calculated for air from

Q 1. 2 3 Cd A • u f 2 ()

where

A W physical area of supply nozzle, in 2

C,• constant depending or, the thermodynamic properties of
Sgas, (degree)i/ 2 /sec - 0.532 for air

Cd = orifice discharge coefficient, dimensionless, depends
on orifice geometry - 0.9

P = downstream stagnation pressure, psia. This pressuremeasured wnere the gas velocity is very slow.
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Pu - upstream stagnation pressure, psia. The pressure
measured where the gas velocity is very slow.

T - upstream stagnation absolute temperature, degrees
u Rankine. The temperature where the gas velocity is

very slow. Degrees Rankine - degrees Fahrenheit + 460.

R - universal gas constant - 640 Ibm-in/lb f R air air

Q - volume flow rate - scfm - standard volume flow, ft 3 /min

f -" a tabulated value which is a function of the specific
neat ratio of the gas, Pu and Pd"

Using a power nozzle with dimensions of 0.010
inch by 0.030 inch and an upstream pressure of 10 psig (about 2 5 psia),
the flow requirement was calculated to be about 20 scfm. For purposes

of comparison, an upstream pressure of 25 psig for power nozzles with
dimensions of 0.020 inch by 0.020 inch would require about the same flow
rate. The larger power nozzle dimensions would provide less dirt sensi-
tivity and 5 psig supply pressure is a satisfactory supply pressure for
logic operations. Actiially, much lower pressures may also be considered
whey using air. However, where several interfaces are required, the
higher pressure allows for smaller transducers, etc.

Based upon calculations of the cylinder sizes
required for operating the pipeline valves, it was decided to base the
design on the use of a hydraulic pressure of 1000 psig. The opening and
closing timep for the various station and pump valves are not required
to be fast foi a control mode where pipeline piassure is adjusted with
pump speed ratber than discharge valve position. Discussions with commer-
cial pipeline operators disclosed that 30 to 60 seconds is an acceptable
time for a valve to travel from one position to another.

Therefore, using piston/cylinder valve operators
sized as described ealiler in Section 5.1.2.1, and a travel time of 30
seconds, the total flow requirement for any given "Logic function would
be a maximum of 1.0 gpm. This is based on having to open or close three
eight-inch valves simultaneously.

The other APU principal components include a
reservoir for the pressurized air, a sump for the hydraulic oil and
pressure regulators for each fluid. In both cases, the pressure regu-
lation requirements are not believed to be critical. For example, in the
logic circuit, minor pressure variations are of no consequence because
all of the operation is digital in nature. Even where an interface
exists between the pneumatic logic and the valve operator servos (pilot
stagas), the action is simply a request for one or the other of two valve
positions and variations in the signal pressure (above some minimum) will
have no net effect. The hydraulic va.ve operator circuit probably requires
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only a pressure relief valve to maintain a maximc safe pressure. In
the steady-state on-line control, which will be explained later In detail,
there are some proportional operations. However, push-pull circuitry is
used throughout that portion of the control and the only probable effect
of pressure level variationzi wou;d be slight system gain changes. The
entire fluidic portion of the control system uses jet-on-Jet fluidic
amplifiers which exhibit constant flow characteristics. This also greatly
reduces the need for pressure regulation. The principal perturbation
to system pressure will be ambient temperature variations if it is assumed
that the APU engine is maintained at a constant govevned speed.

The inhibit function in the APU Start sequencer
serves the purpose of preventing transmission of uncontrolled valve
operator signals from the servos while the control system pressure is below
the minimum normal values.

Operation of the functional blocks will be
explained in Section 5.1.5.

5.1.3.3 Preparation - Sequence 2

Four principal operations are performed during
this sequence as can be noted from Figure 5-8 which show3 the sequencer
design in block diagram form. The operations include: reception of the
dispatcher's signals selecting the three pumps to be used; performance
of critical engine pre-start conditional checks; opening of the station
suction valve and closing of the station discharge valve.

This sequence begins when the amplifiers are
supplied and the Ready 1 signal is received from Sequence 1 indicating
that sequence to be complete. A logical AND element is used to perform
this first function. It is shown under the column labeled 1 which is
provided in the figure to aid the discussion. Operation of this element
and others is described in Appendix B. Basically, an output will come
from an AND element when and only when all inputs are present. Similarly,
the AND elements under column 2 will continue the sequence by providing
outputs when the three inputs shown are present. In this case, as in
most other operations throughout the sequence, one of the inputs is the
output from the previous logic element.

One of the inputs to the column 2 AND's is an in-
dication of engine oil level. A sensor for developing this signal will
be described later. It should be mentioned that there may be several
other important checks which should be performed. For this study, only
one was shown for illustrative purposes.

The rnext operation performed by the sequencer is
to open the station suction valve. This is to be done only when the
three selected engines have been found to be in condition to run. Because
there are four engine/pump units and only three are used, a logic circuit
was inserted to provide a signal to open the station suction valve when
any combination of three pumps have been selected and found to be in
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condition to run. This logic function Is performed with the AND elements
under column 3 and the OR element of column 4. Each AND wili have an
output when and only when all three of the pump nubers shown in its respec-
tive block are ready to run.

In the figure and for thds discussion, -,mps 1,
2, and 3 were selected as indicated by the solid lines connecting the
sequence blocks. Thus, after being found in condition to operate, an
output occurs from the uppermost AND element in column 3, indicating that
pups number I AND 2 AND 3 are ready to operate. The OR element has in-
puts from each of the four AID's and will provide an output if any of the
four AID's are satisfied. Its output is a signal to open th- stetion
rletion valve. This signal is furnished to that valve hydrailic servo,
using a suitable pneumatic/hydraulic interfacing device. The. servo is
thus directed to provide high pressure oil to the valve operator and
position the valve in the open position.

When the valve travels to the desired position,
a signal is provided by a position detector. This signal is used to con-
tinue the sequence by cobining It with the valve position request signal
in an AMD element.

The sequence iQ ccmpleted after performing a
similar operation to close the station discharge valve. Upon completion,
a signal is provided to Sequence 3(a)., It should be mentioned that in
many instances, the station discharge valve will already be closed when
the request to close it is received. This is of no matter to the logic
which proceeds only on the basis of ascertainin that the required condi-
tions are met.

As mentioned earlier, the operation of the various
elements shown in the block diagrar viUi be explained in later sections.

5.1.3.4 Pre-Start - Sequence 3(a)

This sequence is similar to Sequence 2 in operations
performed and function. Its operations include opening of each selected
pump suction and discharge valves and venting of the pump cases to flood
them prior to running. Sequence 3(a) is shown in Figure 5-9.

The dispatcher puxmp selection signals are provided
to this sequence from the outputs of the electrical/pneumatic switches
shown in Senuence 2. The valves used to vent the pump cases can be simple
diaphragm positioned valves operated directly from the output of the
fluidic amplifiers. This is practical becau3e the valve sizes do not have
to be large due to the low flow rates during venting. Thus, in the block
diagram design, these valves are labeled as fluidic valves. This is not
intended to imply that fluidic elements are used as the valves since this
is not possible.

A fluidic level sensor, in combination with a small
sump can be used to detect when each case is flcoded. This will be explained
in more detail later.
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The flooded case s•ignal is AND'ed with the signal
which initially requested the vent valve to open and this AND output is
stored using the bistable amplifiers shown in column 6. The bistable out-
put requests the vent valve to close. If the previous signal were not
stored or "remembered", closure of the vent valve would result in a loss
of continuity in the sequencer because one input to the AND elements of
column 4 would disappear. The Reset input shown in the bistable blocks
probably would be applied during the station shutdown sequence. Another
approach would be to use preferential bistable amplifiers which always re-
vert to a given output when pressurized. Thus, after the system is shut
down, the next start would place these amplifiers in the reset position.

In column 9 of the Sequence 3(a), a logic circuit
is provided to assure that the startup sequence does not proceed until
any combnatJon of three pump discharge valves are open. Furthermore,
because of the input requirements of the Start Sequence, 3(b), once this
condition is satisfied, the information has to be furnished to each
selected engine/pump subcircuit. This is accomplished using the OR
elements of column 10. Note that only one of the column 9 AND elements
has an output as indicated by the solid line. This output states that
pumps 1, 2, and 3 discharge valves are open. Had another combination
of pumps been selected, one of the other AND's would have provided the
output. Note also that three of the four OR's in column 10 have outputs
and that these OR's represent the selected pumps. Had another combination
of pumps been selected, then another combination of three OR's would
have had outputs.

5.1.3.5 Start - Sequence 3(b)

This is the most complex portion of the overall
sequence control. The reason for the complexity is because of thE need
to: limit the time during which an engine start is attempted; provide a
period of time between start attempts to allow the starter motor to
cool and the batteries to recover; and provide for a limited number of
start attempts. Sequence 3(b) design is shown in block disgram form
in Figure 5-10. To aid in understanding a discussion of this circuit,
each element is numbered, Fluidic amplifiers and devices are available
for fulfilling the operational requirements of each of the elements types
shown and will be described in later sections.

The primary initiating signals to this sequence
are the three OR outputs of Sequence 3(a). These enter as inputs to the
respective ONE-SHOT elements labeled numbers 1, 3, and 5. These elements
provide a pulse signal whenever they receive an input and are used to
avoid redundancy later in the event that a start attempt fails.

To aid the discussion of this circuit operation,
the sequence will be followed through for just one of the engines. It
will be assumed that the other two engines start normally on the first
attempt.
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The output of the ONE-SHOT number (1), thru OR(49),
sets the ignition and starter to their energized conditions by setting the
bistables number (9) and (13) respectively. It also, through the OR
elements (17) and (18) clears the continuosuly operating counter (19).
This initiates a predetermined timed interval during which a start can
be attempted. This time interval is termed tl. When time tj is reached,
the counter has an appropriate output to AND (22). The other required
input to AND (22) is from OR (43) and indicates that the ignitions for
the three selected engine/pump units are on. AND's (56), (57), and (A8)
outputs are "0" because ignition bistables (9), (10), and (11) are on

and therefore these bistable "0" outputs are off; that is, they are in-
active. AND (59) is also "0" because pump No. 4 was not selected.
Thus, neither input to OR (43) is active or in a "1" condition so its
"0" output is on. This results in an input to AND(22)which, combined
with the t1 input from the counter, satisfies that elemeat and it provides
an output.

The output from AND (22) sets bistable (23) to
hold this information. Setting bistable (23) provides a "1" or ON sigaal
which is furnished to c..unter (24) as indicative of one start attempt. The
Set output from (23) also is combined with the absence of a start detection
signal from element (25) in AND (33) to stop the start attempt by passing
through OR (26) to reset the starter bistable (13). The output from AND
(33) also turn, off the ignition by resetting bistable (9). In addition,

AND (33) output is combined with the dispatcher pump selection signal in
AND (60) to furnish a signal to OR (20). This sets bistable (21) and pro-
vides a pulse through ONE-SHOT (64) to OR (18) which clears the counter
(19). Counter (1?' begins counting up to intervel t 2 for "resetting" the
starter. As the count reaches tl, (which ia shorter than t2) an input
is provided to AND (22). However, when the ignition bistable (9) was
reset, an output was provided from OR (43) because AND (56) was on. Thus,
AND (22) will not be satisfied at this time and the tl signal has no con-
sequence. The output from OR (43) is directed to bistable (23) as a Reset
input which places (23) in a "0" condition prepared for the next start
attempt.

When the counter (19) reaches t 2 , the ONE-SHOT
(67) output coMbined at AND (37) with the "I" output from bistable (21)
sets bistable (38) to its "1" output. Bistable (21) has a "1" output
because OR (20) has an output due to an input from AND (60).

The output from bistable (38) is directed to AND
(2) which is then satisfied and it provides a pulse through OR (49) via
the ONE-SHOT (48) to set the ignition and starter bistables (9) and (13)
respectively. Thus, another start attempt is initiated. This sequence
repeats three times (an arbitrary number). After the third attempt the
event counter (24) has an output by virtue of its design. This output
is combined with the absence of an output from AND (39) to annunciate to
the dispatcher that this engine would not start. AND (39) has no output
because there was no start detection from element (25) and there is no
ignition (9).
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A fourth start attempt is blocked beeat- AND (65)
can only have an output when event counter (24) has no output. Thus,
AND (2) is not actisfied and cannot actuate the ONE-SHOT (48).

If a successful start is achieved, it is detected
by detector element (25). This provides an output to OR (26) which resets
starter bistable (13), de-energizing the starter. The start detector
element (25) output also is directed to AND (39). This element will
not have an outputt because the starter bistable (13) is reset (it has
a "0" output) and the ignition bistable is set (it has a "1" output).

The outputs from AND (39), (40), and (41) or any
other combination of three engine/pump units are combined in the logic
circuit formed by AiD's (66)-(69) and OR (70) to request the station dis-
charge valve to open.

When the valve is detected to be in the open
position, a ready signal is provided to the ON-Line Control which essen-
tially allows the engines to accelerate from idle speed whenever the
pressure sensors for that portion of the control detect a rise in the
station suction pressure.

The On-Line Control is described in the next
paragraph.

5.1.4 Fluidic On-Line Control

5.1.4.1 Control Considerations

The On-Line Control refers to the steady state
operation of the pipeline pumping station. To accomplish this It was
determined that the most logical control mode was speed variation of
the pumps to maintain station suction and discharge pressures within
predescribed limits. This was discussed earlier in Section 5.1.2.2

The control design approach was based upon two
primary considerations. The first is the desireability, in a mulciple-
pump situation, to operate the engines and pumps in a load-sharing mode
to equalize wear and to operate as close as possible to the optimum
efficiency point. The other consideration is related to the interface
between the fluidic station control and the controls furnished with the
pump prime movers.

This interface is especially critical because
engine manufacturers normally do not want the controls for their engines
disturbed. The approach selected is for the fluidic control output to
the engines to be a throttle angle setting based upon a required pump
speed. Thus, it is only necessary to provide an actuator which accepts
an error signal from the control and converts it into throttle position.
The engine/control dynamics are not disturbed by the pump station control.
Figure 5-11 shows in block diagram form how the fluidic control can inter-
face with either a reciprocating engine or a gas turbine by using this
approach.
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Figure 5-12 is a block diagram of the control
modfi devised to achieve load sharing while maintaining desired pipeline
fluw conditions. Three paruseters are sensed - station discharge pressure,
PD; station auction pressure, PS; and individual pump speeds, N. The
station discharge pressure control loop is used only as an override to
protect the pipeline. Both pressure control loops are used to develop a
reference speed signal, NR. A selection circuit selects the lowest of
the two generated speed reference signals and furnishes this to smers
for each engine/pump throttle control. Measured speed is compared to
the reference speed and any error signals, Ne, drive the engine throttle
actuators uncil the speed error reduces to zero,

Note that this control mode does not require the
dispatcher to preselect a liven pump sFeed, flow rate, or station suction
or discharge pressure to establish a pipeline flow rate. The amplifier
w.Aich generates NL as a function of measured suction pressure will always
tend to drive the pumps to their maximum normal operating speed. If
auction pressure tends toward the minlum allowable, the reference speed
will be reduced proportionally. If station suction pres:aure continues
to rise when all operating pumps are at their maximum no:rmal speed, dis-
patcber action will be necessary because the nAc t tv-3tream pump station
discharge pressure will approach or tend to exceed the normal maximum
limit. The first action would probably be to put the fourth pump on line.
Otherwise, or in addi.tion, a dispatcher request for higher (emergency)
allowable maximum reference speed would be required.

If the station discharg,. pressure should exceed
the normal allowable safe limit, a reduced speed request will be generated
by the discharge pressure speed reference circuit, the select-lo circuit
will pass the lower speed reference signul and the pump speeds will be
reduced until the discharge pressure comes into limits.

Since the minimum allowable station suction
pressure can vary with the product being pumped and with temperature and
altitude variations, it may be necessar7 to include additional inputs to
the suction pressure control loop. Altitude variations probably would
be handled by changing the preset values of minimum allowable suction
pressure for the control according to the location of the pump station.
Assuming that the typical 20 pei& limit at normal temperature is for the
fuel with the !.dghest vapor pressure, a temperature blas which raised the
minima auction prescure with iacrease4 temperature would be sufficient.

The overall control desigu is shown in schematic
form In Figure 5-13, The various subcircuits which comnriae the control
are discussed below.

5.1.4.2 suction Pressure Sensor !go
Referecce Generator

Referring apain to Figure 5-13. the suction
pressure speed reference generator U noted to be basically a hydromechanical
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control element. This was necessary primarily because of the interface
required between the pipeline fluid and the pneumatic fluidic control.

The purpose af this circuit is simply to provide
a linear pneumatic output pressure differential as a function of the
station suction pressure. This is accomplished by allowing variations
in suction pressure, applied through a bellows, to deflect the lkver
through a small are. which varieq the pressure in the two control lines
to the adjacent proportional fluidic amplifier. Limits are provided on
lever travel to prevenc operation of the amplifier into saturation.
The upper travel limit has two positions to allow the circuit to generate
a higher than normal reference speed for emergency operation. This allows
the discharge pressure speed reference generator to request higher speeds
without being overridden by the top speed limit of the suction pressure
circuit.

The characteristic curve shown for the suction
pressure circuit represents the output of the adjacent proportional
amplfiier which is a differential pressure analogous to desired pump
speed that varies as a function of station suction pressure.

This control element can achieve reliable long-
life operation through the use of design techniques which minimize friction
And relative motion between parts. An example of this would be the use
of a Bendix Flex-Pivot* for the lever support. This device has demon-
strated long life and provides a pivot with negligible friction and
acceptable spring rates.

The temperature bias shown would be provided by
temperature reoponsive bi-metallic disc springs located to change the
pre-set spring load with changes in ambient temperature. The spring
itself is provided to balance the lever at a desired null condition.

5.1,4.3 Discharge Pressure Sensor and Speed Reference

Operation of this circuit is very similar to
that of the suction pressure sensor. One difference is that no ambient
temperature bias is required. Another difference is the means by which
the allowable maximuL pump speed can be increased for emergency operation.
Two inputs are requi:A. One emergency input adds to the reference spring
load to allow top speed operation out to higher discharge pressures
before the pressurized bellows begins to reduce the speed reference
signal. The other input simply changes the lever travel limit to allow
a higher than nrrmal reference speed during the emergency operation.
Both inputs occur simultaneously.

Thb output differential from the adjacent fluidic
amplifier is designed to have a polarity which is reversed from that for
the suction pressure sensor. This zccomplishes the desired trend in the
generated speed reference signal as stwn in the block diagrame of Figure 5-12.

Trademark of The Bendix Corporation
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It would be important to match the outputs of
the two amplifiers and adjust the relative gains of each sensor to
provide the proper sersitivity and the desired variation of engine speed
with pressure in the respective regulation regimes. This is done through
proper system considerations during the design.

5.1.4.4 Select-Lo Circuit
The differential pressure outputs of the two

pressure sensor fluidic amplifiers, each representing a reference pump
speed based upon sensed pressures within the pipeline, are directed into
a circuit which reflects the lowest of the two reference speeds. This
is termed the Select-Lo circuit.

This circuit was designed by General Electric
for experimental control of their J-79 engine.

The circuit accepts both sensing amplifier out-
puts, selects the one representing the lowest reference speed and passes
this through to the throttle control loop. The throttle control loop
is explained in the next paragraph.

5.1.4.5 Throttle Control Loop

The speed reference signal, represented as a
differential pressure, is furnished to a throttle control loop for each
engine. These controls each compare the reference speed differential
pressure to the output pressure from their respective engine speed sensors.
The comparison occurs in the first stage of a three stage amplifier design
developed by the Bendix Energy Controls Division. Any difference between
the reference and the sensed speeds is an error signal which is amplified
and used to power an actuator. The sense of the error will determine
whether the correction will be a throttle angle increase or decrease.
The corrective action continues until the detected speed error is reduced
to zero.

This amplifier circuit has provision for gain ad-
justment. Ftedback around either of the last two stages can also be
included and insert!=n of suitable volumes in the feedback lines can
provide desired lead or lag dynsmic charact.e:istics.

During the pre-start and start sequences, a signal
is supplied from the output of the Sequence 3(b) circuit which holds the
engine throttles at idle until Sequence 3(b) is complete and the engines
are running at idle. It will be recalled that the final output of
Sequence 3(b) is to remove this signal and allow the engines to respond
to pipeline pressure. The inhibiting signal is labeled E in the schematic
of Figure 5-10.

The speed sensor shown in the schematic uses a
vortex principle developed by the Undix Energy Controls Division for
control of small gas turbine engines. Operation of the sensor will be
described in the following section.
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5.1.5 Fl.idic Amplifiers. Devices and Sensors

In the previous discussions of the pump station start
sequence and on-line control, the various control elements vere only
functionally identified in order to keep the descriptions in general terms
and to emphasize that the controls could be implemented with any applicable
technology.

In this section, each specific type of element will be
discussed in terms of its fluidic counterpart, if any exists. In :ooe
cases, the most practical approach is to use hybrid techniques as will
be seen.

5.1.5.1 Dispatcher/Pump Station Transceivers

As discussed earlier, this is a requirement which
cannot be avoided practically. It is beyond the scope of this study to
present details of transceivers or similar equipment, especially since
they would be required regardless of the use of fluidic or other control
technologies. The transceiver output is assumed to be a low pcwer
electrical signal which can be utilized, through electronic amplification,
to energize electromagnetic or other relays or switches. These elements
can then be combined with suitable pneumatic elements to form transducers.
The station input and output intelligence which has been discussed is all
digital in nature and therefore relatively easy to transmit and convert
at the interfaces.

If analog intelligence is to be transmitted to the
dispatcher such as pipeline pressures, a more elaborate transmission process
would be required.

5.1.5.2 Electrical/Fluidic Interfaces

In the Sequence 2 control (paragraph 5.1.3.3) there
is a requirement to convert the dispatcher signals into their pneumatic
counterpart. Since these are simply on-off types of signals, the trans-
duction process is basically a switch and can be achieved with the use of
proven standard electrical and fluidic elements.

Figure 5-14 shows what is probably the most
straightforward technique. After the dispatcher signal is received and

amplified, it is applied as a current to a solenoid valve. When the
valve is energized, it opens and applies a control signal to a fluidic
monostable amplifier.

In Figure 5-8, the block diagram for Sequence 2,
the fluidic switch output is directed to one of the inputs of the AND
elements in column 2. The signal has the properties of flow at a pressure
dependent upon the impedance into which it is directed. Usinig similar
sized fluidic amplifiers, the input impedances are normally high enough
to allow a given amplifier output to be fanned out to three and sometimes
four downstream amplifiers.
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Figure 5-14 - Solenoid Valve E-F Transducer

If a bistable amplifier is used in place of the
monostable, the solenoid would only have to open momentarily to switch
the bistable. This may be more attractive than requiring the solenoid
to remain energized while the station is operating. Actually, further
overall refinement to the control design could easily result in a need for
only a pulse input. The design of the station shutdown control would
enter into the technique for resetting (switching the bistable back to
its off position). The bistable amplifiers can be designed to have pre-
ferential output positions to insure that they always go to the desired
output leg when initially supplied with air.

In Sequence 3(b) (paragraph 5.1.3.5) there is
a requirement for an element to furnish intelligence back to the dis-
patcher regarding the failure of an engine to start. Assuming that this
can be coded to identify the problem engine by electronic techniques in
the transceiver circuits, a pneumatic to electrical or perhaps electronic
transducer is required to furnish the input to the transceiver circuits.

Bendix has developed the miniature diaphragm
switch shown pictorially in Figure 5-15. This switch is particularly
adaptable for inputs to computers or radio transceivers.

These miniature switches are of interest for
several reasons. One is that the diaphragm usually brings two leaf con-
tacts together to complete a circuit. Because of the small mass involved,
and the fact that the pair of contacts can move as a pair, a relatively
high tolerance to shock and vibration can be achieved. These switches
can be made very sensitive to fluidic signals; response is good, and the
relatively low cost makes them acceptable for general purpose instrumen-
tation transducers. No attempt is made to obtain mechanical snap-action
since the digital fluidic element is expected to produce a definite "on"
or "1off" signal.

Other manufacturers also market suitable fluidic
pressure switches with electrical outputs. Wabco markets a switch with
electrical capacities of 150 volts AC and 50 volts DC and which carry
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Figure 5-15 - Bendix Miniature Pneumatic to Electrical Transducer

currents of 2.5 amps. This is much more than would be necessary for
purposes of this control. Another manufacturer is Gagne Associates,
Inc., who market a switch with the trade name of "Sensiflex." These
switches operate on only inches of water pneumatic pressure and have
more than adequate electrical capacity.

Further refinement of the station control will
surely result in a larger amount of intelligence transmitted to the dis-
patcher. This should be relatively easy to accomplish in view of the
straightfornard techniques available.

Typical costs of these elements are in the range
of $12 each list price with standard discounts up to nominal quantities.
Large quantity procurement, of course, can be expected to substantially
reduce the cost.

5.1.5.3 eressure Regulation

As discussed earlier, the pressure regulation
requiremer.ts are not precise. The pneumatic fluidic control is almost
at constant flow because of the use of jet-on-jet amplifiers. Circuit
flow variations only occur when electrical to fluidic interface devices
are actuated and these could be minimised by using 3-way solenoid valves
or torque-motor actuated pust-pull flapper valvea.

As long as the APU prime mover governor holds a
reasonably constant speed, no pressure regulator would sees to be nacesaary
for the pneumatic circuit.

The hydraulic pump would be a c€atant displacement
design and, running at a constant speed, would require a pressure control
valve to limit the pressure when no cylinder flow was required.
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Other p-essure control techniques are possible.
For example, to conserve pump life and to reduce power requirements,
the pump could be declutched when no hydraulic power was required. Also,
a variable stroke pump could be used and a control prcvided to -vary stroke
when cylinder flow was required.

The accurate determination of the best approach
would require a more comprehensive tradeoff than the scope of this study
can provide.

Since the approach taken for this study was to
select a simple Sear type pump, a relief valve seems to be the logical
method for pressure control.

There is no adequate fluidic technique for
pressure regulation at this time; therefore, the approach would be to
select a standard hydromechanical valve for this function.

5.1.5.4 Pressure Level Detectors

Fluidic pressure level detectors are available
but their operation is based upon the amplifier supply being independent
of the sensed pressure; that is, the sensing amplifier is assumed to
be at a reliable pressure level for proper operation.

In Sequence 1 (paragraph 5.1.3.2) the requirement
is for a detector to sense when the hydraulic and pneumatic pressures
are at their rcspectivo desired levels. Use of a pneumatically powered
fluidic amplifier would not work for either case. In sensing the pneu-
matic pressure level, the amplifier supply comes from the same source as
that being sensed.

Therefore, some simple form of pressure s&nsitive
device using a diaphragm and spring would be a practical way to implement
pressure-level detection for the hydraulic and pneumatic power supplies.

Figure 5-16 shows schematically how a reliable
and simple pressure level detector could be implemented for the pump sta-
tion control. The reference spring force is taken up by the fixed stop
until the sensed pressure acting on the diaphragm develops a force equi-
valent to the preset reference spring force. At that time, the flapper
valve moves downward. If a monostable fluidic amplifier is positioned
such that the flapper valve restricts the normally open bias port (see
description in Appendix B) when it moves downward, the amplifier output
will witch.

This action alone indicates that a given pressure
level has been reached. However, if the pressure level were to hover
around the set point, the sequence logic could cycle on and off in
response to minor fluctuations in the pressure level. To avoid this
condition, some hysteresis is desirable. Hysteresis can provide a non-
cyclic band of safe operating pressure and there are several ways to
achieve this. Rather than show mechanical approaches, a fluidic logic
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Figure 5-16 - Pressure Level Detector Schematic
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network is shown in Figure 5-17 that will provide hysteresis using two
pressure level detectors. One detector is set to respond to the absolute
satfe minimum operating pressure level. The other is set to respond to a
higher pressure, but one that is still below the normal expected pressure
level variation. The table included in the figure explains how the
circuit operates. This, of course, is just one way to achieve the require-
ments for pressure level detection in the APU start-up sequence but it
serves to illustrate that fluidics can be interfaced with this requirement.

5.1.5.5. Oil Level Sensor

In paragraph 5.1.3.3, detection of proper engine
oil leveil was indicated as a potentially important check to be made prior
to starting a pump prime mover.

With air as the paier supply for the sequencer
logic, one practical method for detection of safe engine oil level is to
use the bubbler tube technique. This has found wide application in other
technologies as well as fluidics and is shown schematically in Figure 5-18.

The monostable amplifier shown will have a "1"
output as long as the oil head above the discharge end of the bubbler
tube rsteTicts air flow to a predetermined amount. The restriction at
the bubbler tube discharge causes a high control pressure to act on the
amplifier, maintaining it at the "1" output.

SUPPLY

OIL LFVI[L

OIL SUMP

Figure 5-18 - "Bubbler Tube" Oil Level Seusns Technique
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A disadvantage of this sensor is the relatively
low head available fTom the oil in a typical engine sump. Therefore, it
may be necessary to add two or three fluidic stages of pressure amplifi-
cation to this sensor in order to make its output pressure level compatible
with the rest of the logic circuit.

The output from this sensor can be stored for
purposes of continuing the sequencer operation or it can be considered
to remain active during operation to provide shutdown intelligence if
the operating level of the oil dropped below safe minimums.

The bubbler-tube level detector is also appli-
cable to sensing when the pump casing becomes flooded. The basic variation
from the oil level detection function would be the method of "resetting"
the sump.

A method of implementation would be to route a
small diameter line from the bleed valve, located at the top of the
pump casing, to a small auxiliary sump at some level below the bleed
valve. The flooded case would push fuel into the sump. The bubbler sensor
would detect a rise in fuel level in the sump and initiate action to
close the pump case bleed valve,

After the valve is closed, a small drain pott in
the auxiliary sump would empty the sumr- into a central pump station Bump.
This wou±d prepare the sensor for the next start-up.

5.1.5.6 Enaine Start Detection and Speed Sensor

There are several parameters available for engine
start detection. Some depend upon the engine type. For example, spark
ignition engines undergo a noticeable change in manifold vacuum upon
starting. This information can be obtained by simply referencing the
bias port of a pneumatically powered monostable amplifier to the manifold.
The increased vacuum at idle over that for cranking or shutdown would
switch the amplifier and provide the necessary signal to the sequencer.
In the start sequencer circuit shown in Figure 5-10, it is only necessary
to have this signal available momern •tliy because the information is
stored in a bistable amplifier. Thuc, the eventual, loss of the manifold
vacuum at high engine load would not provide erronious information.

Engine speed is a logical indicator of a
successful start. Since a speed sensor is required by the steady-state
controller ahown in Figure 5-13, it is practical to use the same signal
as a start detector. Therefore, a speed sensor concept will be described
next that satisfies the requirements for start detection during the start
sequence and for steady state operation of the pump station. Figure 5-19
shows the speed sensor schematically. It consists of a hollow rotating
button with fluid flow radially inward through holes in the button.
Rotation of this button generates a vortex swirl which is amplified as
the flow proceeds toward the outlet in tht center. Most fluidic* en-
g&neers viii recognize the device as a miniature rate sensor. The advantages
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Figure 5-19 - Speed Sensor Schematic

of the sensor include a linear speed-pressure drop relationship, no un-
balanced forces, and simplicity of construction. A one inch diameter
unit with a 10 psig air supply will provide an output which varies over
a range of 10 psi with an input speed between 0 and 3,000 rpm. The
operating speed range is controlled by the diameter of the outton.

This sensor, with a two stage throttle controlled
biased vortex push pull amplifier, has been run on a Boeing 502 free tur-
bins ensgin. Two systaes were used - one on the compLessor turbine
spool, and one on the power or free turbine shaft. Stable governing and
load sharing between the two governors was demonstrated over the full
range of engine operation.

5.1.5.7 fnline Throttle A-tuato-

As explained previously in paragraph 5.1.4, the
pasp prime mover speed is adjusted by setting the necessary throttle
angle to reduce any speed ,,rror signal to zero. Thus, this circuit can
be considered for either gas turbine or reciprocating engine prime movers
and the basic engine control characteristics are unaffected'.

The throttle actuator is the interface device
betwean th.3 On-Line Control and the prime movers. The schematic of Fig-
tve 5-13 depicts a piston-cyliader actuator. Powever, a rotary actiator
could also be considered. It say be necesssry to insert a pilot stage
between the miplifter output and the actuator to increase the systam stiff-
ness if a simpie piston-cylinder xctuator is selected.
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Bendix Reseatch Laboratories has developed a
unique rotary actuator that has inherent high servo stiffness and yet
hae low refler ted !inertia. This device is the Dynavector9, and it has
been successfully P,-oplied in a wide variety of environments and operating
conditions. Figure 5-20 shows a schematia of the DynavectorO. Application
cf the Dynavectaz@ as a throttle actuator is relatively straightforward
and would r.ot require sophisticated materials, large gear ratios or large
overall size. The size would be determined by tne required throttle
torque, the desired respc.lee e-.d the available pneuimatic or hydraulic
po~er Eupply. If pneumatic power were selected, it might be desirable
to add a pilot stage for increa.sed flow capacivy to the actuator for
response considerations. If hydraulic power were selected (using the
same power supply thar is used to opera:e the statiort pipeline valves),
a pneumatic/hydraulic transducer would ý-e needed between the amplifier
circuit and the throttle actuator.

Opeiration of the Dynavector is described below.

P2ISUPPLY POPT "'TAIOIARY

ON SIDE .. 4s)
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y •ORT _ /"

/ DISPLACEMENT

S")• tt S~tFTF 2 VECTOR K "/"-I''• MUR VECTOROUTPUI OtAl

SE% 6AR

CAPTURED VAN[

DISPLACElitIT CHAMHR
AD!I1SIO!• ;•ell P,
IIN 2016 WieR)

Figure 5-20 - Basic Operation and Design of Dynavector Drive
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The Dynavector actuator combines a unique high-
speed rotary motor with a simple, reliable transmission to provide high-
torque, low-speed rotary power. It can be a hydraulic, pneumatic or
electric device.

The fluid power Dynavectot~motor is an integral
high-speed motor and high-ratio transmission without high-velocity mech-
anical elements. The major components of the Dynavectoimotor assembly
consist of a series of displacement chambers, a unique integral epicyclic
transmission, and commutation porting. The transmission and motor use
elements common to both, resulting in a much simpler and more reliable
design.

Two features make this actuator small and light:
(1) its transmission reduces the high-speed input to a low-speed output
in one step, using only two moving gears; and (2) it has no physical
motor - only a rotating force vector; hence, the name "DYNAVECTORO."
As the force vector rotates at high speed, it causes the input member
of the transmission to orbit. This orbiting member is geared directly
to the rotating output shaft. Because it orbits instead of rotates,
gear-tooth contact velocities are small and a large speed reduction is
accomplished without complex gearing.

The power element is a positive displacement,
very low inertia, non-rotating vane motor. Its output is a radial force
vector which rotates at high speed and in either direction of rotation.
The displacement chambers formed by the vanes and the housing expand and
collapse at the same speed as t;he force vector, but do not rotate. The

motor is self-commutating but 'Loes not contain a rotating portion plate
or spindle. The absence of high-velocity members in the motor signi-
ficantly reduces the inertia, resulting in high acceleration capability.

The integration of the power element and epicyclic

transmission into an integral actuator design results in an ideal servo-
actuator with a high torque-to-inertia ratio and high efficiencies at
rated loads.

Specific advantages of this new actuator concept
include:

Improved Performance

The motor's new operating principle reduces the
actuator inertia (as seen at the output shaft) more than 100 times. As
a result, dy--.-nic frequency response improvements of more than one decade
san be obtained.

Decreased Weight and Siza

The complete actuator, including traneaission and
motor, weighs ouly as much as the assembly of a conventional transmission
that is equally rated. Design flexibility allows almost any envelope
requirement to be met.
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Lower Cost
Basic simplicity results in significant manu-

facturing cost reductions, compared with conventional units. The operating
principle demands less critical tolerances, resulting in further cost
reduction.

Higher Reliability

Extremely low relative velocities between all
moving members reduces wear to a minimum. Reduction in number of parts
enhances reliability ovor more complex conventional systems. All members
are rigid, to eliminate fatiSue limitations.

A force vector is generated by pressurizing three
adjacent displacement chambers while venting the remaining three. The
vector is made to rotate by pressurizing a vented chamber adjacent to
the original three pressurized chambers while simultaneously venting the
diametrically opposite pressurized chamber. At that instant, the force
vector advances through an angle equal to the arc width of one displacement
chamber. If the force vector on the ring gear is located at approximately
90 degrees to the ring and output gear contact point, the ring gear will
move, causing the output gear to turn and the contact point to move. Move-
ment of the ring gear switches the porting, causing the force vector to
rotate so that it remains 90 degrees to the contact point; thus, the motion
will be continuous and the output shaft will turn continuously but at a
much lower speed than the force vector. The ratio will be determined by
the difference in number of teeth between the ring gear and the output
gear. The gears in Figure 5-20 have 30 and 32 teeth; thus, the reduction
ratio is 15:1.

The available differential pressure in the form
of two motor port pressures, P1 and P2 , must be commutated to the proper
displaýe-ent chambers to produce a rotating force vector in phase with
the ring gear motion. To insure that this phase relationship always
holds true, the motion or position of the ring gear is used to provide
this commutation through a series of ports. Each displacement chamber has
a pair or supply ports designated P1 and P2. The P1 ports are all inter-
connected in the housing and brought out to a single inlet port, as are
all the P2 ports. These ports are in tha housing and, therefore, are
stationary with res:,ect to the displacement chambers. They are also located
under the ring gear face, as shown in Figure 5-20, and a port connecting the
displacement chamber to the ring gear face is located opposite them.

By locating these PI and P2 ports as shown in
Figure 5-20, the ring gear ports will open 1 ports to half the displacement
chambers, and P2 ports to the remaining half, The resulting pressure
force on the ring gear from the displacement _.:larmbers connected to P1 is
180 degrees opposite P2 and 90 degrees fron, the output gear contact point.
Therefore, pressurizing P1 and venting P2 produces rotation in one direction,
while interchanging pressure and return reverses the motor. This also
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satisifes the desired relationship between force vector and ring gear
position. Because this commutation is created by the displacement member
or ring gear itself, it will always rotate in phase with the motor, pro-
ducing maximum efficiency.

There is a very low-speed torque ripple, which
depends only on the number of vares or displacement chambers. The number
of chambers need not be odd or even, since the starting torque is only a
function of the force vector angle, which varies through an angle equal
to the angle included by one displacement chamber.

The basic components of the Dynavector drive are the
ring gear, the ground gear and housing, the center output gear, and the
unique vanes. The displacement chambers are formed between the ground
gear and the ring gear mesh by the vanes. This aar mesh provides dis-
placement motion without rotation because both g zars have exactly the
same number of teeth. It may be considered as a ,;oose spline but it is
a true involute gear mesh. The internal portion of the ring gear forms
the transmission between the motor and he output shaft and represents
the epicyclic transmission. The ring gear does not rotate but orbits
about a small radius and drives the output gear.

Several limiting factors present in conventional
rotary rotors plus transmission systems are significantly improved by the
Dynavector actuator design and operation. The relative velocities between
dynamic and static members are very small because of the small amplitude
orbital motion. Th a Dynavector actuator, the relative velocity between
the gears and housing is only a function of the eccentricity, which is
less than one-tenth of an inch, times the angular velocity, whereas in a
conventional motor there are usually components with a radius of more
than an inch rotating at the same angular velocity. Thus, for a force
vector speed of 3,000 rpm, rubbing velocity would not exceed 30 in/sec,
whereas in a conventional :no-nr rotating at 3,000 rpm, rubbing veloac-ties
would be greater than 300 in/stc. The relative tooth velocities corre-
spond to those found only in the last stage of a conventional transmis-
sion. The absence of high relative velocities produces high mechanical
efficiency by reducing friction losses at high motor speed.

Another factor that is significantly reduced is
actuator inertia. In conventional high-speed motors, the motor inertia
resulting from a rotor mass rotating at high angular velocities has always
limited the motor response capabilities. The small volumes under com-
pr~ssion have helped to compensý;e for the poor response due to inertia
ane have placed rotary servos in contention, provided high pneumatic
pressures are used.

Thm Dynavector actuator, having no mass rotating
at inpu-t sped ond ondy a small reflected inertia due to the small eccen-
tric rotation of the ring gear and the low speed output shaft, is equivalent
to the reflected inertia if a similar capacity-piston cylinder actuator.
On the other hand, the volume under compression is equivalent to a rotary
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servo and is much less than that of a piston-cylinder actuator. This
smaller ":olume allows the use of a lower pressure or bulk modulus than
used in state-of-the-art pneumatic systems, anJ hydraulic Dynavector si's-
tems will have correspondingly higher natural frequencies.

Again, comparison of a conventional rotary motor's
response characteristic to an identically-sized Dynavector motor operating
with the same servovalve and supply pressure is shown in Figure 5-21. The
extremely high pneumatic response characteristic of the Dynavector motor,
especially at only 90 psig, verifies a substantial reduction of both motor
inertia and volume under compression.

The integral epicyclic transmission consists of
the ring gear, the ground gear, and the output gear and shaft. The only
input to the transmission is the rotating force vector of the Dynavector
motor, which can be considered as a virtual planet member producing the
required epicyclic motion of the ring gear.

In high-ratio versions of the Dynavector actuator,
the ring gear rotates as it orbits. The ring gear has two different pitch
diameters, with N2 and N3 teeth as shown in Figure 5-22. The first pitch
diameter engages with the ground or fixed gear and the second, with the
output gear on the output shaft. If the two meshes had equal pitch diam-
eters, there would be no rotation of the output shaft with respect to
ground; yet the ring gear could rotate freely. The ratio would then be
infinite. By making the pitch diameters nearly equal instead of equal,

'.3-10
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Figure 5-21 -Frequency Response - Servovalve Driven Rotary Motors
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Figure 5-22 -Epicyclic Transmission Arrangement
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Figure 5-23 -Dynavector Actuator Epicyclic Transmission Arrangement
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a very high ratio can be obtained with ease. The overall ratio is given
by the formula

N2 N4

N2 N4 - N1 N3

where

N2 and N3 a number of teeth in the two diameters of the ring gear

N1 - number of teeth in the ground gear

N4 - number of teeth in the output gear

N1 meshes with N2 and N4 meshes with N3 . The ratio between ground and
the ring gear (between the ring gear's orbiting the rotating speeds) is
given by

N2
RR N1 -2

Note that the ratio between the ring gear and
ground may easily be varied through a wide range, with little change in the
basic ratio. Therefore, in designing the transmission, the eccentricity
may be chosen first, setting RR and N1 and N2 . Then N3 and N4 may be
chosen to provide the desired ratio. The procedure permits the use of a
standard motor, having a given eccentricity, with any ratio transmission.

The transmission arrangement shown in Figure 5-22
is only one of four arrangements possible. The gears may be inverted from
external meshes to internal, and vice versa, such that the output may be
either a center output shaft or an outer housing hinge design, and either
low-ratio or high-ratio configuration. The four transmission arrangements
are shown in Figure 5-23.

These ace differential transmissions, which have
formerly been considered inefficient devices. However, the inefficiencies
in conventional differential gearing result from the high pitch-line
velocities of the input member and planet gears, which also are heavily
loaded. These factors are not present in the Dynavector actuator. A
rotating force vector is used in place of an input gear, and the pitch
diameters of the ring gear are nearly eqnal to the pitch diameters of
the reaction gears; therefore, no high velocities exist in the transmission.
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An advantage of having the ring gear pitch
diameter nearly equal to the mating gear pitch diameter iR the high load
capacity. Under load, many teeth come into contact as separation distances
are very small and normal deflections quickly allow many teeth to share
the load. This same feature provides high resistance to shock overloads
and minimizes dynamic loading forces. The transmission has excellent
torque transmitting capability because the dynamic loads are negligible
and the static strength equals the dynamic strength.

This load-sharing capability of the ring gear
teeth has been demonstrated by tests conducted under an Air Force contract
with Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. A pneumatic Dynavector actuator,
Model PL-015-Ul, was instrumented and run under varying torque loads.
The number of teeth in contact varied from 10 percent at zero load to 25
percent at full torque load.

The tooth shape used is a standard 20-degree in-
volute tooth. Use of standard involute gearing simplifies the calculations
and analysis of the design. The gear design does not rely on empirical
data; therefore, it can easily be verified.

5.1.6 Operation of Automatic Line Valves

The automated pipeline pump station has 7,arious suction and
discharge valves that must be remotely operated. Consideration of power
supply requIrements in paragraph 5.1.2.1 led to selection of hydraulic power
for this function. Therefore, two basic components are required to complete
the automatic sequencer system. These are the hydraulic actuator or
operator for powering the valves open or closed and a pilot stage for
transducing the pneumatic signal from the sequencer into a high pressure
hydraulic flow signal to the actuator.

5.1.6.1. Hydraulic Actuators

Two basic types of hydraulic operators can be
considered. They are the piston/cylinder for simple linear actuation or
one of several types of rotary actuators.

Some basic information was already presented for
the piston/cylinder actuator. A typical 8-inch gate valve requires about
4000 lb. to properly seat against a line pressure of 1000 puig. Using a
hydraulic pressure of 1000 psig, this force can be obtained with a 2.5 inch
bore cylinder and the actuator weight will only be about 15 pounds.

Normally, no more than three of these actuators
would be required to operate simultaneously and most pipelines allow about
60 seconds for opening or closing. Thus, a 1 gpm hydraulic power supply
provides adequate flow rate.

Several rotary actuators can be considered as there
are a number of rotary hydraulic motors available. Application to typical
gate valves would be straightforward an these valves are manually operated
in a rotary mode.
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Bendix Research Laboratories has developed the
Dynavector* actuator for a variety of applications. The Dynavectoro was
described in paragraph 5.1.5.7 for use as an engine throttle actuator.
Throttle actuation requires a very low output torque but the DynavectorO
has been designed for output torques from less than 0.2 to more than
8000 lb-ft.

A preliminary design study indicated that a hy-
draulic Dynavectorz with the necessary output torque of 300 lb-ft at a
pressure drop of 1000 psi would weigh 10 pounds and have an outside diameter
of about 5 inches and a length of about 3.5 inches. The output shaft
speed at full load would be 60 ipm.

A typical 8-inch valve stem has a diameter of
1.375 inches, a lead of 0.25 inches and a stroke of about 9 inches.
The required torque to seat the valve at 1000 psig line pressure is
220 lb-ft if ball bearings are used to absorb the seating thrust.

Therefore, this Dynavector® design would have
more than enough output torque and, at 60 rpui could close or open the
valve in about 36 seconds. This is more than adequate for control
purposes.

The valve specifications quoted are for a Crane
Company, Slow-Operating, Model Number 33 valve. It is a type of valve
that is positioned by operating the stem nut.

5.1.6.2 Pilot Stage

The pilot stage performs two functions. It
transduces the signal from the pneumatically powered sequence circuit
into a suitable input form and it gates hydraulic flow to the proper
port on the actuator.

The station suction and discharge valves are
usually fully opened or closed. Therefore, the pilot stage only need
be a four-way hydraulic spool valve positioned by a pneumatic signal.
Valve stroke rate between the open and closed positions can be limited
simply by restricting the hydraulic fluid flow rata,

The pneumatic input signal from the sequencer
can be isolated from the hydraulic circuit with diaphragms or bellows.
A schematic of this type of pilot stage is shown in Figure 5-24.

5.1.7 Practicability of Fluidic Control for Pipeline
Pump Stations

Fluidic technology appears to offer a feasible solution
to the particular requirements of Army pipeline pump station control.
Logic circuitry applications have been among the most successful appli-
cations of fluidics to date. Basically, the startup sequencer is a logic
circuit. The exceptions are the required interface devices. Also, the
On-Line control is a proportional controller. However, in both instances,
the examples presented and discussed are felt to be practical also.
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Figure 5-24 - Pipeline Valve Operator Pilot Stage

Electronics certainly can also be used to implement the
logic requirements of the pump station control. At this stage in the
state of the art of both technologies, electronics probably offers more
compact and even lower cost controls.

However, fluidic technology his potential for much higher
reliability as long as adequate precautions are ubserved regarding clean-
liness of the power supply and the circuit interconnections. It is also
important to properly size the many signal passages, supply lines and
vent lines just as it is important in electronics to properly size con-
ductors and insure adequate grounding and cooling.

Electronics are susceptible to electromagnetic inter-
ference, ionizing radiation, moisture, acceleration and shock, temperature
etremes and chsmncal reactions. Fluidic devices and circuits are
essentially only susceptible to power supply contaminants. Where severe
mechanical or thermal shock can be expected, fluidic circuits can
be fabricated from stainless steel or other suitable metals. In many
cases, the inject on molded plastic units can provide sufficient thermal
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and mechanical shock resistance at a lower cost than the metallic con-
structed units.

A final selection of fluidic or electronic control would
require more detailed analysis than was possible in this study. Before
a realistic comparison could be made, it would be essential to implement
at least a portion of the startup sequencer using fluidics. This is
suggested because fluidics have seen only very limited use in pipeline
control to date. The particular requirements of the Army pump station
seem to justify the implementation of such a fluidic control prior to or
in connection with a detailed trlieoff study.

Based upon the rea6ts of this preliminaxy *sLgn study,
it is concluded that fluidtc control of Army pipeline pump stations is
feasible, and it is recommended that a fluidic pipeline pump station con-
trol be implemented to allow a more accurate estimate of its practicability.

5.2 FUEL STORAGE FACILITIES

5.2.1 Introduction and Requirements

Army fuel storage facilities can be separated into four
categories. These are: base terminals, district terminals, pipehead
terminals, and intermediate terminals. Each category may provide fuel
storage for the four primary fuels. The most obvious difference between
them is the storage capacity. The base terminal serves the function of
receiving fuels from tankers and delivering these fuels into the trunk
pipelines for distribution throughout the theatre of operation. The
pipehead terminal is the final delivery point for the distribution system
and usually is close to the tactical operations. The storage facilities
can be either rigid tanks or portable collapsible tanks depending upon
the activity of the situation. In between the base and pipehead terminals
are located the district and intermediate terminals. District terminals
serve large operational ;reas and, therefore, usually have large capacity.
intermediate terminals store fuels for isolated tactical groupt inl-ctiding
airfields. An important secondary f,,nction performed by the district
and intermediate terminalk is to provide xegulating tankage. This means
that the stored fuel can be pumped into the trunk line to maintain delivery
schedules in the event that the trunk line upstream from the terminal is
shut down for any reason. Regulating tankage also can maintain pipeline
capacity by ini.ting fuel into the line to make up for that which is
being drawn of, into storage at that terminal or others. In some cases,
regulating Lankage is provided along the pipeline route to increase the
pipeline operationai rzlirsihlty and efficiency. Figure 5-25 shows an
overall schemati. of a typical Army fuel distribution system.

Typical rtquirements for a storage terminal include a
capability to provide storage for four types of fuel, transfer fuel between
tanks within the rtrminal, and simultaneolsly receive fuel from and
deliver fuel to the p.peli.ae and to the distribution system.
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Figure 5-25 - Amy Fuel Distribution Systeu

To accomplish Ot'i above, it is necessary to use a manually
operated complex system of valves and piping referred to as the control
switching manifold. For morQ flexibility, two tanks are sometimes provided
for each type of fuel to allow one to receive fuel while the other is
delivering futl.

Another requirement for smooth opera-ion of a storage ter-
minal is to monitor the quantity of fue] in the various tanks. Presently,
this is done by a combination of stick gaging and flow metering. The
actual quantity in the tank is affected by evaporation losses, temperature,
accumulation of sediment and water and inaccuracies in flow measurement
(if used) into and out of the tank.

The purpose of this portion of the study was to determine
if the fuel storage facility operation could be 1iproved by applying
fluidic technology to the control aivtchina manifold and to the gaging
of product quantity within the tank.
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5.2.2 Tank Quantity Gaging

Army accountability and inventory for fuels is based upon
the volume quantities (corrected to 60"F) received and delivered through-
out the distribution systems. Therefore, 2 storage tank gaging system
must be sens~tive to the corrected volume of product stored.

",There are several factors which must be considered in any
storage tank gaging approach. They include, temperature stratification
within the product, sediment located non-uniformly on the tank bottom,
a variable depth of water between the sediment and the product and
variation in product specific gravity. Another serious obstacle is the
uncertainty in the tank shape and size. This, of course, is especially
true for the collapsible storage tanks. The present method is to ise a
stick-gage, manually inserted into the tank. It is. necessary to take
several readings of the sediment depth, a measuremint of the water depth,
at least three temperature readings of the product and ascertain the actual
depth/volume relationship for the particular tank being gaged in order
to arrive at a corrected volumetric measure of the stored product. There
can be a certain ameunt of fire hazard associated with this procedure if
the stored product is measured when it still carries a static charge as
a result of being pumped into the tank. Unfortunately, no solution to
this requirement was apparent, using fluidic technolog .

5.2.3 Automatic Control Switching Manifold

The general requirements for a control switching manifold
were mentioned earlier. For purposes of discussion a schematic of a
control switching manifold was generated to meet the following specifications:

(a) Transfer fuel between any two tanks w'thin the
facility

(b) Receive fuel from the pipeline Into any tank

(c) Transfer fuel from any tank to the pipeline

(d) Transfer fuel trom any tank to the dispensing
station

(e) Simultaneously pertorm (a), (b), and (d)

(f) Simultaneously pet[frm (b), (c), and (d)

Note that these specifications, while comprehensive, do
not provide total flexibility. However, the resultant manifold schematic
serves the purpose of iliustrating the complexity and provides an insight
into the need for automatic operation.

There are two desirable goals for fluidic technology appli-
cations Ec the control switching manifold. One is to use fluidic devices
as diverter valves in the flow streams. The other is to use fluidic
logic circuits to provide auto'atic valve selection for performance of
the various tuel transfer operations. These circuits can be pogr ed
anc: combined with suitable flow meters to automatically sequence at pre-
selected values of totalized flow to meet a given delitvery schedule.
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There are thirty-four valves shown in the schematic of Fig-
ure 5-26. Presently, these are manually operated gate or plug valves
which normally are either fully open or completely closed. An exception
to this is valves I and 2 which may be regulating types to adjust the
line pressures to meet the system requirements. Operating a manifold
automatically at optimum efficiency in some cases requires that valves
simultaneously open while others are closing. This is sometimes termed
a "flying switch" and is done to reduce the possibility of fuel cross-
contamination as well as to increase the system efficiency.

In commercial pipeline systems the valves are operated with
electrical or hydraulic drives and the programmers are, almost without
exception, electronic or electrical. It is one purpose of this study to
examine the possibility of using fluidic jet-on-jet type amplifiers as
valves within the manifold. These devices are flow diverters and, as such,
they offer very fast switching, no inducement of water hammer and require
low power to operate. Unfortunately, they also possess some limitations.
An irrecoverable pressure'drop occurs through each device which poses a
practical limit to the number that can be used in series. Their use
would require them to be located so that they discharge above the highest
downstream elevation to prevent back flow through the inactive leg. flow-
ever, it is conceivable that check valves could also be used to prevent
backflow. Either approach limits the devices to one-way flow requiring
that separate lines and valves be used for opposite flow.

Referring again to the manifold schemtic of Figure 5-26,
it is not obvious how fluidic diverter valves could be used to replace the
entire valve system. There are portions of the manifold Which might be
converted to fluidic diverter valves. An example of this is the circuit
for transfer pump discharge flow to any tank or to the pipeline. Fig-
ure 5-27 shows schematically how this might be accomplished. Such a
circuit design would require careful impedance matching so that each
successive diverter could accept the full flou with no back flooding
of the interaction regions of the devices. The pressure recovery/Flow
characteristics of the diverter are such that each successive diverter
would require a larger power nozzle. Designing for a 25 percent pressure
recovery for each amplifier would require thai the discharge pressure et
the transfer pump be higher than the final circuit pressure by a factor
of (4)4 or 256. The maximm height of fuel iii a 10,000 barrel tank is
about 24 feet. This can represent up to 10 psi of back pressure on the
final diverter valve. Allowing for an excess of 5 psi fo- pumping into
a nearly full tank, 'the transfer pump discharge pressure would have to
be 15 x 256 or more J:ian 3800 psig. This is obviously much too high a
pressure to be practical, and further consideration of fluidic diverter
valves does not see warranted at this time.

The other potential application for fluidics for control
of fuel storage facilities is in the logic package for an auLomated
control switching manifold. To use the words of the Army, "from an operating
standpoint, tae control switching manifold for a tank tarm complex is
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Figure 5-27 - Fluidic Diverter Valve Circuit

one of the most critical installations in the entire bulk supply and
distribution system."

The techniques for automating the manifold are not difficult.
Almost all comercial installations are automated. The need for auto-
mation can perhaps be illustrated by referring to Figure 5-28 which shows
Just a portion of a "truth chart" for the manifold valving of Figure 5-26.
Oplerations such as shown on line k require adjustment of eight valves -
mo<t of which have to be positioned from fully closed to fully open.

To change to a similar but different fuel transfer schedule
vould require manipulating almost twice as many valves. In addition,
there can be critical tim•ng relationships which mist be adhered to if
contamination and/or system equipment damage is to be avoided.

In designing automated manifolds, various degrees of control
can be achieved ranging from simple, convenient pre-programing by hand
to automatic real-time computation of requirements and subsequent mani-
pulation of the manifold to meet the requirements.

Three types of components are required for an automated
manifold. They are, remotely operated valves, a suitable logic package
and a power supply. The typical :oiercial facility almost exclusively
uses readily available line electrical power and, therefore, the valve
operators are mostly electrical. Even where electrohydraulic valve
operators are used, the hydraulic power is pumped up electrically. Typi-
cal electrical valve operators use about two borsepover each and weigh
about 150 pounds. Most are designed to fit on existing amnually operated
vavles.
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Army field installations cannot rely upon having line elec-
trical power available. Power must be generated at or near the point
of use. When on-site power generation is required, fluidic technology
becomes a candidate for control consideration because, in most cases,
valve operators can be made lighter and faster using fluid power rather
than electrical power and the power supply itself can be smaller and lighter
in weight. Using fluid power for the valve operators makes fluidics a
practical choice for the sequencing and logic circuitry.

The type of application here is very similar to that for
the sequencing and remote control of an automated pipeline pumping station.
The reader is referred to Section 5.1 of this report for a more detailed
discussion of fluidic and fluid power control in automated operations.

5.2.4 Conclusions

The scope of this study provides for accurate conclusions
regarding the applicability of fluidics to control of fuel storage facili-
ties. However, a detailed analysis and tradeoff study would be required
to accurately select fluidic control over other technologies in those
areas where it has been concluded that fluidics can be applied.

As a result of this study of two potential control areas
in fuel storage; namely, tank quantity sensing and control switching mani-
folds, it is concluded that fluidics can be applied to the logical con-
trol of an automated control switching manifold. It was also concluded
that fluidics does not appear to offer any new approaches to fuel storage
tank quantity sensing.

There were two potential application areas related to the
control switching manifold. These were the use of fluidic devices as
diverter valves and as the logic elements in a control package. It was
concluded that, in a complex nanifold where a flow stream must pass
through more than two fluidic diverters in series, the resultant pressure
losses would not normally be tolerable.

A pneumatic fluidic logic circuit combined with hydraulically
powered valves is concluded to be a strong candidate for consideration
in an automated control switching manifold. The reasons for this are
drawn mostly from more detailed analyses of this type of package for
the automated pipeline pumping station. This is discussed in paragraph 5.1.

5.3 FUEL DISPENSING AND DECONTAMINATION

5.3.1 Introduction and Requirements

The end point of the formal military fuel distribution
system in the field is the dispensing of fuel into packaged containers
or vehicle tanks.

The dispensing operation includes fuel decontamination
which is accomplished by passing the dispensed fuel through a filter/
separator which removes particulate and water contaminants.
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There are basically three standard dispensing pumps.
Their capacities are 50, 100 and 300 gpm. Each may be fitted with a
number of fueling nozzles up to a maximum of twelve normally. The
pumps are all driven by gasoline engines of suitable horsepower and
they are equipped with governors to hold various speeds.

It is fairly typical in military fueling operations to
prepare a dispensing station for rapid delivery of fuel by setting the
engine to its maximum power point prior to any requirement for discharge
flow from the pum). Frequently, because of unforeseen circumstances,
the engine pump units run at maximum speed, no-flow conditions for long
periods of time prior to and b2tween the fueling operations.

Since this imposes undue strains on the pump and unnecessary
wear on the unit as a whole, it would be desirable to control the output
of the engine/pump unit in a manner that would provide the desired output
when needed and idle the unit when no fueling demand existed. Therefore,
it was one requirement of this portion of the study to investigate the
applicability of fluidics to control of a dispensing pump.

There are three operations concerned with fuel filter/
separators which can reduce the effectiveness of this aspect of the dis-
pensing operation. The first is related to the reoval of water from
the fuel. This water is allowed to collect in a sump integral to the
filter/separator. In the present systems, it can be drawn off manually
when the water reaches a predetermined level. On the large capacity
units the water can also be dumped automatically on the basis of a pre-
determined level. However, when the automatic dump control is not
required to operate for long periods of time, it occasionally malfunctions.
Also, the overall size and weight of the dump mechanism is greater than
desirable for best mobility. Thuz, one area of investigation was the
applicability of fluidics to autortatic water dump control.

The second and third areas of investigation are themselves
related and concerned the onitoring of fuel cleanliness and the degree
of clogging in the filter/separator as it is being used.

Host filter/separators are equipped with pressure gages
which indicate the instantaneous pressure drop across the tnit. When
the '.P reaches a predetermined maximum safe level, the unit should be
taken off stream and cleaned. Meanwhile, in some critical operations,
there is a need to quickly replace the clogged unit with a standby unit
to minimize the down time. Conceiving of a technique for accomplishing
this switch automatically and quickly was the second area of investigation.
The third area studied was concerned with the measurement and detection
of the degree of filter/separator clogging. Probably the most basic
method of monitoring this parameter has been the observation of the in-
stantaneous pressure drop. However, a very serious flaw exists for this
technique. Unless a continuous time record is maintained of the AP, or
unzess it is continuously observed, It is possible for the AP to become
so high that it will cause the elements to rupture, opening up a free
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flow path which then allows the LP to drop to a relatively low value
again. The result is that the filter/separator can pass contaminated
fuel without any permanent visible indication of the occurance of an
element failure

Therefore, it is desired to have a monitoring technique
that will:

(a) Automatically detect the presence of contaminant
particles and Lree water in the effluent streams

(b) Provide a warning when fuel contamination reaches
unacceptable levels or automacically terminate the
flow.

(c) Indicate the degree of fi-ter/separator clogging
to permit orderly replacement of an on-stream
filter/separator.

With the above requirements in mind, the following sections
discuss t'ke applicability of fluidics to:

Portauie Dispensing Pump Flow/Speed Control

Filter/Separator Water Dump Control

Filter/Separator Degree-of-Clogging Monitor and Control

5.3.2 Portable Dispensing Pump Flow/Speed Controller

A preliminary design study was performed to evaluate the
feasibility of several concepts for controlling the speed of a portable
dispensing pump to maintain desired flow. conditions. Several concepts
using more or less fluidic amplifiers were evaluated. In the following
discussions two concepts are presented and discuss'd which are believed
to offer feasible and practical solutions.

Both of the concepts use the fuel being dispensed as the
power supply for the fluidic amplifiers. Therefore, they are subject
to the same Reynolds number considerations discussed for the pipeline
pump station control in Section 5.1.2. The two fuels which would most
likely cause limited temperature operability are JP-5 which .has a kinematic
viscosity of 15 centistrokes at -40WF and diesel fuel with a voscosity
of 50 centistrokes at -40'F.

5 3.2.1 Flow Demand Speed Controller

This control concept is shown schematically in
Figure 5-29. The approach is to sense any demand for flow and accelerate
the engine/pump to its maximum throttle position. When flow ceases, the
engine/ptmp is allowed to return to idle speed.

Data furnished by H.RDC indicates that, at idle
speed vith all dispensing nozzles opened, the pump pressure rise can be
as low as I paid. This pressure i, riot sufficient to reliably power a
fluidic tontrol. Therefore, as will be noted from Figure 5-29, a small
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power supply accumulator and check valve are provided to store a higher
pressure. For purposes of illustrating the concept, the accumulator size
of 180 in 3 was selected to supply the flow demands of the fluidic coniroller
for approximately one minute. This is a conservative approach because
the system ia designed to advance the throttle from idle t6 maximum power
position in four seconds. The design assumes a minimum normal amplifier
operating pressure of 5 psig will be maintained in the accumulator. This
ressure is available from the pressure rise across the idling pump under

conditions of no flow.

The flow sensor consists of a monostable let-on-
jet fluidic amplifier which is controlled by the pressures obraine4'
from a pitot-static pickup located in the discharge conduit of the pump.

Assuming that eight dispensing nozzles are connected
in parallel to the pump output, the flow resulting from opening only one
nozzle is sufficient to develop enough control pressure differential to
switch the monostable amplifier and generate a power signal tolthe actuator.

The velocity of the throttle actuator is determined
partly by the nonlinear slew velocity controller shown. This is a viscous
damper with a fluidic "check valve" or "leaky diode" which will impede
the return stroke of the throttle actuator but will allow rapid throttle
advances. On a throttle advance the flow through the diode is into the
normal vortex outlet and out the normal control port., This will produce
no vortfcity and, therefore, minimal pressure loss. During a throttle
retard the flow is into the control port and out of the outlet. This produces
vorticity as a function of flow rate and will thus provide a restrictive
flow path ind reduce tue actuator velocity. The reason for including a
one-way vwcous damper is to hold the engine at maximum speed momentarily
so that an operator can top off a fuel tank by using momentary on-off
action of the fueling nozzle without having the engine speed cycle fach
time the nozzle is opened and closed. It should be noted that this is
only a preliminary concept intended to illustrate an approach and that
further studies would be desirable to optimize the desigu.

5.3.2.2 Constant Pressure Speed Controller

This dispensing pump. control scheme is based on
the premise that it is desirable to have normal system pressure available
to the dispensir- nozzles at all times. This can be accomplishod at engine
idle by an accumlator and a check valve in the outlet side .f the pump
as shown in Figure 5-30. When fuel is drawn from the system, a pitot
type flow sensor will transmi, a differential pressure signal tu the logic
block which amplifies the signal and applies it to the throttle actuator
which then opens the throttle. During the period that the engine is ac-
celergting to opc, ting se£ed, the accumulator will provide the required
fuel to the vehih..e being fueled. When the pump reaches rated sreed. the
pump provides the necessary fuel flow and recharges the accurmulator. When
the fuel flow stops, the pitot flow sensor signals the logic unit to drop
the engine back to idle. A pressure level signal should also be prok-essed
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by the logic block in cast the check valve leaks and bleeds down the
system. An override may be required to block the logic-during engine
start-up and warm-up, but the low system pressure will bring the system
to rated pressure whan the override is released. The logic may be either
a liquid or a pneumatic fluidic control. It is possible to use the fuel
pump discharge pre3sure and perform the logic functions with fuel. This
would result in an.occasional epigine run-up to replace the fuel bled from
the accumulator and would'occur automatically.

The fuel flow through the logic circuit could be
returned to the-inlet port of the pump. With this system, the engine
would be at idle except when flow-is requested at the dispensing point
and when necessary to maintain system pressure. Note that all the
controls would be at the engine-pump unit vhich may be remote from both
the storage tank and the. dispensing point.

The logic circuit for this system is somewhat
more complex than for the flow demand logic presented in paragraph 5.3.2.1.
However, this is partly oftset by the elimination of any requirement for.
a viscous damper on the throttle actuator.

Figure 5-31 shows the fluidic logic required for

the following functions:

(a) accelerating the engine upon flow demand

(b) accelerating the engine upon output pressure demand

P,

R f (MANUAL SET) - - FOR EMERGENCY
Ft*LING REQUIREMENT

P IR =f (T) -- FOR NORMAL
T ENGINE

O(R) TEMPERATURE

RNOSTABLEO
IVERTER)(IP 

T1

0

BIAS .

P IINCR. THROTTLE ANGLE

[ENTER-VESTED (3)

PP'PORTI NAL

(21

Figure 5-31 - Fluidic Logic for Constant Pressure Dispensing
Pump Speed Control
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(c) returning the throttle to idle for start 'nd in
case of loss of pressure in the control

(d) providing an override to allow warm-up before
accelerating the engine

The first function, (a), is satisfied by the action of the static pressure
PS and the total pressure, PT. When no flow demand exists, PS PT and
monostable amplifier (1) output is vented. When a dispensing nozzle is
opened, the static pressure decreases below the total pressure and ampli-
fier (1) switches. This results in a control signal to the OR-NOR amplifier
number (4) and its switches. The outputs of amplifier number (4) are
applied differentially to the throttle actuator, and when amplifier (4)
switches from its normal state, the throttle is advanced to its maxisim
position. When flow stops, the reverse action occurs and the throttle
returns to idle. Since the accumulator was recharged while at maximum
throttle, any minor flow demands after the engine return to idle will not
cause the engine to cycle back to maximum speed.

The second function, (b), is satisifed by propor-
tional amplifier (2) and bistable amplifier (3). Amplifier (2) output is
normally set so that it provides a control signal to amplifier (4)
and switches it to the vented output. Normal means that PS is at maximum
pressure. As PS decays due to the flow requirements of the amplifier or
if the check valve should : ak, the output of amplifier (2) will issue
from the center vent a.:d api-y a control signal to amplifier (3) causing
it to switch. When this occu' s, amplifier (3) output will furnish a con-
trol signal to amplifier (4) ana it will switch to the condition demanding
maximum throttle position.

As soon as the accumulator is recharged to norwal.
PS, the normal output of amplifier (2) will come back on and remove the
sigral to amplifier (3). This, of course, c&,ses amplifier (4) to return
to its uor.al output and the engine goes to idle.

The spring shown in the actuator, or the pregent
throttle return sphog, will satisfy function (c) by returning the throttle
to idle if control pressure is lost and it will hold the throttle at
idle during a start.

Function (d) can be satisifed by including the
temperature variable restrictor, R1 . This orifice would keep the output
of amplifier (4) low until engine temperature was normal. A second ori-
fice, R2, is included to provide an operator with the option of going to
maximum pump speed any time prior to full eagine warmup. By simply closing
R2, the eugine will accelerate to maximum-speed because of the bow value
of PS and the subsequent action of amplifier (2) in the logic circuit as
explained above.

5.3.2.3 Conclusions

It is concluded that. within the present Reynolds
Number limitations, fluidics can be applied to the speed control of portable,
fuel dispensing pumps by using the dispensed fuel as the power supply tc,
the control.
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Through the proper amplifier design, Bendix
expects to reduce the present minimum operational Reynolds number. This
would remove most or all of the present limitation for the military fuels
used and the temperatures expected.

5.3.3' Filter/Separators

5.3.3.1 Water Dump Control

Automatic control of the water sump in a filter/
separator presently includes a provision to reduce the fuel flow rate
through the unit when the free water content of the fuel is so high that
nokmal water dump discharge rates cannot keep up with the influx of water
in 'the contaminated fuel. The normal discharge rate specification calls
for a flow capacity equivalent to 10 percent of 125 percent of rated flow
for the filter/separator at a pressure of 30 psig. This aunts to 75 gpi
of water for a 600 gpm ,mnit. The provision for reducing the fuel through-
put provides for riandling water slugs at flow ias above Y5 gpm.

The present technique for water dump control typi-
cally includes a float which will float only in water. Attached to the
float is a needle valve which, during translation uncovers ports in a
sleeve. The first port uncovered allows simple draining of water from
the s'mp through the port to atmosphere. The next port uncover-d provides
a pressure signal to open the water dump valve. This will discharge
water at a much higher rate. Finally, imcovering a third port will signal
a flow control valve located at the unlt outlet to close. This, of
course, is to handle large slugs of water.

Before discussing how fluidics might be applied
to filter/separator operations, it is important to consider that a basic
limitation appears to exist to the useful applicption of fluidics to
control of functions in or around filter/separators. This limitation
is the location of a suitable power supply. The amplifiers flow continu-
ously in performing their function and, tleiefore, need a source and a
sump for flow. The obvious and c-ilt Fra-ztical source is the inlet flow
to the filter/separator and the sump is the outlet flow. There are two
problems with this approach. Tht first is that the available AP may only
be 2 or 3 psi across a clean f4ite-/ser-ratcr. ActLallj, this is sufficient
under most conditions, but if the fluid happens to be diesel fuel at low
temperature, the Reyaolds aumber ini Lhe ampiifier may become too low to
maintain adequate performance, aq discu.tsMd ezrn!ie:. The second problem
is the fact that the inlet fuel may be contaminated. Since it must pass
through the amplifiers and then to the outlet, it most be processed simi-
larly to the main stream flow. This can be done. It would require that
-he amplifier flow be passed LhrGugh j separate tilter separator which
had sufficient capacity relative to the amplifier circuit flow rate to
keep the P across the special filter/separator normally negligible.

Assuming that practical solution to the 'ower
supply liritations could be obtained. a fluidlSc iAr~ut wa dert- _-d ,.o sense



the water level in the sump and operate a dump valve to keep the water level
within acceptable limits. Figure 5-32 shows the circuit schematically.
The principal advantage offered is the elimination of parts having relative
sliding contact and thus eliminating the possibility of such parts sticking
or rusting in place. Exvlanation of the operation of the fluidic level
control is aided by reference to the sequential truth chart accompanying
Figure 5-32. Starting with a low water level, monostable amplifiers A
and B outputs are both from their normal sides (hash marks'N. Thus, bistable
amplifier C is set to provide a "O" output which, applied to a suitable
hydrouechanical valve, would aid a spring to hold it closed.

A float in chamber (a) which is designed to float
only iu water, rises with the water until it closes the orifice a1 . This
creates a q.ontrol signal which switches amplifier A. However, this has
no net effect as amplifier C remains set to its "0" output. When the water

level rises further, a similar float in chamber (b) closes orifice b1 .
This switches amplifier B and, in turn, resets C to its "1" output. This
action directs the valve to open to drain the sump. As the water level
falls, the float in chamber CD) falls way from oriiice b 1 , allowing B
to return to its normal output. However, this has no net effect as the
bistable, C, remains at its "1" output. When the water level falls
sufficiently to allow orifice al to open again, amplifier A returns to
its normal output, sets C to its "0" output and closes the valve.

5.3.3.2 Degree-of-Clogging Monitor and Control

The principal reason for obtaining this parameter
is to provide for an orderly switch to a clean filter/separator to allow
replacement of elements in the clogged unit. The switch is done manually
now but future requirements may be for automatic switching. Auto switching
would help to eliminate any possibilities for operating a filter/separator
which has experienced an undetected AP sufficiently high to have caused
the filter elements to rupture.

For detecting a pressure drop and displaying it,
or even preserving an excessive AP reading for alarm purposes, it was
concluded that some standard form of pressure gage could be used to much
better advantage than a fluidic device. A fluidic logic circuit was
devised which would detect when a filter became clogeed, and sequence
the necessary valves to place a clean unit on stream and take the clogged
unit off stream. This circuit can be explained by looking at system
requirements.

Figure 5-33 shows schematically how a switching
or transfer manifold might appear. The two main stream filter/separators
are labeled A and B and the isolating valves are numbered 1 through 4.
In steady state operation either valves 1 and 2 or 3 and 4 would be open
but not both combinations. If A is on stream and tPA reached a predetermined
ximum safe value, a logic circuit would perform the following sequential

valve operation: Open 3, open 4, close 2, close 1. A similar sequence
would be used to transfer from Unit B to A: Open 1, open 2, close 4,
close 3.
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Figure 5-33 - Transfer Manifold for Continuous Filter/Separation

With a general idea of the system circuitry and
sequencing requirements, consideration can be given to implemientation.
First, a power supply is required for the isolating valves. It is possible,
through the use of four-way pilot stages, to provide adtomatic valves
which are powered with the stream fluid. flowever, the venting of the
power chambers would necessarily have to be to atimspherle in order to
develop sufficient forces. This is because of the low &P available
when the filter/separators are clean. This might not be too serious
a limitation because the valves normally do not sequence frequently.
There still remains the question of where to obtain the power for the
pilot stages and the logic.

If a small separate filter/separator umit were
provided for the flow requirements of the logic and pilot stages, and
it were sized to minimize its AP when clean, it should be possible to
power the fluidic logic and pilot stages with the main stream fluid.

Assuming that the Reynolds Number limitation at
low temperatures could be resolved, it is only a matter of designing a
suitable logic circuit to implement the automatic transfer control for the
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filter/separators. The logic statements would probably take the
following form:

(1) Unit A on stream and APA reaches the maximum safe limit

(a) OPEN - (F 2 • 4 * PA

(b) OPEN 4 IF 1 2 • 3

(c) CLOSE 2 IF 3 4 • PA

(d) CLOSE I IF 3 4 • 2 " PA,

(2) Unit B on stream and PB reaches the max.muim safe limit

(a) OPEN 1 IF 3 , 4 " 2 P B

(b) OPEN 2 IF 3 * 4 *1

(c) CLOSE 4 IF 1 -2 • PB

(d) CLOSE 3 IF I * 2 I PB

Fluidic logic for this sequence would require approximately twenty-five
amplifiers. The AP would be sensed with fluidic jet-on-jet proportional
amplifiers. The high AP information would be stored using fluidic bistable
amplifiers and the remainder of the logic would be NAND-NOR. This estimate
includes fluidic pilot stages. It may be more practical to use interfacing
elements as pilot stages to obtain faster response with lower circuit flows.
Figure 5-34 is a functional schematic of the transfer control. The RAND
logic would actually require about twice as many amplifiers as the number
of symbols shown since three is the present reliable maximm number of
signals which can be combined in a single amplifier. The implication of
the diagram is that the bistable amplifiers numbered 1 through 4 would
act as pilot stages of the valves. When the valve reached full excursion,
the output pressure would rise and provide the signal which continued the
logical valve sequencing. In practice, it may be more desirable ,to use
hydromechanical pilot stages positioned by the bistables. Then when the
valves reached full excursion, it would be necessary to develop an indicating
signal to continue the sequence.

If further detailed analysis concluded that using
the main stream fluid for the logic and pilot stage power was unfeasible,
then the alternativL -s to provide a separate power supply. This is cer-
tainly worth consideration if automatic transfer of filter/separators
becomes an important operational requirement. I

With the provision of a separate power supply,
this control problem is relatively straightforward. The circuit shown
in Figure 5-34 would still be applicable. If a pneumatic source were used,
then an interface is necessary for the input signals, APA and APB. However.
the power supply could "c tne main stream fluid by drawing from the filter/
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separator discharge side (clean fuel), pumping up to a pressure high
enough to:

(a) operate the pilot stages and valves

(b) assure a sufficiently high Reynolds number,

) and then return the control sysLem flow to the main stream.

Twenty-five amplifiers with 0.02 inch by 0.04 inch
power nozzles at 150 psi pressure drop would require less than 3/4 horse-
power and a flow rate of about 7.5 gpm to operate.

If this magnitude of flow is objectionable, it
would be a simple matter to reduce the flow to zero until such time as
the AP began to approach the maximum safe level. This could be accom-
plished with the use of a fluid switch similar to that developed for the
closed-connect fueling device (refer to cection 4.0). This switch can
sense a pressure drop and open a valve to supply the circuit only when
control action is imnminent. Of course, the first step would be to provide
a eignal. to start the auxiliary power unit on the basis of a pre-deteximined

P.~p

5.3.3.3 Conclusions

The water dump control, by itself, is concluded
not to be a practical application of fluidic technology. This is based
on the minimal pressure drop available to the amplifiers and the resultant
Reynolds number limitation for cold temperature operation with the higher
viscosity fuels. It would not appear to be practical to provide a separate
power supply for the fluidic water dump control. The fluidic control for
automatically switching between filter/separator units is also subject to
Reynolds number limitations. However, it is concluded that this control
operatign may warrant the use of a separate power supply such as was
suggested above. In addition, if further study proved the feasibility
of providing a separate power supply for the automatic switching control,
then it would become feasible to reconiider using the fluidic water dump
control. This would be used mostly od the larger filter/separators and
the automatic switching control would probably only be used on the larger
units. Thus, if a power supply is available, it can be used to p.ower the
water dump control as well as the automatic switching control.

5.4 INTERFACE DETECTION

5.4.1 Introduction and Requirements

Interfaces are the batches of fuel within the pipeline which
result from the cc-mingling of two different types of fuel adjacent to
each other. Batches of different fuels arp normally pumped through the
pipeline in series with no physical barrier between them. This is a
standard procedure cocmercially and in the wilitary. If the flow ip
maintain2d tuirbulent (which it usually is), the co-mingling in minimized.
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A typical interface batch may consist of 200 to 500 barrels of fuel.
The size depends upon the transport distance, the time in transit, the
fuel types and, as mentioned, the flow conditions.

The interface normally only has to be handled at the
pipehead. When fuel is withdrawn along the pipeline route into storage,
the Cut is taken from the heart of the fuel batch that is drawn off.

Normally, the fuels are pumped in a sequence of: av-gas,
mo--gas, ,IP-4, kerosene and diesel fuel. The sequence can also be reversed.
Basically, an attempt is made to protect the critical products and to
generate interfaces which can be utilized efficiently. However, there is
no guarantee that this pumping sequence will always be used.

The products are protected by making the cut at the pipehead
either before or after the arrival of the interface depending upon the
sequence of arrival. For example, in the above sequence, the switch is
made from av-gas to mo-gas prior to the arrival of the interface. Between
mo-gas and JP-4, it is made after the arrival of the interface. An
exception to thiS is the interface between kerosene and diesel fuel.
Here the cut is made at the interface midpoint. The midpoint refers to
the point in the interface where the A.P.I. gravity has reached a value
midway between the gravities of the two adjacent unmixed products.

Interface detection is presently accomplished by sampling
the flowing product at regular time intervals to note color and/or A.P.I.
gravity changes. The sampling begins just prior to the predicted arrival
of the interface. The pipeline temperature must also be noted in order
to better recognize the products since their gravities change with tempera-
ture. Figure 5-35 shows specific gravity versus temperature for petroleum
products including those primarily used by the military.

Presently, the sampling process is done manually at a loca-
tion in the pipeline that provides about 15 minutes to prepare to make the
necessary cut or switch. The requirement for this study is to conceive
of essentially fluidic techniques which can at once show a potential for
simplified operation when done manually and reliable, repeatable and
accurate performance when included in a control system for automatic
interface detection and manifold manipulation.

5.4.2 Useful Phenomenon for Interface Detection

The fuel interface in a piFeline can be detected by networks
of laminar and orifice type restrictors. Orifices have different flow
pressure characteristics than laminar restrictors, and this difference
can be utilized to detect the passage of an interface past a measuring
point in a pipeline.

Orifice flow for liquids,

Q0 C AdfA (l)
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as given in equation (1) is related to the square root of pressure drop
and density of the liquid but is independent of the viscosity. On the
other hand, laminar restrictor flow,

d2
d A AP (2)

t2 32 ij i#', .1

as given in Equation (2) is linearly related to the pressure drop and
the viscosity of the fluid.

For the five principal fuels used by the military; the,
kinematic viscosities vary with temperature to about the same degree
(Figure 5-36). That is,

v = Atx (3)

where

v centistokes

t OF

A = constant (varies for the fuel)

and the exponent, f- #eiM al for. ill the fuels. Laminar
flow is'a function of the viscosity, i, which is related
to v by

(4)

Figure 5-35 shows that the variation of fluid specific gravity (or density)
is a linear function of temperatutre and that the slopes of the curves are
nearly equal for the military fuels. Thus, it can be expected that the
fuel dy-imic viscosities will remain in the same temperature relationship
as their kinematic viscosities, And no crossovers will exist where two
fuels can have the same viscosicy at the same temperature.

There still remains the possihility that t.o adjacent fuels
in the pipeline would be &t sufficiently different temperatures that their
viscosities vould be ao nearly alike as to obscure the interface for a
detector which was sensitive to viscosity.
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"The likelihood of such an occurance is hard to conceive of
because thb 4xing or co-mingling process itself is one of heat as well
as molecular xchange. Thus, the interface batch would be expected to
exhibit essentially constant temperature or, at the most a uniform tem-
perature gradient of small slope.

Referring again to Figure 5-36, it vill be noted that the
scale compresses as temperature reduces. (Viscosity charts such as this
denot use true logarithmic scales.) Thus, at lower temperatures, the
temperature span along a constant viscosity line is less than for higher
temperatures. Even so, the closest that any of the fuels of interest
approach each other is equivalent to at least a 30*F temperature difference.Table 5-2 indicates the approximate temperature span between any combina-

tion of fuels at low temperatures.

:5.4.3 Passive Bridge Interface Detector

A simple bridge network of laminar and orifice type restric-
tore combined with an inlet flow control and a form of differential pressure
indicator as shown in Figure 5-37 can be used for interface detection.

The b&sic bridge circuit can be used to detect changes in
either density or viscosity or a combination of fluid properties. Tem-
perature compensation of the bridge can be accomplished by using a
temperature controlled orifice. This basic circuit with a temperature
compensation orifice has been used as an absolute pressure sensing circuit
on tas. For a more complete description of this application that included
both analytical and ex,.ierimentel evaluation, see Appendix A. This back-
ground in the design of a orifice-lam!nar bridge eircuit would be useful
in a design of a fuel interface detettor circuit.

Because an interface detector is required to operate with
several fuel combinations and pver a range of operating temperatures, a
detailed nonlinear analysis would be necessary to select the best combina-
tion of orifices and laminar restrictors and operating conditions. The
following discussion outlines alternatives available to this concept that
require detailed evaluations.

In equations (1) and (2), the fluid density p and viscosity
P are unique functions of temperature for a given fuel. Temperature com-
pensation thus may not apply equvlly well to various fuel interfaces.
An alternate solution is to contrA1 the temperature of the iuterface de-
tector. The heat source may be a biuttery powered self-contained heater,
or, if the detector is located near tc a pu~mp installation, for example,
the engine cooling jacket could be used.

The gain and sensitivity of the interface detector depends
on the input flow. A simple flow control valve and a ball-in-tube flow
meter combination would be a satisfactory and inexpensive inlet flow
controller and indicator.

The output indicator may be any pressure indicating device
such as a U tube or a inclined-tube manometer. These offer non-varying
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Table 5-2 - Temperature Approach at Constant Viscosity

AV-GAS 11-GAS JP-4 KEROSENE DIESEL

AV-GAS 0"F 110 80 145 175

NO--GAS 110 0 30 30 65

JP-4 80 30 0 55 95

KEROSENE 145 30 55 0 35

DIESEL 175 65 ,,.,5 35 0

TENpERATURE SPAN BETWEEN FUELS AT COLD TEMERATURES AID ALONG
CONSTANT VISCOSITY LINES.

INLET FL0OW CONTROL

FIXED NON-LINEAR

RES ISTANCE

Figure 5-37 - Fuel Interface Detector Using Bridge Circuit
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calibration and, hence, consistent results. The selection would depend
on the maximum flow rate through the device. Several factors must be
considered on the basis of a detailed evaluation before an intelligent
choice of flow rate could be made. As flow rate through the interface
detector is increased, the time required to obtain the correct indication
(the dead time of the instrument) is reduced. However, as flow rate is
increased, the energy required to maintain temperature in the constant
temperature operating mode is increasid and may become excessive. On
the other hand, if temperature compensation of the unit is found to be
practical, the heating factor is eliminated. Both the U tube and the in-
clined tube manometer could be furnished with a calibration indicating
directly the percentage of the mixture of the various fuel interfaces
under consideration.

This concept of interface detection is applicable to
manual as well as automatic control. The output pressure differential
can be transduced into suitable form for either fluidic or electronic con-
trol systems and used as an input to a logic circuit. The detector flow
throughput disposal would depend upon the installation circumstances.
In manual operation, the throughput could be disposed of in whatever manner
that is now used for disposal of the samples drawn off for A.P.I. gravity
readings. In automatic installations, the flow throughput can be minimized
by only allowing flow during the period of time needed for interface
detection. This would be easily accomplished by a remotely operated inlet
or discharge valve. The throughput may be directed to a local sump for
later disposal.

Only a minimal pressure drop is required across the bridge;
therefore, the output flow could easily be re-inserted into the pipeline
if a restrictor were installed immediately downstream of the bridge circuit.
A typical AP which would be required by the bridge circuit is on the order
of I or 2 psid. A gate or plug valve would only have to be slightly closed
to develop this amount of pressure drop at capacity flow in the pipeline.
This is probably the simplest approach for manual operation of the bridge.
Figure 5-38(a) shows this schematically. For automatic interface detection
and flow manipulation, a regulating restriction would be required to
maintain the pressure drop within limits regardless of the flow rate in
the pipeline (Figure 5-38(b)).

5.4.4 Fluidic Jet-on-Jet Interface Detector

A fluidic, jet interaction, proportional amplifier can be
designed to be sensitive to changes in fluid viscosity by including a
laminar restrictor in the control flow circuit. Figure 5-39 shows this
schematically. For a given geometry, PR, the receiver or output pressure
will be proportional to PS, the supply pressure and the control pressure,
PC. For constant values of PS, the different flow/pressure reltionships
for the supply and control circuits will cause the supply fluid jet to
be deflected in proportion to changes in the fluid viscosity. The parallel
flow through varimble orifice R is provided to compensate for viscosity
changes due to temperature effects. By making orifice R a function of
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RESTRICTOR (LIMITED RANGE)L PIPELINE

/; FLOW

SHUT-OBRIDGE

VALVES [ CIRCUIT

:VRIADIOUIT

(a) INSTALLATION FOR MANUAL OFERATION

REGULATOR PIPELINE

Xy FLOWSHUT-OFF , BRIDGE _

VALVES W CI

INDICATION TO

CONTROL SYSTEM 2

(b) AUTOMATIC INSTALLATION

Figure 5-38 - Interface Detector With Zero Flow to Ambient

POWER NOZZLE

RECEIVER

FROM _ p9UTpUT
PIPELINE

) ( • CONTROL N('ZZLE

P0 (To SUMP)

LAM IN,,AR R - f.
RESTRICTOR R(T)

P0 (TO SUMP)

Figure 5-39 - Fluidic Jet-on-Jet Interface Detector
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temperature, the null point for the detector can be maintained and any
output pressure change will be only a function of the type of fluid flowing
through the detector.

It is necessary to maintain a constant PS because if the
supply pressure is allowed to vary there will be two effects on PR. First,
for a constant viscosity and temperature, the output pressure will change
with PS because PR is a function of the recovery characteristics of the
amplifier and the supply pressure (for a fixed output load). Secondly,
the jet deflection will change because of the differing flow/pressure
relationships for the supply and control circuits. Therefore, it would
be necessary to regulate the supply pressure or the overall pressure drop
in order to avoid these effects.

A breadboard fluidic viscometer was fabricated and tested
by the Bendix Research Laboratories. Data were obtained over a limited
viscosity range. The output change was linear mnd hnd a gaLi of 0.124 psi/
1 percent change in viscosity at 50 pslg supply pressure and a gain of
0.280 psal percent change in viscosi:y at a supply pressure of 100 psig.
It iU important to note that the inside diameter of the laminar restrictor
for these tests was identical with the amplifier control and supply ori-
fices sizes. Therefore, dirt insensitivity should be equally as good as
the standard fluidic amplifiers. These data are shown in Figure 5-40.

Application of this device to manual operation would be
similar to that of the passive bridge detector. The principal difference
between the two techniques is that the excess flow through the jet-on-jet
detector (vent flow) is at atmospheric pressure and cannot be injected
back into the pipeline.

5.4.5 Conclusions

Both of the interface detectors discussed above have good
potential. Both have been developed to a limited degree and tests verify
the concepts. Further analysis and experimentation would be required to
determine which offers the best solution to interface detection.

Therefore, it is concluded that interface detection is
indeed possible using fluidic technology, and that, for at least one concept,
the detector could be incorporated into a control system to effect
automatic flying switches upon arrival of the interface at the takeoff
point.
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APPENDIX A

DEVELOPED FLUIDIC INTERFACE DEVICES

Developed Under Contract N00019-68-C-0379 for U.S. Navy Air System Command
By Bendix Research Laboratories, Southfield, Michigan 48075.

A. 1 TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED ABSOLUTE PRESSURE SENSING CIRCUIT

The pressure sensing circuit is a combination of laminar and orifice-
type flow restrictors. In the operating range, flow is directly propor-
tional to the pressure difference across the laminar flow restrictors
while flow is a function of the square root of the pressure difference
across an orifice-type flow restrictor. The differential output pressure
of this sensing circuit is a unique function of input mass flow at a given
temperature. A downstream orifice, A03, operates in the sonic flow regime
near the design point, and eliminates any effects of the ambient pressure
on the nullpoint of the pressure sensing circuit. Temperature effects on
flow-pressure relations are different for the laminar restrictor than for
the orifice restrictor. Thus, the nullpoint of the pressure sensing bridge
changes as a function of temperature as shown in Figure A-2.. This thermal
effect is analytically predictable and can be compensated in several ways.
A simple compensation is effected by varying the area of the downstream
orifice, A03 , as a function of temperature. Analysis predicts linear
relation between area and temperature for proper compensation. The dif-
ferential thermal expansion compensating orifice shown in Figure A-1
satisfies this requirement. The flow restriction of the device is the

• -- QUARTZ
SROO

RETAININ ALUMINUM
SPIING TUBE GAP &

Figure A-1 - Differential Thermal Expansion Compensating Orifice
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gap between the orifice and the quartz rod. The quartz rod is supported
by an aluminum tube. Increasing the temperature expands the aluminum
tube, while the expansion of the quartz rod is negligible. This forces
the quartz rod into the retaining spring and increases the gap. The re-
stricted area, thus, increases as a linear function of temperature over
the design range.

Experimental results of a typical temperature test are shown in
Figure A-3 for the temperature compensated pressure sensing circuit.
The 21 psi temperature shift of the uncompensated circuit is reduced to
0.6 psi for the temperature compensated design for the 270*F temperature
change. The nullpoint of the bridge remains constant for any operating
temperature within the design range,

A.2 FLUIDIC PRESSURE REGULATOR

This fluidic pressure regulator shown in Figure A-4 combines a
passive laminar-orifice restrictor bridge pressure sensing circuit with
a vortex valve controlled confined-jet feedback amplifier and another
vortex flow controller for closed-loop absolute pressure regulation. The
pressure sensing within the regulator is accomplished by a passive bridge

A .

Figure A-4 - Breadboard-Sens lg Bridge
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network of laminar and oriflice flow restrictors. In the operating range,
mass flow through the orifices is a function of the square root of the
pressure difference, while mass flow is proportional to the pressure dif-
ference in the laminar flow restrictors. The circuit has a unique null-
point as a function of input pressure. This nullpoint is used to measure
the value of the regulated pressure and to provide the proper error signal
to the feedback amplifier. A vortex valve controlled confined-jet amplifier
was used for the feedback amplifier. The high pressure recovery, in excess
of 80 percent, of this amplifier is necessary for satisfactory operation of
this fluidic pressure regulator concept. The output of the confined-jet
feedback amplifier controls the flow b3tween the source and the regulated
pressure, thus correcting for any error between the regulated pressure and
the designed operating point. As described before, the setting of the
regulated pressure is accomplished through the initial selection of the
passive pressure sensing network.

Typical performance characteristics of this closed-loop breadboard
regulator are given below. Input pressure sensitivity of the breadboard
confined-jet amplifier required the use of a separate fixed supply source
for the amplifier supply pressure for the tests. Figure A-5 indicates
that +10 percent variation in the input pressure to the sensing circuit
causes the regulated pressure to vary 1.4 psi or +2 percent, Figure A-6
indicates 1 psi drop in output pressure for 1.0 x-10- 4 lb/sec load flow
variation at 10 inches of Ug absolute pressure. Identical load flow
characteristics were obtained at normal ambient pressure. Figures A-7
and A-8 indicate the effect of ambient pressure on the regulated pressure
below and above normal ambient pressure. Ambient pressure varying up
to 4 psig did not affect the regulated pressure output.
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APPENDIX B

FLUIDIC DEVICE FUMDAMENTALS AND
GRAPHICAL SYMBOLOGY

"B.1 GENERAL

Since the structural configurations of fluidic devices are fi'xed
and rigid, functions such as amplification and logic must be accomplished
by the actions and interactions of moving fluid(s).

All active fluidic devices have four basic functional component
parts: a power source, a receiver, a control input, and a control
region. These roughly correspond to the cathode, plate, control grid,
and intereleetrode region in a vacuum tube. /

Source flow is introduced into the device, passes through the con-

trol region, and is partially or totally recovered In the receiver, the /
degree of recovery depending upon the details of the device configuration. /

When control flow is introduced, it modifies the pattern and level of
the source flow seen by the receiver, risulting in a change in output.
In general, the amount of controlling energy is subatantialty smaller
than the resultant change in output energy, such that practical ampli-
fication results.

In most fluidic devices, source flow is constant, and the modula-
tion of energy recovered at the receiver (output) is achieved by flow
diversion, as against throttlIig. In this respect, fluidic devices are
similar to jet-pipe valves where a constant flow from a movable source
jet is directed into one or more receiver ports, with the amount of
energy at each receiver being modulated by the physical orientation of
the source jet. The essential difference is that in the jet-pipe valve,
source flow diversion is accomplished by physically moving the source
nozzle; in fluidic devices, the source input geometry is fixed and the
source flow is diverted after leaving the input by the effect of a second,
controlling flow.

B12 BASIC CONTROL APPROACHES

Given the principle of modulating a source tlow by the introduction
of a second controlling flow, a variety of fluid interaction phenomena
exist which provide mechanisms for varying the pattern or energy level
of source flow into a receiver. These various phenomena form the basis
of present fluidic devices, which differ in details of configuraf'4qn,
performance capability, and specific applicability.

Flow modulation mechanisms utilized at the present can be divided
into four basic categories: (1) Jet Interaction - where the source
flow is essentially unconstrained by surfaces and the controlling fluid
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directly modifies the source flow pattern, (2) Jet-Field Interaction -

where the interaction between a free source jet and the surrounding-
"field" modifies the source jet flow pattern, (3) Jet-to-Surface
Interaction - where the interaction between the source flow and an adja-
cent surface is essential to the controlling action, and (4) Vortex Flow -

where the existence of a vortex flow pattern is essential to device
functioning.

Jet Interaction

In jet interaction devices, source control action is achieved by
the direct effect of control flow on a second, free jet. Included in
this category are beam deflection and impact modulation effects.

In bem deflection (Figure B-i), the vector direction of flow
from the source jet is varied by flow from one or more control jets
oriented at approximately ninety degre4 to the source jet. The angle
through which the source jet is turned is nominally equal to the arl-
tengent of the control flow momentut, divided by the source flow momen-
tum. For the Meall. angles normally required in practical devices', the
angular deflection is essentially a linear function of control momentum
such that, given a properly designed receiver, the beam deflection effect
can be utilized to develop a linear proportional amplifier.

In impact modualtion"(Figure B-2), interaction is achieved by
directing tvo coaxial jets against each other, forming a region of trans-
verse (radial) flow. The shape and location of the impact region can be
varied by modifying one of the source jets by introducing a control flow
(not shown) into or" against that source jet. Again, given an appropriate
receiver (located near the impact region), source flow into a receiver
can be modulated by a control flow.'

Jet-Fiel- Interaction

In jet-field interaction devices, source control action results
from the effect of the fiuid medium surrounding the source jet (the
"field") on the pattern of the jet flow - and, hence, upon the amount of
energy recovered in a dowustream receiver. Included in this category
are the field-modulated Jet pattera and controlled turbulence effects.

When a gaseous jet is caused to flow from a nozzle into a free
gaseous medium, t~he detailed structure of the pattern of flow from the
nozzle through the medium depends upon the ambient pressure at the exit
of the nozzle and in the surrounding medium. At the least, the spread-
ing of the free jet is influenced and, depending upon relative source
and ambient pressures, shock phenomena may result with gross effect on
the jot pattern. If, as shown in Figure B-3, the region around the
source jet is enclosed, allowing the ambient pressure in the medium
downstream of the nozzle to be conveniently controlled, it is possible
to alter the jet flow pattern and thus control the recovery at a receiver.
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When flow is ejected from a nozzle into a still, free medium, the
jet flow vll remain laminar for a distance from the nozzle and then
abruptly become turbulent (Figure B-4(a)). For a given medium, the dis-
tance from the nozzle at which the turbulence begins Is dependent upon
the stillness of the medium. In the controlled turbulence effect, a
second control input is provided in the normally laadnar region near the
exit of the nozzle. With no control input the source Jet will stay
laminar to a maximum distance from the nozzlk exit. When control flow
(or a sonic disturbance) is introduced, it disturbs the source jet, causing
the point of turbulent breakdown to move inward toward the nozzle
(Figure B-4(b)). Since energy recoverable from the jet is much greater
in the laminar region than in the turbulent region, a receiver located
between the no-control turbulence point and the control turbulence point
will sense a significant change in energy with and without a control
input. Since the amount of energy controlled at the receiver is much
larger than the energy required to change the jet turbulence state, signal
amplification is possible.

Jet-to-Surface Interaction

In jet-to-surface interaction devices, device functioning depends
upon the interaction of the source flow with an adjacent surface. The
most coinn form of flow-to-surface interaction involve: (1) the attrac- )
tion (and attachment) of a stream to a surface, and (2) the tendency of

attached flow to leave (separate from) a curved surface. In both attach-
ment and separation effects, the interaction with the surface supports
and is essential to the device behavior, but the actual controlling fuac-
tion is provided by a second fluid input.

Surface attachment is generally known as Coanda Effect and can be
explained as follows (Figure B-5(a)). When a jet exits from a nozzle
it entrains particles from the surrounding fluid medium due to viscosity.
Particles thus entrained are eventually returned to the medi(in when the
jet stagnates some distance from the exit. If a surface is placed adjacent
to the jet such that it restricts the return flow (or other replacement)
of entrained particles, the region between the jet and the surface will
tend to become "evacuated," resulting in a lowering of pressure in that
region. The resultant pressure differential across the jet causes the
jet to býd toward the wall until, under proper conditions, the'jet will
"attach"-to the wall. Since the attachmnt of the jet further restricts
the return of entrained particles, the evacuation effect is continually
maintained and the attached condition is stable. The jet may be detached
from the surface by injecting flow into the low-pressure region, replacing
the entrained particles and eliminating the pressure differential. The
stability of the attachment, in combination with its controllability,
forim the basis of fluid amplifiers useful for digital appliLations as
described in greater detail in a subsequent section.

If a jet is caused to flow along a curved surface, it will remain
"attached" to that surface, unless the curvature is so great that centri-
fugal effects pull the flow savy from the surface. The departure of flow
from a curved surface is called separation.
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Figure B-5 - Jet-to-Surface Interaction Effects

As indicated in Figure B-5(b), the angle at which the flow leaves

the surface depends upon the precise point at which separation occurs.

Since the separation point is quite sensitive to flow injected in the

"vicinity of the separation region, the angle of source jet flow can be

modified by a second control flow, providing another means for modulating

source flow direction similar in effect to the beam deflection approach

discussed above.

Utilization of this effect in a practical amplifier c$dfiguration

requires the addition of suitable receiving ports downstream of the

separation control region. Given a pair of adjacent receivers, the

source flow can be diverted between the ports by modifying the flow angle.

Since a large source flow can be controlled by a smaller controlling input,

amplification results.

Vortex Flow

In vortex flow devices, source flow is introduced radially inward

at the circumference of a pancake-shaped chamber and exits from a hole

at the center of the chamber (Figure B-6(a)). Modulation of the source

flow is achieved by the introduction of a second flow tangential to the

chamber circumference.

In the absence of control flow, the source flow proceeds radially

inward from circumference to center hole of the chamber. When tangential

control flow is introduced, the source and control flows co•bine and the
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Figure B-6 - Vortex Flow Effects

resultant flow develops a degree of swirl dependent upon the relative
magnitudes of the source and control flow momenta.

The change from radial to vortex flow caused by the tangential con-
trol flow modifies the exit flow pattern (Figure B-6(b)) such that the
energy recovered in an appropriate receiver can be varied by the control
flow. In addition, the change from radial to vortex flow in the chamber
varies the pressure gradient across the chasber such that the magnitude
as well an the pattern of source flow is altered.

The modification of source flow pattern in combination with a
suitable receiver allows the development of amplifiers comparable in
function and utility to the various jet devices mentioned previously. The
capability of vortex devices to substantially keduce source flow gives
them the added function of throttling, which is unique among fluidic devices.

B.3 TYPICAL AMPLIFIER (ONFIGURATIONS

As indicated above, a variety of modulation techniques are available
which can be utilized to for. functional fluidic devices. The manner in
which three of the most comonly used mechanism are utilized in practical
elements is presented below.
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Jet Proportional Amplifier

A common form of proportional amplifier is implemented using the
beau deflection effect.

Referring to Figures B-7(a) through B-7(d), the profiles shown repre-
sent plan views of channels cut uniformly deep into a flat plate with a
second flat plate laid on top, enclosing the open regions in a "two-
dimensional sandwich."

The basic operation of a jet proportional amplifier can be explajised
an follows. Source flow is introduced through a nozzle to form the source
jet (Figure B-7(a)). The introduction of a second control jet allows the
direction of the source jet to be varied (Figure B-7(b)). The introduction
of a receiver port downstream in the source jet path allows the recovery
of a variable amount of source flow as a function of control flow input.
Zero and maximum control flow conditions are shown in Figures B-7(c)
and B-7(d). Assuming that the flow in the receiver is restricted to
develop an output pressure, the pressure control characteristic for such
a device is as shown in Figure B-7(e).

In general, jet proportional amplifiers are made symetrical about
the source jet center line, as shown in Figure B-8(a). For zero or equal
non-zero control pressures, the source jet is directed to the center vent
resulting in low, equal flow (hence, equal pressure) in the two output
ports. As the control pressures are varied differentially, the source
jet is directed toward one output port and away from the other. A typical
differential pressure chara:teristic for such an element is shown in Fig-
ure B-8(c). In a veil-designed element, the variation in output pressure
(and flow) is substantially larger than the controlling pressure (or flow),
such that signal amplification results.

Figure B-9 illustrates a three-stage amplifier utilizing jet pro-
portional amplifying elements. In such a cascade amplifier, the outputs
of a given stage are connected to the control inputs of the following
stage. The sizes and source pressure levels of the individual stages are
selected for maximum overall amplifier effectiveness (maximum gain and
linearity, minimum power requirement and noise level).

Jet Bistable Amplifier

The surface attachment (Coanda) effect is utilized to implement an
extremely useful fluidic device, the jet bistable amplifier (flip-flop).

Referring to Figure B-10, the profiles shown again represent
channeling enclosed in a "two-dimensional sandwich."

Source flow is introduced through a nozzle to form the source jet
(Figure B-10(a). Due to viscosity, the surcce jet entrains particles
from the surrounding medium. If a wall (surface) is introduced which
restricts the entrainment flow, a low pressure region will be formed,
resulting in a bending of the jet toward the wall (Figure B-10(b).
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If tOe source flow is sufficiently intense ind the wall sufficiently
close, the jet will attach to tdie'wall, forming an enclosed low-pressure
region commonly called the "attachment bubble" (Figu're B-10(c)).

If two walls are placed symmetrically about the jet, the possibility
of attachment to either wall is equally probable (Figure B-10(d)). Once
attachment of one wall has been accomplished, however, unless disturbed
by an external input, the jet will remain attached to the selected wall
indefinitely.

The capability of controlling the attachment position is intro-
duced by providing control ports in the attachment bubble region of the
two walls (Figure B-10(e)). If the jet is attached to the right wall
(as in Figure B-10(e)), it can be switched to the left wall by introducing
sufficient flow through the control port to replace the entrained par-
ticles and fill the attachment bubble. Once switching is accomplished,
the control flow may be stopped and the jet will remain in the switched
condition - essentially "remembering" the last switching command.

In a pxrctical bistable amplifier configuration, the two walls are
placed at an angle, allowing the introduction of a central wedge
("splitter") and the formation of a receiver pair (Figure B-10(f)).
Because of the wall attachment effect, the source flow is stable only on
one wall or the other, and the receiver outputs are either "on" or "off."
The switching and memory characteristics of such a device make it a
functional "flip-flop," having great utility iu the implementation of
digital networks. Since the control flow (and pressure) required to,
switch the device are lower than the source flow (and pressure) recover-
able at the outputs, the device is an amplifier with dignificant fanout
capability; i.e., it can control several amplifiers of the same size and
type.

The form and pressure characteristics for a typical jet bistable
amplifier are shown in Figure B-11. As indicated on the profile of Fig-
ure B-ll(a), vents are generally provided in the receivers just down-
stream of the splitter. The primary function of the vents is to decouple
the attachment region from load effects, in ta~ticular, providing an
alt ate path for outpu• flow when a highly restricted load is used.

'The bietable nature and "memory" capability of the device are
indicated by the composite characteristic of Figure B-11(c).

Jet bistable amplifying elements can be cascaded to achieve pres-
sure, flow, or power amplification as indicaLed in Figure B-12. As in
a cascaded jet proportional apllfier, stage sizes and pressure levels
musF be selected fot an optimum amplifier design.

/

Vortex Amplifier

As mentioned previously, modulation achieved in a vortex device
results in both flow pattern change and a throttling effect on flow
throug)h the chamber. A vortex amplifier benefits by both effects, but
depends primarily on the pattern change.

B-I1
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Referring to Figure B-6(b), the general pattern of flow in the
regio-i of the chamber cratlet is indicated for zero and non-zero control
flow inputs. With zero control, flow through the chamber proceeds radi-
ally inward and exits from the chamber as a jet coaxial with the chamber
axis. As tangential control flow is injected, the flow through the
chamber acquies angular momentum, and a swirling pattern results. Due
to conservation of angular momentum, the tangential velocity increases
as the flow proceeds inward through the chamber, with the result that
flow will take on a conical spread".ng geometry upoti leaving the chamber
exit. The resultant three-dimennion flow pattern modulation can be
"-tilized in a manner similar to the two-dimenslaonal pattern modulation
of the jet proportional Eaplifier by the introduction of a suitable
receiver.

Figure B-13(a) shows a simple probe pickoft (external pickoft)
placed outside the chamber exit in a position such that the amount of
flow recovered by the probe depends upon the conical spreading of the
exit flow pattern and, hence, upon the level of tangential control input.
The pressure characteristic for auch an amplifier configuration is shown
in Figure B-13(c).

The schematic of Figure B-13(a) shows two pickoff (receiver) formsi
the external pickoff as discussed above, and an internal pickoff located
within the body of the amplifier. The internal pickoff functions by
responding to the pressure at the chamber wall opposite from the main
exit hole of dhe chamber. The pressure at the wall varies inversely with
the degree of swirl that the flow has as it leaves the chamber exit.
The pressure characteristic for a properly designed internal pickoff is
simialr to that for an external pickeff (Figure B-13(c)).

Given the flow pattern characteristics within the external to the
vortex chamber exit, a variety of specialized receiver configurations
are possible. The typzs illustrated are simple in configuration aud
provide a useful amplifying characteristic with high energy recovery.
Of particular note, the maximum pressure recoverable at the amplifier
outputs with either internal or external pickoffs approaches 100 percent
of supply pressure.

Vortex amplifying elements can be staged to form high-gain multi-
stage amplifiers-4! shown in Figure B-14.

Vortex Valves

As mentioned previously, varying the relative angular momentum of
flow through a vortex chamber modifies the radial pressure gradient
across the chamber, with a resultant variation of total flow through the
chamber. A vortex chamber having a radiaý (source) input and a tangential
(control) input can thus be used to**ýttle the flow from a source and
to a load. This action is basically diffe~rent from the other fluid
modulating maechanisiM discussed previously in that flow from a source
can be reduced, not merely diverted relative to a receiver.
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The configuration for such a "vortex valve" is shown in 'Figure B-15.
The chaabet copfiguration is essentially similar to the vortex amplifiers
described, with the exception that there are no pickoffs in a valve;
the exit flow is either totally vented or totally captured.'

The intrinsic throttling characteristic of a vortex valve is
indicated in Figure B-16, which shows the variation of flow through the
valve as a function of control pressuke for fixed supply and exit pres-
sures. For most applications, the valve is connected in series with a
load,, and the effect of the load on the effective valve source or exit
pressiresfmustt be considered. Figure B-17 illustrates the method of
graphically determining the operation of a valve-orifice combination
where the load orifice is in series vith the source flow to the valve.

B.4 GIAPHICAL SYMBOLOGY

The following discussion of fluidic graphical symbology is taken
from the proposed revisions to Section 3 -- Schematics, submitted in a
revised form on November 10, 1967, and prepared by the Fluidics Panel
of Subcommittee A-6D, Fluid Power Utilization, of Committee A-6,
Aerpspace Fluid Power Technologies.

"1The purpose of the graphic symbols is to enable the circuit designer
loy meaningful and specific symbols in drawings and schematics

which will clearly define the function or type of device employed to
perform that function.

S -- A,

Vortex Annular
Chamber R•wtri~on

SP lenum

P -o PC. W6

oContro Polnl

Injector Supply Inlet

Sction AA A

Figure 3-15 - Vortex Valve Schematic
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In the course of preparing this document, it was recognized that
fluidic symbols were required to satisfy two basic needs. The first was
the need of the system designer interested primarily in the function
of the device. The second was the need of the circuit designer primarily
interested in the operating principle of the device.

The following is a set of symbology which satisfies both requirements.
Functions of the device are defined by symbols enclosed within a square
envelope. Operating principles of the devices are defined by symbols
enclosed within round envelopes. The difference in envelopes is specifically
intended to emphasize the difference in purpose of the symbols.

Figure B-18 shows the basic functional and operating principle
symbols. By definition, the symbols are intended to show the following:

"* Functional Symbol - Depicts a function which may be performed
by a single fluidic element or by an
interconnected circuit containing
multiple elements.

"* Operating Principle Symbol - Depicts the fluid phenomena in
the interaction region which is
employed to perform the function
as well as the function of the
fluidic element.

The relative port locations for the symbols are shown in Figure B-19.
All symbols may be oriented in 90-degree increments from the position
shown.

Specific ports are identified by the following nomenclaturet

"Supply port -S

Control port - C

Output port - 0

The nomenclature shown on the graphic symbols need not be used on schematic
diagram. It is primarily intended to correlate the function of each

port with the truth table.

Supply ports can be either active or passive. An inverted triangle,
V, denotes a supply source connected to thte supply port (active device).

An arrowhead on the control line inside the symbol envelope indi-
* cates continual flow is required to maintain state (no memory, no

hysteresis):

A small + on the output of a bistable device indicates initial or
startup flour condition.

For logic notation, the following definitions are used:

A " B - A "and" B

A + B - A "or" B

I - B - "not" A and "not" B

Analog or proportional amplifiers are represented as shown in Figure R-20.
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Figure B-18 - Basic Symbols
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Figure B-21 - Bistable Digital Devices
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Bistable digital devices include the flip flop and the digital
amplifier. The flip flop has an inherent hysteresis loop and, therefore,
has memory capability whereas the digital amplifier provides only the
sharp switching characteristic of the wall attachment devices. These
devices are shown in Figure B-21.

The monostable amplifier shown in Figure B-22, is also a digital
device. However, it only has memory on one output. The monostable is

_ •a very important logic element since it can be used for OR, NOR, and
NAND logic operations.

Occasionally, for reasons of better clarity, the jet interaction
devices are shown in a schematic form that closely resembles their actual
shape. To designate the location of memory for the digital devices, hash
marks ate placed along side the memory legs. This is shown in Figure B-23.

In logic diagramu, the complementing output from a logic element is
indicated by using a small circle either at the o,'Cput of the element, or
sometimes, at the element to which the output isodirected.

Fluidic devices inherently provide both the output and its complement.
That is, if one of the two outputs of a bistable amplifier is A, the olher
can be thought of as A (A not).

)t
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APPENDIX C

OPERATING PRINCIPLES OF THE BENDIX CLOSED-CONNECT
FLUIbCALLY CONTROLLED FUELING DEVICE

* C.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the following discussion is to help the reader to
understand the operating procedures and principles of operation of the
delivered prototype fueling device.

C.2 OPERATIONAL FEUTURES

C.2.l Receptacle

The fueling device consists of two separate umits - the
nozzle and the receptacle. The receptacle is, of course, located in the
vehicle fuel tank.

A photo of the receptacle is shown in Figure C-l. This is
a view from the inside of the tank.and it shows most of the critical com-
ponents. One important feature of this model of the receptacle 'is the
ability to remove the center-located nipple. This allowk for fueling
the vehicle in the normal gravity-fill mode if the closed-connect nozzle
is not available.

Another important feature of this model is that it is
restricted to locations in the fuel tank above the normal full tank fuel
level. This is obvious because the float housing is affixed to the flange.
Although a model was not fabricated during the course of this contract,,
it is entirely possible to design the fueling device for bottom-fill
application. That is, for fueling a vehicle at a point convenient for
the operator regardless of the fuel tank location. This would be accom-
plished by attaching the float housing and float to the inner wall of
the tank at the desired full-tank level. The float valve, presently
located within the removable nipple would also be relocated with the
float housing to the desired full tank level. Suitable sensing and
amplifier vent flow lines would be connected between the float valve
and these lines in the nipple. For this type of application, the nipple
would actually be a fixed part of the flange since it would be impossible
to fuel the tank via uormal gravity techniques.

The float and the float valve provide a signal to the
fluidic control circuit in the nozzle to indicate when the tank is full.
Operation of the fluidic circuit is explaine4 later.

1
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C. 2.2 Nozzle

"The fueling device nozzle is shown in Figure C-2. The
principle feature of the nozzle and the fueling device in general is the
closed-connect feature. This offers unique advantages to military fueling
operations. The basic advantage is the ability to fuel a vehicle with
ansurance that there is no way for airbor-'e contaminants to enter the
fuel tank during the fueling operation. This is especially advantageous

* for fueling helicopters in tactical situations where it is desirable to
keep the engine running for fast turn-around.

Some of the other advantages are reduced fire hazard and
faster refueling rates. Also, as indicated in subsection C.2.1, easier
access to the fueling point can be offered for vehicles with tanks that
are not located near ground level, such as large earth moving machinery.

The use of closed-connect fueling requires some form of
automatic fuel shutoff because the operator may not have any means by
which he can observe the rising fuel level in the tank.

There are several closed-connect fueling devices which pro-
vide automatic shutoff with various mechanical techniques. The device
discussed here uses a unique fluidic circuit to sense the fuel tank level
and the delivery line pressure and uses this information to regulate the
fuel delivery to the tank and to automatically shut off the flow when
the tank is full.

The main components of the nozzle are called out in the
photo of Figure C-2. The coupling is an adaptation of a commercially
available coupling. It provides for rapid connection and disconnection
to the receptacle in the tank. Connection is achieved simply by pressing
the nozzle against the receptacle. Spring loaded latching bars lock into
recess grooves in the receptacle. Motion of the parts of the coupling
over the nipple in the receptacle provides seals between the main fuel
flow path and the ambient and opens a valve in the ends of both the
nozzle and tne receptacle to provide a flow nath for :he fuel.

Disconnection in achieved by pulling on the lanyard. This
releases the latching bars and a spring pushes the nozzle off the re-
ceptacle. This motion allows the valves in both components to close
and seal the fuel in the tank and the main flow passage in the nozzle
from the ambient. Essentially no leakage occu;rs during either the con-
nection or disconnection process.

Located within the coupling on both the nozzle and the re-
ceptacle are two additional small flow lines. They are both concentrý.c
to the main flow path. These two lines are a part of the fluidic circuit
and they carry the sensing line flow and the vent flow from the fluidic
amplifier to the tank. The function of these lineg will be discussed '\
later when the fluidic circuit is described.

The main valve housing encloses the mntn valve and provides
a clamping force to hold a series of rolling-tiaphragu seals in position.
The seals form pressure chambers in which forces are developed for posi-
tioning the main valve.
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The fluidic circuit shown in Figure C-2 consists of the
fluidic amplifier and the various manifold passages required for routing
fuel to and from the amplifier circuit.

The button labelled "operating switch" -is used to start and
stop automatic fueling. ?ulling outward on the buttont starts .tht. fueling
operation. Pushing inward will ston the operatior at any desired time.
Otherwise, during automatic operation, the fuel lo44 will shut off when
the fuel tank is full. When =his occurs, the operating switch button
will be returned to the off position by the fluidic circuit.

The manual valve is provi4ed to allow fueling in the event
that the fluidic circuit is inoperative.' This'coild occur .a a result of
a malfunction or because the fuel pressure'in the delivery line is below
a safe value for automatic shutoff operation. The manual valve bypasses
the fluidic cittuit and positiopi the main valve directly by applying a
p;essure...orce on the amain valve piston. Manual fueling begin- when the
operaWt presoes the manual valve button. The buttor is spring loaded
to ensure that the opre-tor remains at the nczzle while fueling is in
progress. Fueling stops as soon a3 the buv'on i, "eleaoed.

The hose coupling is a military standard cam-lock quick
disconnect,

C. 3 01 RAFLNG PRINCIPLES

Th• schematic disngram in Figure C-3 shows all he principal oper-
ating componensa of the fluidic clesed-conict fuelinj device. They

are: the Main Valve, the OpEratir- Switch, the Fluidic Amplifier, the
float-Operated Valve and the Manual Valve. All of these components,
except the float opefated valve, are located within the nozzle.

The nozzle is connected to a fuel pump with a hoseline and the fuel
enters the nozzle into an annular cavity, A, ,:hat surrounds the main
valve, B. The valve is shown partially open but when it moves to the
right it seats r C and the valve is off. When open, the fuel passes from
the cavity, A, . the valve into the cavity, D. This cavity is in the
body .of the nozzle between the valve B and the nozzle closed-connect
coupling. If :the nozzle is cuknected to the receptacle, the closed-
connecc flow passage is open aid the fuel continues on into the vehicle
tank..

it will bv noted that the main valve is otly =ne part of an assem-
bly that consists otherwise basi'ally of a piaton. The piston actually
is powered by pressures established in the chambers, E and F. The sche-
natic also showe that the chambers are sealed from one another and from
other pressures by rolling diaphragm seals. Actually, although pairs
of seals are shown at G and U, the finaa. design used only one diaphragma
at points G, H, and 1. However, operating fundamentals are unaffected
by this differcnce'.
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The valve assembly/is designed to be statically pressure balanced
in both the closed and open positions. In the closed position, this is
achieved by making the ffective diameter at point I equal to that of
the seat, C. Thus, th' pressure in cavity A can exert no force on the
closed valve. When op~n, the pressure of the fuel in cavity D is refer-
enced to cavity J. Since the effective diameter at point G is also abo•
eq.al to the diameter of the seat C, the pressure forces again cancel one\
-aother. Therefore, the static positioning forces exerted on the valve
are those due to pressure differentials between cavities E and F acting
on the piston and the variable force exerted by the return spring, K.

The spring is preloaded to provide a minimum required seating force
on the valve in the closed position to prevent any leakage. As the valve
moves open, the spring is compressed and provides a stored return force
to close the valve when shutoff is desired.

The piston is sized to move the valve against the spring using the
pressure differential available in the ceambers E and F. This pressure
differential is a function of the pressure in the annular cavity A and
the fluidic amplifier characteristics..

The fluidic amplifier is a jet-on-jet monostable device. Detailed
description of the principles of its operation is beyond the scope of
this discussion. The reader is referred to Appendix B of this report
for a fundamental discussion. However, the amplifier can be described as

"consisting of a power nozzle through which fuel flows continuously dur-
ing automatic operation. The- fuel is supplied at a pressure very near
to that existing in cavity A. At right angles to this flow are two op-
posing flow paths. One, M, is termed the control, and the other, N, is
the bias. The cross-hatching on the amplifier output leg labelled Pvalve
indicates that, for this type of amplifier (monostable),I the flow from the
power nozzle vill always issue from this leg unless certain deliberate
actions are taken at the bias and control flow paths, If a pressure is
applied in path H (the zontrol), a flow will take place through the con-
trol port.' The port is located very near tO the area immediately down-
stream of the power nozzle. This flow, if of proper magnitude, will cause
the power jet flow to issue from the amplifier output leg labelled Pswitch.
Howeveri it will only continue to do so while flow continues through
the control port.

"The bias port is similar t- the control except that it is larger in
area. Actually, this is how the amplifier is made to be monostible. The
bias port is passive in this application in that it is only connected to
a sump pressure (reference pressure) to ensure that the port is kept
flooded with fuel. The reference or sump for this applipation is the
vehicle fuel tank. A sump is required because the amplifier flows con.-
tinuously and the flow across the amplifier power nozzle, H, can only
take place if a lower pressure exists in the region immediately down-
stream of M. If the flow tending to exit from the amplifier output leg
is directed to a load that is essentially blocked such as the piston
chamber E, then the amplifier output legs must be vented. That is, the
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flow from the power nozzle must be removed from the output leg and re-
6 turned to a step (the fuel tank again, in this case). Therefore, it will

be noted from the figure that the bias port N and the two leg vents P are
Sconnected and directed through a line to the fuel tank.

The pressure in the control path and at the control port, M, is
established basically by two fixed orifices and a variable orifice. Refer-
ring to the schematic, it can be seen that the same line that furnishes fuel
to the amplifier supply nozzle also directs fuel to the control port.
However, since it first passes through'the orifice Q and is also directed 7
to the orificl R in parallel with the control port orifice, it can be
seen that the pressure in the control path will be lower if the float
operated valvp, S, is open. By properly sizing orifices Q and R (also in C

relationship to the control port orifice) the pressure in the control path ,-

will be too low to cause the power nozzle flow to switch from the output
leg, Pvalve as long as the float valve S is fully open.

Because the float valve and float, T, are located in the fuel tank,
the float will close valve S when the fuel level rises and causes the
floaE to move against the valve. Locating the float valve at the desired
full level in the tank will thus cause the control pressure to rise when
the tank is full. The pressure in the control path will tend to approach
the amplifier supply nozzle pressure as the valve S closes. As soon as
the control pressure reaches about 20 percent of the supply pressure, the
amplifier output wl switch-to the Psvitch leg. Of course, the whole
purpose of this -ircuit is to provide a pressure with which the main fuel
valve can be positfoned open to fuel a vehicle and automatically positioned
shut when the tank fills. Therefore, the flow from the PvNlve putput leg
of the amplifier is directed to the piston on the main valve. The Pswitch
output is directed to a cavity located in the.operating switch. This func-
tion is explained later. The cavity F is referenced to the relatively low
pressure in the fuel tank. When the float valveis open, indicating a
low fuel level in the tank, Pvalve pressure in piston cavity, E, is high
in relation to the sump pressure in cavity F and the resultant pressure
differential across the piston opens the valve. When the float dloses
the float valve, indicating a full tank, Pvalve becomes equal to the sump
pressure, the piston pressure differential, becomes equal to zero, and the
spring force closes the valve and stops the fueling operation.

The operating switch performs two important functions. When an
operator lifts the button, U, fuel from the annular cavity A is directed
through the gating valve, V, to the supply nozzle of the fluidic ampli-
fier and to the control path circuit. This actuates the fluidic circuit
and, if the float valve, S is open, the amplifier Pvalve output pressure
is high and the main valve B opens.

When the fluidic circuit senses that the fuel tank is full and
switches to close the main valve, the amplifier is still active.- Thus,
the amplifier flow would continue after the main valve stops the main
flow to the tank. Shutting down the fluidic amplifier is the second im-
portant function performed by the operating switch.
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It will be noted that the amplifier Pawitch output pressure is
referenced to one side of a diaphragm, W, that is attached to the valve
V. When 'the amplifier switches to shut the main valve, B, the pressure,
Peritch, goes high. Since the opposite side of the dirphragm is refer-
eced to the relatively low sump pressure (approxtmately equal to fuel
tank pressure), the resultant differential pressure across the diaphragm
forces the gating valve, V, closed. This shuts off the flow of fuel to
the fluidic circuit, completing the.nozzle shutoff operation.

The diaphragm, W, is actually a metallic Belleville spring washer
designed for snap-through action. That is, it has only two stable pooi-

a tions (bistable) - izverted in one direction or the other. This provides
a positive positioni•s actiou for the operating switch. The diaphragm is
installed so that it does not reach its relaxed position in the closed
direction. Instead, the gating valve hits its seat first. This provides
a spring force to hold the gating valve tightly closed.

One important feature of the nozzle during automatic operation is
the self-regulating characteristic of the fluidically controlled main
valve assembly. Automatic operation only proceeds when the pressure
supplied to the amplifier is sufficiently high to maintain reliable oper-
ation of the fluidic shutoff circuit. Below this pressure, the main
valve is shut regardless of the position of the operating switch.

The pressure diffarential across the main valve piston is a func-
tion of the amplifier characteristics and the amplifier supply pressure.
Thus, in the open position, as the supply pressure decays, the piston
pressure differential reduces and the spring moves the valve in the
closed direction. Eventually, when the pressure reaches a predetermined
low value, the valve closes. Of course, if the pressure is already low
when the operating switch is lifted, the valve will remain closed.

In the event that the pressure is too low for automatic operation,
or if the fluidic circuit bccomes inoperative, fueling czn continue in
the manual mode. This is done by pushing down on the button, X, on the
Manual Valve. 11Tis valve is spring loaded in the closed direction so
that it closes when the button is released.

Pushing dowmnard or in on the button moves a spool valve to block
the passage of the amplifier Pvalve signal to the piston cavity E. In-
stead, the pressure in the annular cavity A is directly applied to the
piston cavity, E. The other piston cavity, F, will be at fuel tank pres-
sure and the result is that the main valve, A, will c-pen and'fueling proceeds.

The manual valve allows fueling at delivery pressures appro-INately
50 percent of those required for automatic operation.
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